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W SKRÓCIE - ABSTRACTS
XIE L., WANG Y., WANG D.: Zasada alokacji niezawodności dla systemu wielkoskalowego; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 8-12.

XIE L., WANG Y., WANG D.: Reliability allocation principle for large scale system;
ksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 8-12.

Przy alokacji niezawodności wielkoskalowego seryjnego systemu mechanicznego o dużej liczbie
komponentów, niezawodności elementów składowych alokowane zgodnie z modelem niezawodnościowym dla systemów klasycznych są nierealnie wysokie, mimo że docelowa niezawodność
wyznaczona dla danego systemu jest niska. Najogólniej rzecz biorąc, tradycyjny model niezawodnościowy systemu nie może poprawnie wyrażać związku pomiędzy niezawodnością systemu
a niezawodnościami elementów składowych z powodu zależności statystycznej zachodzącej
pomiędzy uszkodzeniami komponentów. Z tej samej przyczyny, nie można po prostu alokować
niezawodności systemu na poszczególne elementy składowe zgodnie z tradycyjnym modelem
niezawodności systemu. W oparciu o obszerną analizę czynników kontrolujących zależność
uszkodzeniową pomiędzy elementami składowymi, artykuł przedstawia nową definicję złożoności systemu/podsystemu oraz złożoności elementów składowych, zwraca uwagę na nierówność
z przewagą niepewności obciążenia i przedstawia zasadę alokacji niezawodności systemu opartą
na nierówności obciążenia. Zgodnie z tą zasadą, wymóg niezawodności systemu może być z powodzeniem alokowany na poszczególne elementy składowe i ostatecznie wyznaczany na poziomie
rozkładu wytrzymałości elementów składowych.

For reliability allocation of a large scale series mechanical system composed of a great number of
components, the component reliabilities allocated according to classical system reliability model
are unrealistically high, even though the assigned target reliability for the system is quite low.
Generally, the traditional system reliability model can not properly express the relationship between
system reliability and component reliabilities, owing to the statistical dependence among component
failures. For the same reason, system reliability can not be simply allocated to the individual components according to traditional system reliability model. Based on comprehensive analysis to the
controlling factors for component failure dependence, the present paper introduces a new definition
of system/subsystem complexity and component complexity, highlights load uncertainty dominated
asperity and presents load roughness based principle for system reliability allocation. According
to such a principle, system reliability requirement can be reasonably allocated to components, and
totally determined at the level of component strength distribution.

TAO J., ZHANG Y-A., CHEN X., MING Z.: Bayesowski model wzrostu niezawodności
oparty na dynamicznych parametrach rozkładu; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 13-16.

TAO J., ZHANG Y-A., CHEN X., MING Z.: Bayesian reliability growth model based
on dynamic distribution parameters; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and
Reliability 2010; 2: 13-16.

W artykule przestudiowano metody analizy statystycznej na różnych etapach wzrostu niezawodności
w oparciu o model monotoniczny. Zamodelowano zmiany jakim dynamiczne parametry rozkładu
podlegają podczas badań. Podano bayesowskie modele wzrostu niezawodności dla licznych etapów
wzrostu niezawodności. Na koniec metodę zweryfikowano w oparciu o przykład praktyczny.

In this paper we study the statistical analysis methods at different stages of reliability growth based
on the monotone model. The changes of dynamic distribution parameters during test are modeled.
Bayesian reliability growth models for multiple stages of reliability growth are given. Finally the
method is validated by a practical example.

DU L., WANG Z., HUANG H-Z.: Analiza funkcji opisującej koszty w dynamicznym
projektowaniu w warunkach niepewności; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance
and Reliability 2010; 2: 17-20.

DU L., WANG Z., HUANG H-Z.: Cost-type function analysis in dynamic design
under uncertainty; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010;
2: 17-20.

Dynamiczne projektowanie w warunkach niepewności uwzględniające problem cyklu życia staje
się coraz bardziej atrakcyjnym podejściem w projektowaniu inżynieryjnym. Jednym z ważniejszych
zadań jest obliczenie na etapie projektowania kosztu cyklu życia, który można wykorzystać jako
funkcję celu lub jako ograniczenie. Koszt cyklu życia to suma wszystkich kosztów poniesionych
podczas cyklu życia produktu, wliczając w to koszty projektu, rozwoju, produkcji, eksploatacji,
obsługi, wspomagania obsługi oraz likwidacji. W artykule analizujemy kilka modeli kosztu cyklu
życia i ilustrujemy ich zastosowania. Następnie, biorąc pod uwagę modele kosztu cyklu życia,
budujemy modele projektowania zorientowanego na niezawodność (design-for-reliability models),
projektowania w granicach zadanej niezawodności (design-to-reliability models) oraz projektowania
odpornego (robust design model). Modele te, poprzez uwzględnienie problemów związanych z
cyklem życia, mogą pomagać inżynierom w przygotowaniu niezawodnych i odpornych projektów
produktów bądź systemów.

Dynamic design under uncertainty considering lifecycle issue has become more and more attractive
in the engineering design. One of more important task is to calculate the life cycle cost in the design,
which used as objective function or constraints. Life cycle cost is the total cost incurred in the life
cycle of a product, including design, development, production, operation, maintenance, support and
disposal cost. In this paper, we analyze several life cycle cost models and illustrate their applications.
Then we build dynamic design-for-reliability, design-to-reliability and robust design models by
considering the life cycle cost models. These models can help engineers to make a reliable and
robust design for a product or system by considering the life cycle issues.

LI X., JIANG T., SUN F., MA J.: Przyspieszone badania degradacji przy stałym naprężeniu w analizie diod superelektroluminescencyjnych i wrażliwości parametrycznej;
Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 21-26.

LI X., JIANG T., SUN F., MA J.: Constant stress adt for superluminescent diode
and parameter sensitivity analysis; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and
Reliability 2010; 2: 21-26.

Ruchy Browna są jednym z najpotężniejszych procesów stochastycznych w ciągłym czasie
i ciągłej przestrzeni, który ma też mocne podstawy fizyczne. W analizie przyspieszonych badań
degradacji (ADT), rozkład odwrotny gaussowski, będący rozkładem czasu pierwszego przejścia
ruchu Browna z dryfem (drift Brownian motion), staje się bardzo popularnym modelem predykcji statystycznej życia i niezawodności produktów. Diody superelektroluminescencyjne (SLD)
o długiej żywotności i wysokiej niezawodności mają wiele zalet fizycznych, które sprawiają, że
zastępują one diody laserowe (LD) oraz diody elektroluminescencyjne (świecące) (LED) i mają
szerokie zastosowanie w czujnikach światłowodowych. W niniejszym artykule przeprowadzono
badania ADT diody SLD przy stałym naprężeniu. Aby ocenić możliwość zastosowania rozkładu
odwrotnego gaussowskiego do badań diod SLD, określono najpierw trwałość i niezawodność
SLD na podstawie danych o spadku mocy optycznej uzyskanych z badania ADT prowadzonego
przy stałym naprężeniu. Następnie przeprowadzono analizy wrażliwości parametrycznej w trzech
wymiarach: niezawodności, czasu życia i parametru analitycznego. Wreszcie, kierując się wynikami
analizy wrażliwościowej, przedstawiono niektóre zasady planowania i przeprowadzania testów
ADT przy stałym naprężeniu.

Brownian motion is one of the most powerful stochastic processes in continuous time and continuous space and has a good physics background. For the analysis of accelerated degradation
testing (ADT), the inverse Gaussian (IG) distribution, which is the first passage time distribution
of the drift Brownian motion (DBM), becomes a very popular statistical prediction model of
product life and reliability. Instead of laser diode (LD) and Light Emitting Diode (LED), long-life
and high-reliability super-luminescent diode (SLD) has many physical advantages and has been
widely used in optical fiber sensors. In this paper, the constant stress ADT (CSADT) of SLD was
conducted. In order to evaluate the applicability of IG distribution to SLD, we first estimate the
life and reliability of SLD based on the optical power degradation data collected in CSADT. Then
parameter sensitivity analyses are conducted in the 3-dimensions of reliability, lifetime and the
analytic parameter. Finally, according to the sensitive analysis results, some CASDT planning and
testing principles are presented.

YANG C., ZHU Z., HUANG W., YANG C.: Zastosowanie technologii symulacji do
oceny niezawodności sieci typu ad hoc; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance
and Reliability 2010; 2: 27-30.

YANG C., ZHU Z., HUANG W., YANG C.: Application of simulation technology in
reliability evaluation of ad hoc networks; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance
and Reliability 2010; 2: 27-30.

Ocena niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc przy użyciu technik analitycznych zazwyczaj wymaga wielu
założeń. Dlatego też techniki analityczne nie są w stanie uwzględnić wielu czynników stochastycznych charakteryzujących sieci tego typu. Ostatnio symulacja stała się popularnym podejściem do
oceny niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc. W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono scenariusze symulacji
i omówiono proces projektowania modeli symulacji do oceny niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc.
Omówiono również kierunki przyszłych badań.

Reliability evaluation of Ad Hoc networks using analytical techniques usually requires many
assumptions. Thus, analytical techniques are unable to consider many stochastic factors of the
networks. Simulation has become a popular approach for evaluating the reliability of Ad Hoc
networks. This paper introduces simulation scenarios and discusses simulation model design for
reliability evaluation of Ad Hoc network. Future research directions are also discussed.

WANG N., KANG R., JIA Z., WANG L: Algorytm do oceny i analizy stacjonarnej
dostępności operacyjnej oparty na specyfikacji wymagań; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 31-35.

WANG N., KANG R., JIA Z., WANG L: An algorithm for evaluation and analysis of
stationary operational availability basing on mission requirements; Eksploatacja i
Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 31-35.

Zarówno metody matematyczne jak i symulacyjne mają ograniczenia jeśli chodzi o ocenę stacjonarnej dostępności operacyjnej. Te pierwsze zakładają, że popyt jest niezależny od systemu
operacyjnego, co może skutkować niedoszacowaniem dostępności operacyjnej. Te drugie wymagają
dużej liczby prób, aby uzyskać wyniki o wystarczającym stopniu ufności w warunkach wcześniej
określonych scenariuszy. Niniejszy artykuł zajmuje się problemem określenia stacjonarnej dostępności operacyjnej na podstawie modeli matematycznych. Proponowany model bierze pod uwagę
wiele czynników, wliczając w to pasywację systemu, specyfikację wymagań, parametry projektowe
systemu, liczbę działających systemów, czas realizacji oraz czas obsługi. Artykuł przedstawia
metodę aproksymacji dostępności operacyjnej. Użyty przykład ilustruje związek pomiędzy wyżej
wspomnianymi czynnikami. Doświadczenia numeryczne pokazują, że model ten jest zgodny z
wynikami symulacji Monte Carlo, potwierdzając realność i racjonalność proponowanej metody.

Both mathematical and simulation methods have limitations for evaluation of stationary operational
availability. The former assumes that demand is independent of the operating system, which can
result in underestimation of the operational availability. The latter requires a large number of trials
to obtain the results with a sufficient degree of confidence under the pre-specified scenarios. This
paper addresses the issue of determining the stationary operational availability based on mathematical models. The proposed model considers many factors including system passivation, mission
requirements, system design parameters, the number of working systems, lead time, and maintenance
time. An approximation method to the operational availability is given. Specific example is used
to illustrate the relationship among the aforementioned factors. Numerical experiments show that
the model agrees well with Monte Carlo simulation results and the feasibility and rationality of
the proposed method are validated.
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GUO S., WAN H., WANG G-B., XIE M.: Analiza rekompensaty za zasoby gridowe
w środowisku prorynkowym; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 36-42.

GUO S., WAN H., WANG G-B., XIE M.: Analysis of grid resource compensation
in market-oriented environment; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and
Reliability 2010; 2: 36-42.

Ostatnio ideę prorynkowego zarządzania zasobami gridowymi proponuje się jako sposób na
uporanie się z niedostatkiem zasobów gridowych w systemach sieci typu grid. W środowisku
prorynkowym, użytkownicy sieci grid powinni płacić właścicielom zasobów pewną sumę pieniędzy za wykorzystane zasoby. Jednakże, należy pamiętać, że właściciele zasobów nie tylko
oferują zasoby dla aplikacji gridowych, ale również muszą rezygnować z wykonania lokalnych
zadań na rzecz terminowego dostarczenia zasobów do wykonania zadania gridowego. Istnieje
niewiele badań zajmujących się problemem rekompensaty za utratę korzyści z zadania lokalnego
na zasobach gridowych. W związku z istnieniem tego problemu posiadacze zasobów mogą nie
chcieć przyłączać się do sieci gridowej, o ile nie otrzymają pewnej rekompensaty. W niniejszym
artykule wyznaczono minimalną rekompensatę, jaką użytkownicy sieci gridowej winni płacić posiadaczom zasobów. Obliczeń dokonano w oparciu o analizę oczekiwanego dochodu w odniesieniu
do dwóch strategii szeregowania zadań w zasobach gridowych oraz wykorzystując pojęcie kosztu
alternatywnego (opportunity cost). Aby zagwarantować uczciwe warunki rynkowe, przedstawiono
również model zmiennej ceny (variable price model). Do obliczenia rekompensaty minimalnej
wykorzystano podejście oparte na symulacji Monte Carlo. Rekompensatę minimalną wyznacza
się kierując się charakterystykami zasobu gridowego i terminem wykonania zadania gridowego.
W oparciu o wyniki symulacji, przeanalizowano czynniki wpływające na rekompensatę minimalną
wykorzystując przykład numeryczny. Proponowany model cenowy może stać się motywacją
dla posiadaczy zasobów przyciągając coraz więcej zasobów internetowych do uczestnictwa
w sieciach gridowych.

Recently, market-oriented grid resource management has been proposed to cope with the scarceness of grid resources in grid systems. In the market-oriented environment, grid users should pay
resource owners a sum of money for resources consumed. However, the contribution of resources
owners is not only offering resources for grid applications, but also for the loss of local task
execution for the sake of grid task complement punctually. There is little research to address the
problem of compensation for opportunities lose of local task in grid resources. As a result, resource
owners may be reluctant to join the grid unless some compensation is paid. In this paper, based
on the analysis of the expected income of two priority strategies in grid resources, the minimal
compensation which grid users should pay to resources owners is determined using the concept
of opportunity cost and a variable price model is presented to ensure a fair market environment.
To calculate minimal compensation, an evaluation approach based on Monte Carlo simulation is
given and the minimal compensation can be determined according to the characteristics of the grid
resource and the deadline of the grid task. Based on the simulation results, the influence factors
of minimal compensation are studied using a numerical example. The proposed price model can
provide an incentive for resource owners and attract more and more resources in the Internet to
participate in the grid.

YU T., CUI W., SONG B, WANG S.: Ocena wzrostu niezawodności w bezzałogowym
statku latającym podczas kolejnych faz badania w locie; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność
- Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 43-47.

YU T., CUI W., SONG B, WANG S.: Reliability growth estimation for unmanned
aerial vechicle during flight-testing phases; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance
and Reliability 2010; 2: 43-47.

Samoloty muszą być testowane w locie podczas procesu ich opracowywania i dla zapewnienia
niezawodności powinny przejść, podczas faz badania w locie, proces wzrostu niezawodności
obejmujący kolejne etapy: testowania, poszukiwania ukrytego uszkodzenia, udoskonalania
i ponownego testowania. Jednakże z powodu złożonej budowy samolotów i wysokich kosztów
badań w locie, badania wzrostu niezawodności z reguły przeprowadza się na małych próbkach.
Trudno jest zatem ocenić wzrost niezawodności w kolejnych fazach badań w locie. W niniejszej
pracy do estymacji wzrostu niezawodności zastosowano metodę bayesowską dla dwumianowego
wzrostu niezawodności opartą na rozkładzie a priori Dirichleta oraz obliczono parametry rozkładu
a posteriori wykorzystując metodę symulacji Markov-Chain Monte Carlo. Metodę zastosowano
w kolejnych fazach badań w locie bezzałogowego statku latającego (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle),
a użyty przykład pokazuje, iż metoda oparta na rozkładzie a priori Dirichleta może skrócić czas
badań w locie. Parametry rozkładu a priori łatwo jest potwierdzić na podstawie uprzednio znanych
informacji. Proponowana metoda nadaje się do oceny badań wzrostu niezawodności podczas
kolejnych etapów badań w locie.

It is necessary for airplanes to be flight-tested during the development process, and they should
pass the testing/failure-finding/improvement/re-testing reliability growth process during the flighttesting phases to ensure its reliability. However, due to airplane complexity and the high costs of
flight-testing, the reliability growth testing is usually done with small samples. It is thus difficult to
estimate the reliability growth during the flight-testing phases. In this paper, Bayesian method for
binomial reliability growth based on the Dirichlet prior distribution is applied to reliability growth
estimation, and the parameters of the posterior distribution are calculated by using the simulation
method of Markov-Chain Monte Carlo. The method is applied to the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle test
flight phases, and the example shows that the method based on the Dirichlet prior distribution can
save the flight-testing time. It is easy to confirm the parameters of the prior distribution by using
the prior information. The proposed method is suitable for reliability growth testing estimation
during flight-testing stages.

ZHENG H., REN L.: Analiza dostępności konstelacji satelitów; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 48-50.

ZHENG H., REN L.: Availability analysis of satellite constellation; Eksploatacja
i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 48-50.

Artykuł w pierwszej kolejności analizuje pojęcie dostępności konstelacji satelitów. Następnie
proponuje metodę analizy dostępności konstelacji opartą na modelu łańcuchów Markowa, analizie
przestojów, oraz MTBF i MTTR konstelacji satelitów. Metodę zilustrowano przykładem.

This paper firstly analyzes the concept of availability of satellite constellation. Then the method of
constellation availability analysis is proposed based on Markov chain model, outage analysis, as
well as MTBF and MTTR of satellite constellations. Finally, an illustrative example is presented
to demonstrate the method.

LI D., YU Y., ZHANG L, ZHANG Y.: Modelowanie i symulacja zabezpieczenia materiałowego jednostki bojowej ukierunkowanego na realizację misji; Eksploatacja
i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 51-54.

LI D., YU Y., ZHANG L, ZHANG Y.: Modeling and simulation of mission-oriented
combat unit material support; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 51-54.

W artykule przedstawiamy ramy modelowania i symulacji ukierunkowanego na realizację misji
Systemu Zabezpieczenia Materiałowego Jednostki Bojowej (Combat Unit Material Support System,
CUMSS). Opisujemy proces zabezpieczania materiałowego, analizujemy jego charakterystyki i optymalizujemy zasoby. Prezentowany model opiera się na obszernej analizie procesu eksploatacji oraz
procesu wykorzystania zasobów. Skonstruowano strukturę federacyjną i model obiektowy federacji
dla zabezpieczenia materiałowego jednostki bojowej. Przedstawiono, na podstawie przykładowej
misji, federacje dla zdarzeń dyskretnych, zdarzeń ciągłych i procesu podejmowania decyzji. Do
analizy charakterystyk CUMSS w przedstawionym przykładzie misji użyto symulacji.

In this paper, we present a framework for modeling and simulation of a mission-oriented Combat
Unit Material Support System (CUMSS). We describe the process of material support, analyze its
performance, and optimize the resources. This model is based on a comprehensive analysis of the
maintenance process and the resource utilization process. A federation framework and a federation
object model are constructed for combat unit material support. For an example, mission, we provide
the federations for the discrete events, the continuous events, and the decision-making process.
Simulation is used to analyze the performance of CUMSS for this example mission.

WU X., LIU Q.: Model badania potwierdzającego niezawodność dla dwumianowych
systemów o rosnącej niezawodności; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and
Reliability 2010; 2: 55-58.

WU X., LIU Q.: Reliability demonstration test model for binomial systems with
reliability growth; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010;
2: 55-58.

Wiele złożonych systemów inżynieryjnych przechodzi proces wzrostu niezawodności w kolejnych etapach badań. Większość istniejących modeli badań potwierdzających niezawodność
nie uwzględnia jednak wzrostu niezawodności. W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono model
badania niezawodności dla systemów dwumianowych o 2 etapach testowych, który bierze pod
uwagę możliwy wzrost niezawodności. Określono wskaźniki prawdopodobieństwa dla różnych
możliwych sytuacji oraz wyprowadzono statystyczne reguły decyzyjne. Podany przykład ilustruje
względnie niższe ryzyko decyzyjne proponowanego modelu w stosunku do tego, jakie niosą
klasyczne modele badań.

Many complex engineering systems experience reliability growth in successive test stages. In
most existing reliability demonstration test models, reliability growth is not incorporated. In this
paper, for binomial systems with 2 test stages, a reliability demonstration test model is presented
that takes possible reliability growth into consideration. Likelihood ratios are defined for various
possible situations, and statistical decision rules are derived. With a given example, the relative
lower decision risk of the proposed model is illustrated by comparison with that of classical
demonstration test models.

WANG Y., ZUO M. J., LEI Y., FAN X.: Poprawa aproksymacji lokalnej średniej w rozkładzie na mody empiryczne dla celów detekcji uszkodzeń przekładni; Eksploatacja
i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 59-66.

WANG Y., ZUO M. J., LEI Y., FAN X.: Improvement of local mean approximation in
empirical mode decomposition for gear fault detection; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność
- Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 59-66.

Rozkład na mody empiryczne (EMD) to adaptacyjna metoda przetwarzania sygnału w połączonej dziedzinie czasu i częstotliwości, która jest całkowicie sterowana przez same dane. Metody
interpolacji funkcjami sklejanymi trzeciego stopnia (cubic spline interpolation) używa się do
aproksymacji średniej lokalnej w procesie przesiewu EMD. Niniejsza praca bada podejścia do
poprawy aproksymacji średniej lokalnej w celu otrzymania lepszych charakterystyk EMD. Do
aproksymacji średniej wartości obwiedni (envelope mean approximation) zastosowano metodę
zmodyfikowanej monotonicznej interpolacji Hermite’a funkcjami sklejanymi (modified monotone
piecewise Hermite interpolation, MMPHI), jako że wykazuje ona przewagę nad metodą funkcji
sklejanych trzeciego stopnia. Zbadano również jeden z typów bezpośredniej aproksymacji lokalnej
średniej, tzw. podejście okienkowanej średniej lokalnej (windowed local mean, WLM), i pokazano
jego zalety w wykrywaniu impulsów.

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an adaptive time-frequency domain signal processing
method that is completely driven by data itself. The cubic spline interpolation method has been
used to approximate the local mean in the sifting process of EMD. This study explores approaches
to improve local mean approximation to obtain better EMD performance. A modified monotone
piecewise Hermite interpolation (MMPHI) method is applied to envelope mean approximation,
because it demonstrates advantages over the cubic spline method. A type of direct approximation
of the local mean, i.e., the windowed local mean (WLM) approach, is also investigated and its
merit in identifying impulses is demonstrated.
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SUN Y., MA L: Szacowanie współczynników interakcyjnych do analizy uszkodzeń
interakcyjnych; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010;
2: 67-72.
Środki techniczne to często systemy złożone. W złożonym systemie, między komponentami często
zachodzą interakcje uszkodzeniowe prowadzące do uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. Występowanie
w systemie uszkodzeń interakcyjnych może prowadzić do wzmożonego prawdopodobieństwa
uszkodzenia. Stąd też, przy projektowaniu i eksploatacji złożonych systemów inżynieryjnych,
może zaistnieć potrzeba wzięcia pod uwagę uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. Odnosząc się do tego
zagadnienia, Sun i in. stworzyli analityczny model uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. W modelu tym
stopień interakcji między dwoma komponentami jest wyrażany przez współczynniki interakcyjne.
Aby można było użyć tego modelu do analizy uszkodzeń należy więc oszacować współczynniki
interakcyjne. Jednakże nie opisano jeszcze metod szacowania współczynników interakcyjnych.
Aby wypełnić tę lukę, w niniejszej pracy zaprezentowano pięć metod szacowania współczynników interakcyjnych, wliczając w to metodę probabilistyczną, metodę analizy opartej na danych o
uszkodzeniach, eksperymentalną metodę laboratoryjną, metodę opartą na mechanizmie interakcji
między uszkodzeniami oraz metodę oceny eksperckiej. Podano przykłady pokazujące zastosowania
proponowanych metod, a także dokonano porównania między nimi.

SUN Y., MA L: Estimating interactive coefficients for analysing interactive failures;
Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 67-72.
Engineering assets are often complex systems. In a complex system, components often have failure
interactions which lead to interactive failures. A system with interactive failures may lead to an
increased failure probability. Hence, one may have to take the interactive failures into account
when designing and maintaining complex engineering systems. To address this issue, Sun et al have
developed an analytical model for the interactive failures. In this model, the degree of interaction
between two components is represented by interactive coefficients. To use this model for failure
analysis, the related interactive coefficients must be estimated. However, methods for estimating
the interactive coefficients have not been reported. To fill this gap, this paper presents five methods
to estimate the interactive coefficients including probabilistic method; failure data based analysis
method; laboratory experimental method; failure interaction mechanism based method; and expert
estimation method. Examples are given to demonstrate the applications of the proposed methods.
Comparisons among these methods are also presented.

WANG W.: Modelowanie planowych prac eksploatacyjnych przy niejednolitym
pojawianiu się defektów i zmiennym prawdopodobieństwie wykrycia defektu;
Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 73-78.

WANG W.: Modeling planned maintenance with non-homogeneous defect arrivals
and variable probability of defect identification; Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 73-78.

W przypadku określonych czasowo prac serwisowych (Time Based Maintenance), w trakcie planowych prac eksploatacyjnych przeprowadzano zazwyczaj trzy czynności obsługowe, tj. przegląd
według listy kontrolnej, naprawę wykrytych lub zgłoszonych defektów oraz inne działania obsługowe. Inne działania obsługowe odnoszą się tu do takich czynności, jak zmiana oleju, smarowanie,
czyszczenie, kalibracja, itd., które można po prostu nazwać działaniami obsługi profilaktycznej
(Preventive Maintenance, PM). W niniejszej pracy, zamodelowano wpływ wszystkich trzech
wymienionych czynności na proces uszkodzeniowy wykorzystując pojęcie czasu zwłoki (delay
time). Czas zwłoki odnosi się do dwu-etapowego procesu uszkodzeniowego, którego pierwszy
etap to pojawienie się niepożądanego defektu, a drugi to czas od pojawienia się defektu do wystąpienia uszkodzenia jeśli defekt nie zostanie usunięty. Czas trwania drugiego etapu nazywamy
czasem zwłoki. Pojęcia tego od lat używa się do modelowania przeglądów, lecz niniejsza praca
wnosi do niego dwa nowe elementy. Po pierwsze, częstotliwość pojawiania się ukrytych defektów
przedstawia jako funkcję czasu, jaki upłynął od ostatniej obsługi profilaktycznej, co pozwala na
zamodelowanie wpływu działań obsługi profilaktycznej. Po drugie, traktuje prawdopodobieństwo
wykrycia defektu podczas przeglądu jako funkcję czasu zwłoki, uznając, zgodnie z oczekiwaniami,
że łatwość wykrycia defektu wzrasta pod koniec czasu zwłoki. Koncepcję modelowania zilustrowano przykładem numerycznym.

For any time based maintenance, three maintenance activities were normally carried out at a planned
maintenance epoch, that is, inspection by a check list, repair to defects identified or reported and
other maintenance actions. Here the other maintenance actions are referred to activities such as
changing oil, greasing, cleaning and calibrating etc and are simply called Preventive Maintenance
(PM) actions. In this paper we modelled the impact of all these three activities upon the failure
process using a concept called the delay time. The delay time defines a two-stage failure process
with the first stage of a random defect arising and the second stage from this point of arising to
failure if unattended to. The duration of the second stage is called the delay time. The concept has
been used for inspection modelling for years, but two new contributions were made in this paper.
First, we allow the rate of arrival of hidden defects be a function of the time since last PM, which
models the influence of PM actions, and secondly the probability of defect identification at an
inspection is a function of the delay time, which allows that the easiness of defect identification
increases toward the end of the delay time as we would have expected. A numerical example is
presented to demonstrate the modelling idea.

YANG S. F., CHIENK. WS-T.: Ekonomiczny model badań niezawodnościowych GOI;
Eksploatacja i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 79-82.

YANG S. F., CHIENK. WS-T.: Economic design for goi reliability tests; Eksploatacja
i Niezawodność - Maintenance and Reliability 2010; 2: 79-82.

Niniejsza praca analizuje metody i wytyczne dotyczące wyznaczania minimalnego rozmiaru
próbki podane we wspólnej publikacji JEDEC/ FSA, wskazując na ich wady, niekonsekwencje i
błędne wskazówki. W artykule podajemy dokładne i łatwe w użyciu rozwiązanie, które rozciąga
wzór JEDEC na wszelką dozwoloną liczbę uszkodzeń, dopuszczalną gęstość defektów i poziom
ufności. Przedstawiamy również ważne wytyczne dla specjalistów w zakresie niezawodności
pozwalające zredukować możliwe błędy wynikające z niedoskonałych procedur próbkowania oraz
uniknąć pomyłek w ocenie gęstości defektów względem dopuszczalnej gęstości defektów (D0).
Proponowana przez nas metoda może być stosowana we wszelkich testach niezawodnościowych
z rozkładem dwumianowym do wyznaczania minimalnego rozmiaru próbki przy oszczędnym
użyciu płytek i środków badawczych..

This paper studies the methods and guidelines in minimum sample size determination provided by
JEDEC/ FSA joint publication and points out their drawbacks, inconsistency, and misguidance. We
provide an exact method and easy-to-use numerical solution by extending JEDEC’s formula to any
allowed failure number, target defect density, and confidence level. Important guidelines are also
provided for reliability practitioners to reduce possible errors resulting from imperfect sampling
procedures and to avoid mistakes in defect density evaluation against a target defect density (D0).
Our proposed method can be applied to any reliability tests with the binomial distribution to
determine a minimum sample size to save wafers and testing resources.
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WYDANIE SPECJALNE WYBRANYCH PRAC Z ICRMS 2009
SPECIAL ISSUE OF SELECTED PAPERS FROM ICRMS 2009

Niniejsze wydanie specjalne zawiera wybór najlepszych
prac przedstawionych na ICRMS 2009, VIII Międzynarodowej
Konferencji nt. Niezawodności, Obsługiwalności i Bezpieczeństwa, która odbyła się w dniach 20-24 lipca 2009 r. w Chengdu,
w Chinach.
Historia cyklu konferencji ICRMS sięga roku 1992. Jego
sponsorami są Chińskie Towarzystwo Aeronautyki i Astronautyki (CSAA), Chińskie Towarzystwo Statystyki Stosowanej,
Chińskie Towarzystwo Inżynierii Mechanicznej, Chińskie Towarzystwo Oprzyrządowania i Sterowania, Chiński Instytut
Elektroniki, Chińskie Towarzystwo ds. Uzbrojenia oraz Chińskie
Towarzystwo Astronautyki. Towarzystwa te kolejno przewodzą
organizacji konferencji w poszczególnych latach. Cykl konferencji służy badaczom i praktykom z całego świata jako forum
do przedstawiania nowych wyników badań, dzielenia się wiedzą
i doświadczeniem, oraz wymiany myśli na polu niezawodności,
obsługiwalności, bezpieczeństwa i związanych z tą tematyką obszarów.
Głównym organizatorem ICRMS 2009 był, z ramienia
CSAA, Instytut Inżynierii Niezawodności Pekińskiego Uniwersytetu Aeronautyki i Astronautyki. Wśród współorganizatorów
znalazły się Wydział Inżynierii Mechanicznej, Elektronicznej
i Przemysłowej Chińskiego Uniwersytetu Elektroniki i Technologii, Międzynarodowe Centrum Doskonałości w zakresie
Prognostyki i Zarządzania Zdrowiem Uniwersytetu Miejskiego
w Hong Kongu oraz CALCE Uniwersytetu Maryland. Dodatkowo, swego wsparcia jako główny sponsor obecnej konferencji
udzieliło Towarzystwo Niezawodności IEEE.
Temat ICRMS 2009 brzmiał “Wysoce niezawodne, łatwe
w obsłudze i podatne na wspomaganie.” Problemy poruszane na
konferencji podzielono na 10 obszarów, tj. modelowanie i analiza
niezawodności, testowanie i ocena, bezpieczeństwo systemów,
obsługiwalność i wspomaganie obsługi, niezawodność oprogramowania, diagnostyka i prognostyka uszkodzeń, niezawodność mechaniczna, niezawodność sieci, fizyka uszkodzeń oraz
zarządzanie niezawodnością. Spośród ponad 700 otrzymanych
referatów, ponad 300 przyjęto do przedstawienia na konferencji.
Wzięło w niej udział ponad 500 uczestników ze środowisk akademickich i przemysłowych. Przybyli oni z krajów całego świata
wliczając w to Stany Zjednoczone Ameryki, Kanadę, Japonię,

This special issue contains some of the best contributions to
ICRMS 2009, the 8th International Conference on Reliability,
Maintainability and Safety, which was held from July 20 through
July 24, 2009 in Chengdu, China.
The history of the ICRMS conference series traces back to
1992. It has been jointly sponsored by Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA), Chinese Society of Applied
Statistics, Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society, China Instrument and Control Society, China Institute of Electronics, China
Ordnance Society, and Chinese Society of Astronautics. One of
these seven major societies takes the lead in turn organizing such
a conference. This conference series has been serving as a forum
for researchers and practitioners around the world to present new
research results, share knowledge and experience, and exchange
ideas in reliability, maintainability, safety and related areas.
On behalf of CSAA, the Institute of Reliability Engineering
of Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics acted as
the main organizer of ICRMS 2009. Co-organizers of this conference included the School of Mechanical, Electronic, and Industrial Engineering of the University of Electronic Science and
Technology of China, International Center of Excellence in Prognostics and Health Management of the City University of Hong
Kong, and CALCE of the University of Maryland. In addition,
the Reliability Society of IEEE joined as a major sponsor of this
conference.
The theme of ICRMS 2009 was “Highly Reliable, Easy to
Maintain and Ready to Support.” The topics covered at this conference were grouped into ten areas, namely, reliability modeling
and analysis, testing and evaluation, system safety, maintainability and supportability, software reliability, fault diagnostics and
prognostics, mechanical reliability, network reliability, physics
of failure, and reliability management. Out of a total of more
than 700 papers received, more than 300 papers were accepted
for presentation at the conference. More than 500 participants
from academia and industry attended the conferences. They
came from around the world including the USA, Canada, Japan,
Norway, Sweden, France, Iran, Italy, Poland, UK, South Korea,
Lithuania, Australia, and China.
The next ICRMS conference (ICRMS 2011) will be held in
Guiyang, Guizhou, China in 2011 and will be announced at the
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Norwegię, Szwecję, Francję, Iran, Włochy, Polskę, Zjednoczone
Królestwo, Koreę Południową, Litwę, Australię i Chiny.
Kolejna konferencja ICRMS (ICRMS 2011) odbędzie się
w uiyang, Guizhou, w Chinach w roku 2011 i zostanie zapowiedziana na stronie http://www.icrms.cn. Zachęcamy osoby zainteresowane niezawodnością, obsługiwalnością i bezpieczeństwem
do wzięcia w niej udziału.
Piętnaście artykułów zawartych w niniejszym wydaniu specjalnym stanowi reprezentatywną próbkę tematów badawczych
poruszanych na ICRMS 2009. Artykuł Xie, Wanga i Wanga
przedstawia nową definicję złożoności systemu, rozważa problemy zależności uszkodzeniowej między komponentami oraz
niepewności obciążenia, a także proponuje opartą na nierówności obciążenia (load roughness) zasadę alokacji niezawodności
w dużych systemach mechanicznych. Du, Wang i Huang opisują
odporny dynamiczny model projektowania zorientowanego na
niezawodność, rozważając przekrój zagadnień dotyczących cyklu życia systemu. Li i in. analizują przyspieszone badania degradacji przy stałym naprężeniu (CSADT) na przykładzie diody
superelektroluminescencyjnej (SLD), oceniają możliwość zastosowania rozkładu odwrotnego gaussowskiego do modelowania
SLD, a także szacują trwałość i niezawodność SLD na podstawie
danych o spadku mocy optycznej zgromadzonych podczas badania CSADT. Guo i in. piszą o potrzebie uiszczania rekompensaty za zasoby gridowe wykorzystując mikroekonomiczne pojęcie kosztu alternatywnego, określają rekompensatę minimalną,
przedstawiają model zmiennej ceny oraz prezentują podejście
typu Monte Carlo do wyznaczania minimalnej rekompensaty za
zasoby gridowe. Yu i in. stosują metodę bayesowską opartą na
rozkładzie a priori Dirichleta do estymacji wzrostu niezawodności przy danych z ograniczonej próbki i wykorzystują symulację
do oceny parametrów rozkładu a posteriori w badaniach i opracowywaniu bezzałogowych statków latających. Zheng i Ren proponują metodę analizy dostępności konstelacji satelitów opartą
na modelowaniu za pomocą łańcuchów Markowa oraz analizie
przestojów konstelacji satelitów. Li i in. przedstawiają rozwiązanie federacyjne do modelowania i symulacji ukierunkowanego na realizację misji systemu zabezpieczenia materiałowego
jednostki bojowej do zastosowań wojskowych. Wu i Liu przedstawiają model badania potwierdzającego niezawodność, który
bierze pod uwagę potencjalny wzrost niezawodności w dwóch
następujących po sobie etapach badań prowadzonych podczas
opracowywania systemu. Wang i in. badają dwa podejścia do poprawy aproksymacji średniej lokalnej w ramach teorii rozkładu
na mody empiryczne (EMD) przydatnej do wykrywania i oceny
błędów. Sun i Ma przedstawiają pięć metod szacowania współczynników interakcyjnych, tj. metodę probabilistyczną, metodę
analizy opartej na danych o uszkodzeniach, eksperymentalną
metodę laboratoryjną, metodę opartą na mechanizmie interakcji
między uszkodzeniami oraz metodę oceny eksperckiej; metody
te można stosować do analizy niezawodności przy uszkodzeniach interakcyjnych (rodzaj zależności między uszkodzeniami).
Posługując się modelami czasu zwłoki służącymi do planowania obsługi zależnej od stanu technicznego, Wang przedstawia
częstość pojawiania się ukrytych defektów jako funkcję czasu,
jaki upłynął od ostatniej obsługi profilaktycznej, wyraża prawdopodobieństwo wykrycia defektu podczas przeglądu jako funkcję
czasu zwłoki i ilustruje swoją koncepcję modelowania przykładem. Yang i in. przedstawiają scenariusze symulacji i omawiają
projektowanie modeli symulacji do oceny niezawodności sieci
Ad Hoc. Tao i in. badają metody analizy statystycznej na róż-
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http://www.icrms.cn. Those with an interest in reliability, maintainability, and safety are encouraged to participate.
The 15 papers contained in this special issue provide a representative sample of the research topics addressed at ICRMS
2009. In the paper by Xie, Wang and Wang, a new definition of
system complexity is introduced, component failure dependency
and load uncertainty are considered, and a load roughness based
principle is proposed for reliability allocation in large mechanical
systems. Du, Wang and Huang report a robust dynamic designfor-reliability model considering issues throughout the system’s
life cycle. Li et al. investigate constant stress accelerated degradation testing (CSADT) of super-luminescent diode (SLD),
evaluate the applicability of the inverse Gaussian distribution for
SLD modeling, and estimate the life and reliability of SLD based on the optical power degradation data collected in CSADT.
Guo et al. describe the necessity of grid resource compensation
using the concept of opportunity cost in microeconomics, define
the expression of minimal compensation, present a variable price model, and provide a Monte Carlo approach to determining
the minimal compensation of grid resources. Yu et al. apply the
Bayesian method based on the Dirichlet prior distribution for
reliability growth estimation under limited sample data and use
simulation to estimate the parameters of the posterior distribution
in test and development of unmanned aerial vehicles. Zheng and
Ren propose a method for availability analysis of satellite constellations based on Markov chain modeling and outage analysis
of satellite constellations. Li et al. present a federative framework
for modeling and simulation of a mission-oriented combat unit
materiel support system for military applications. Wu and Liu
present a reliability demonstration test model that takes into consideration possible reliability growth in two successive testing
stages during the development of a system. Wang et al. investigate
two approaches for improvement of local mean approximation in
the framework of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) which
is useful for fault detection and assessment. Distefano analyzes
the dependability of large, complex systems affected by dependent/dynamic behaviors, extends the traditional reliability block
diagrams to the dynamic reliability block diagrams, and details
how this new modeling approach captures dynamic reliability
behaviors. Sun and Ma present five methods to estimate the interactive coefficients including probabilistic method; failure data
based analysis method; laboratory experimental method; failure
interaction mechanism based method; and expert estimation method and these methods can be used for reliability analysis when
interactive failures (a kind of failure dependency) are present.
In using the delay time models for condition based maintenance
planning, Wang allows the rate of arrival of hidden defects to
be a function of time since last PM, expresses the probability
of defect identification at an inspection as a function of the delay time, and demonstrates his modeling idea with an example.
Yang et al. introduce simulation scenarios and discuss simulation model design for reliability evaluation of Ad Hoc networks.
Tao et al. study the statistical analysis methods at different stages
of reliability growth based on the monotone model, model the
changes of dynamic distribution parameters, and provide a Bayesian reliability growth model for multiple stages of reliability
growth. Wang et al. address the issue of determining the stationary operational availability based on mathematical models, take
into consideration factors including system passivation, mission
requirements, system design parameters, the number of working
systems, lead time, and maintenance time, and provide an appro-
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nych etapach wzrostu niezawodności w oparciu o model monotoniczny, modelują zmiany dynamicznych parametrów rozkładu
i przedstawiają bayesowski model wieloetapowego wzrostu
niezawodności. Wang i in. zajmują się zagadnieniem wyznaczania stacjonarnej dostępności operacyjnej w oparciu o modele
matematyczne, biorąc pod uwagę czynniki, takie jak pasywacja
systemu, specyfikacja wymagań, parametry projektowe systemu,
liczba działających systemów, czas realizacji oraz czas obsługi,
i przedstawiają aproksymacyjną metodę oceny dostępności operacyjnej. Yang i Chien analizują metody i wytyczne dotyczące
wyznaczania minimalnego rozmiaru próbki podane we wspólnej
publikacji JEDEC/FSA, wskazują na ich wady, niekonsekwencje
i zawarte w nich błędne wskazówki, podają precyzyjne i łatwe
w użyciu rozwiązanie numeryczne rozciągając wzór JEDECu
na wszelką dozwoloną liczbę uszkodzeń, dopuszczalną gęstość
defektów i poziom ufności, oraz przedstawiają ważne wytyczne
dla specjalistów w zakresie niezawodności pozwalające zredukować możliwe błędy wynikające z niedoskonałych procedur
próbkowania oraz uniknąć pomyłek w ocenie gęstości defektów
względem dopuszczalnej gęstości defektów. Jako Redaktorzy
Gościnni, wierzymy, że artykuły zawarte w niniejszym wydaniu
i zawarte w nich odniesienia do literatury stanowić będą cenne
źródło informacji dla osób pracujących w dziedzinach niezawodności, obsługiwalności i bezpieczeństwa systemów.
Artykuły opublikowane w specjalnym wydaniu są uaktualnionymi i rozszerzonymi wersjami referatów konferencyjnych.
Autorzy mieli okazję zamieścić w nich swe dalsze odkrycia oraz
opisać postępy w pracy. Rozszerzone wersje prac zostały zrecenzowane, a komentarze i sugestie recenzentów i redaktorów zostały uwzględnione przez autorów w wersjach końcowych, które
ukazują się w niniejszym wydaniu specjalnym.

ximation method for evaluation of operational availability. Yang
and Chien study the methods and guidelines in minimum sample size determination provided by JEDEC/FSA joint publication, points out their drawbacks, inconsistency, and misguidance,
provide an exact method and easy-to-use numerical solution by
extending JEDEC’s formula to any allowed number of failures,
target defect density, and confidence level, and provide important
guidelines for reliability practitioners to reduce possible errors
resulting from imperfect sampling procedures and to avoid mistakes in defect density evaluation against a target defect density.
It is the Guest Editors’ belief that the papers contained in this
issue and their associated references form a valuable resource for
individuals working in the fields of reliability, maintainability,
and safety of systems.
The papers published in this special issue are updated and
enhanced versions of the contributions to the conference. The authors had the opportunity to include further findings and progress
of their work, as compared to the conference papers. Critical reviews of the extended versions of these papers were made and the
authors have incorporated the comments and suggestions of the
reviewers and the editors in the final versions that are appearing
in this special issue.
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ZASADA ALOKACJI NIEZAWODNOŚCI DLA SYSTEMU WIELKOSKALOWEGO
RELIABILITY ALLOCATION PRINCIPLE FOR LARGE SCALE SYSTEM
Przy alokacji niezawodności wielkoskalowego seryjnego systemu mechanicznego o dużej liczbie komponentów, niezawodności elementów składowych alokowane zgodnie z modelem niezawodnościowym dla systemów klasycznych są nierealnie
wysokie, mimo że docelowa niezawodność wyznaczona dla danego systemu jest niska. Najogólniej rzecz biorąc, tradycyjny
model niezawodnościowy systemu nie może poprawnie wyrażać związku pomiędzy niezawodnością systemu a niezawodnościami elementów składowych z powodu zależności statystycznej zachodzącej pomiędzy uszkodzeniami komponentów.
Z tej samej przyczyny, nie można po prostu alokować niezawodności systemu na poszczególne elementy składowe zgodnie z tradycyjnym modelem niezawodności systemu. W oparciu o obszerną analizę czynników kontrolujących zależność
uszkodzeniową pomiędzy elementami składowymi, artykuł przedstawia nową definicję złożoności systemu/podsystemu
oraz złożoności elementów składowych, zwraca uwagę na nierówność z przewagą niepewności obciążenia i przedstawia
zasadę alokacji niezawodności systemu opartą na nierówności obciążenia. Zgodnie z tą zasadą, wymóg niezawodności
systemu może być z powodzeniem alokowany na poszczególne elementy składowe i ostatecznie wyznaczany na poziomie
rozkładu wytrzymałości elementów składowych..
Słowa kluczowe: Alokacja niezawodności, złożoność systemu, złożoność elementu składowego,
nierówność obciążenia, zależność uszkodzeniowa.
For reliability allocation of a large scale series mechanical system composed of a great number of components, the
component reliabilities allocated according to classical system reliability model are unrealistically high, even though the
assigned target reliability for the system is quite low. Generally, the traditional system reliability model can not properly
express the relationship between system reliability and component reliabilities, owing to the statistical dependence among
component failures. For the same reason, system reliability can not be simply allocated to the individual components according to traditional system reliability model. Based on comprehensive analysis to the controlling factors for component
failure dependence, the present paper introduces a new definition of system/subsystem complexity and component complexity, highlights load uncertainty dominated asperity and presents load roughness based principle for system reliability
allocation. According to such a principle, system reliability requirement can be reasonably allocated to components, and
totally determined at the level of component strength distribution.
Keywords: Reliability allocation, system complexity, component complexity, load roughness, failure
dependence.

1. Introduction
Reliability allocation is a process to transfer system reliability requirement to lower level modules such as sub-systems
and components. The lower level modules will be called as units
in the present paper. Reliability allocation methods are numerous and variety, from the simplest equal allocation to advanced
optimization algorithm [16]. As the foundation, an appropriate
system reliability model is necessary to correctly express the relationship between system reliability and unit reliabilities or unit
load/property distribution parameters.
Generally speaking, reliability allocation is, within the confines of specified cost, weight or size, to find a reasonable solution
for the individual units to satisfy system reliability requirement,
which can be mathematically express as [15],
f(R1,R2,…,Rn)≥Rs

(1)

where, Ri (i=1, 2, …, n) - required reliability for the ith unit,
n - number of units to which system reliability requirement is
shared, f(·) - function relationship between system reliability and
unit reliabilities, Rs - assigned system reliability.
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Obviously, system reliability allocation is a multi-solution
problem. Besides the general goal of low cost and high reliability,
the normal considerations for reliability allocation policy include
manufacturing technique, complexity of the individual unit, loading condition and criticality, likelihood of failure, etc.
Recently, the majority of investigations concerning system
reliability allocation are addressed to reliability oriented optimization of different system configurations. Yalaoui [14] showed
theoretical and practical results for the reliability allocation of
a series-parallel system. Liang [6] introduced a meta-heuristic
algorithm to redundancy allocation problem. Limbourg [7] presented a feature modeling approach to reliability optimization,
which can not only describe arbitrary reliability allocation problems but also much more complex design problems. TavakkoliMoghaddam [9] proposed a genetic algorithm for a redundancy
allocation of series-parallel systems when the redundancy strategy can be chosen for individual subsystems.
Reliability optimization techniques can be classified as linear programming, dynamic programming, integer programming,
geometric programming, heuristic method, Lagrangean multiplier method, genetic algorithm, and so on [1]. These techniqu-
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es differ in methodology and application condition, but all are
based on traditional system reliability model to verify reliability
allocation result, in which no failure dependence effect can be
reflected.
Ramirez-Marquez et al [8] pointed out that recognition of
common cause failures (CCFs) for optimal configuration is important due to the significant impact of these failures on the overall system reliability. It is well known that for a specified system
configuration, system reliability depends on not only component
reliability, but also the degree of the dependence among component failures. In the same way, system or subsystem complexity,
in the sense of reliability allocation, depends on both the number
of components that the system or subsystem contains and the dependence among component failures.

2. Component failure dependence and system
reliability models
Since common cause failure (CCF in short) exists in the majority of systems and the failure dependence among components
plays an important role for system reliability and safety [2-5, 11],
the conventional assumption of “component failures are statistically independent of each other in a system” is not usually valid.
Therefore, the traditional system reliability models, developed
under the assumption of independent component failures, are
not applicable to reliability evaluation or reliability allocation
for systems composed of components of which the failures are
statistically dependent of each other, which cover the majority of
electronic systems and almost all of mechanical systems.
System reliability model incorporating CCF effect can be
developed by means of the load-strength interference analysis at
system-level. In the condition that component strengths (denoted
by X) are independent and identically distributed random variables, and all the components are subjected to the same random
load Y, series system reliability model writes [12, 13]:
∞

∞

−∞

y

n
Rseries
= ∫ g ( y )[ ∫ f ( x)dx]n d y

More generally, a system might comprise of various components, and the loads applied to the individual components are
different, too.
Considered in this paper is a typical situation in which all the
loads subjected to the individual component are linearly correlated random variables, i.e., Yi=aiY0+bi (i=1~n), where Yi is the
load applied on component i and Y0 is a unified load random variable, ai and bi are constants. For such a loading condition, system reliability models can be developed by means of unification
of the linearly correlated random loads.
Suppose that the load applied to the ith component follows
the normal distribution with expectation μi and standard deviation (std) σi, i.e., Yi~N(μi, σi), it is easy to get the relationship between Yi and a standard normal-distributed random variable Y0
(y0~N(0,1)), i.e.
or

Y0=(Yi-μi)/σi

(6)

Yi=σiY0+μi

(7)

Evidently, the following transformation holds true (referring
to Fig.1)
(8)
Where, hi(y) is the pdf of the load subjected to the ith component,
h0(y) is the pdf of the standard normally distributed variable.

Unified load distribution
True load distribution
Strength distribution

(2)

And parallel system reliability model writes:
∞

y

n
R parallel
= 1 − ∫ g ( y )[ ∫ f ( x)dx]n d y
0

0

(3)

where, g(y) and f(x) denote the probability density functions of
stress Y and strength X, respectively, n denotes the number of
components in system.
For a system composed of components of which strengths
are independent and non-identically distributed variables, let X1,
X2, …, Xn stand for the strengths of the n components respectively, and Fi(x) the distribution function of Xi (i=1~n). With the
notations of X=min{X1, X2, …, Xn}, the distribution functions of
the minimum statistic is
n

FN ( x) = 1 − ∏ [1 − Fi ( x)]

(4)

-5

(9)
Contrasting to the above system reliability models with CCF
effect incorporated, i.e. Eq.2 and Eq.3, the traditional system
reliability models for series system and parallel system are, respectively,
n

−∞

−∞

n

n
Rseries
= ∫ h( y )[1 − FN ( y )]dy = ∫ h( y )∏ [1 − Fi ( y )]dy (5)

25

In such a situation, series system reliability can be presented

Ridn − series = ∏ Ri

By means of the interference analysis between the minimum
strength statistic and the applied load, series system reliability,
which is equal to the probability that the minimum strength statistic exceeds the applied load, can be expressed as
∞

15

as

i =1

∞

5

Fig. 1. Illustration of load unification and extended load-strength interference relationship

(10)

i =1
n

Ridn − parallel = 1 − ∏ (1 − Ri )

(11)

i =1

where Ri denotes component reliability and can be calculated by
means of the following stress-strength interference equation

i =1

∞

∞

−∞

y

R = ∫ g ( y ) ∫ f ( x)dxd y
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The numerical differences between the failure-dependent
system reliability model (Eq.2 and Eq.3) and the traditional failure-independent system reliability model (Eq.10 and Eq.11)
depends, besides component numbers, mainly on the degree of
component failure dependence, which can be approximately described by stress roughness factor which is defined as
(13)
where, σy and σx denotes the standard deviations of stress Y and
strength X, respectively.

Equivalent component numbe
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50

Component number = 10

40

Component number = 20

30

Component number = 30

20
10
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0

0.2

3. Failure dependence and system complexity

（14）

∑n

i

i =1

where, ni - number of components in the ith subsystem, m - number of subsystems in the entire system.
For failure-dependent system, system reliability depends not
only on the number of components, given the reliabilities of the
individual components, but also the degree of the dependence
among component failures. The degree of component failure dependence is largely determined by load roughness. Subsequently,
a more reasonable index to describe subsystem complexity should be “load-uncertainty-based complexity” defined as
Ci =

ni1− LRi
m

∑n
i =1

1− LRi
i

(15)

LRi = (∏ LRij )

1/ ni

number of components in the system is 100. The situation is that,
all the components are statistically identical with the strength following Gauss distribution with the expectation of 800 MPa and
standard deviation of 50 MPa, and all the components subject
to the same random stress following Gauss distribution with the
expectation of 600 MPa. Different stress standard deviation parameters (100, 200, …, 600 MPa) are considered to show the effect
of load roughness on system reliability. With the same component
strength distribution and the same stress expectation, the increase
in stress uncertainty leads to the decrease in both component reliability and system reliability. However, the effect on dependent
system and the effect on independent system are different.
1
0.9
0.8

Dependent system

0.7

Independent system

where, LRi stands for the roughness factor of the ith subsystem
which is determined by the following equation:
ni

Fig. 2. Equivalent component number - load roughness curves

System reliability

ni
m

0.6

Load roughness

Traditionally, it is thought that the number of constitute parts
within a system exclusively determines the complexity of the
system. For instance, subsystem complexity was defined as the
number of modules and their associated circuitry, or the ratio of
the number of essential parts within the subsystem to the total
number of such essential parts in the entire machine [10]. General subsystem complexity takes the form
Ci =

0.4

(16)

0.6
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Load roughness factor
Fig.3. System reliability - load roughness curves

j =1

where, LRij – roughness factor of the jth component of the ith
subsystem.
1− L
In a sense, ni Ri is the equivalent component number of the
ith subsystem.
Shown in Fig. 2 are the “equivalent component number load roughness” curves, where, the real number of components
in the subsystem are 10, 20, and 30, respectively. It shows that
the equivalent component number or the complexity of a system decreases with the increase of load roughness. The larger the
number of component in a system is, the more significantly the
system complexity varies. On the other side, system complexity
is totally determined by the number of components that the system contains only in the condition of zero load roughness, i.e.,
deterministic load condition.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the “system reliability - load roughness”
curve estimated by means of the failure-dependent system reliability model and that estimated by means of the traditional failure-independent system reliability model, respectively. Where, the
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4. Component complexity
Many components are complex in geometry and exist more
than one weak areas or high stress zones. These kinds of components include gears, racks, turbine disks, ladder shafts, bearings,
and so on, and a variety of plate or shell structures. In the sense of reliability, such a component or structure should be taken
as a “system” but not just one “element”. Complex component
tends to holds low reliability compared to simple component.
Thus, different components have different complexities in the
sense of reliability.
Here, component complexity is defined as
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Cci =

nci1− LRci
n

∑n
i =1

1− LRci
ci

（17）
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where, nci - number of weak areas (elements) on the ith component, n - number of components in the entire system, LRci - roughness factor of the ith component:
nci

LRci = (∏ LRcij )1/ nci

(18)

j =1

where LRcij – roughness factor of the jth weak area on the ith component.
Based on the fact that a component should be taken as a series system contains many weak areas, and the concept of component complexity, system reliability should be allocated to the
individual weak areas of each component, but not simply allocated to components. Moreover, since the same element (one weak
area) reliability can be yielded by different stress-strength distribution combinations, reliability allocation should be deployed to
the level of strength distribution of the every weak area on all the
components composing the system.

5. Factors affecting system reliability allocation
With the scenario of system reliability allocation, the effect
of load uncertainty on system reliability and related properties
can be sorted as the following.
Load asperity effect – load asperity should be characterized
by both the average intensity of the load and its uncertainty degree as well. A subsystem or a complex component with higher
load uncertainty should be allocated relatively higher reliability.
Complexity effect – complexity is determined by both the
number of constitute elements within a subsystem (or the number
of weak areas on a component) and the degree of load uncertainty
or the degree of load roughness. Complex component should be
allocated to relatively lower reliability.

Owing to factor that the effect of load roughness is determined by both load uncertainty and strength uncertainty, and different stress-strength distribution combinations can produce the
same reliability, system reliability allocation should be ended by
determined component weak area strength distribution. It is not
sufficient to allocate system reliability only at component reliability level, since the same component reliability can be obtained
by different stress-strength combinations, while the same component reliability obtained from different stress-strength combinations contributes differently to system reliability.

6. Conclusion
System reliability models developed based on component
independent-failure assumption are not applicable to mechanical
system subjected to uncertain load environment.
System reliability allocation should be stepwise developed
from system level, subsystem level, component level, up to element level (susceptible locations on a component), and ends up
with completely determined component strength distribution, i.e.
component size and its tolerance as well.
On the fundamental principle and related concepts for reliability allocation, load-uncertainty-based subsystem complexity
and component complexity are defined. On the basic rule for
reliability allocation, the traditional complexity principle and
load asperity principle are revised, a “load uncertainty” based
principle is added. The underlying concept is the embodiment of
failure dependence effect through reliability allocation process,
which makes the reliability index of a large-scale system can be
reasonably allocated to component or element level.
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BAYESOWSKI MODEL WZROSTU NIEZAWODNOŚCI OPARTY
NA DYNAMICZNYCH PARAMETRACH ROZKŁADU
BAYESIAN RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL BASED ON DYNAMIC
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS
W artykule przestudiowano metody analizy statystycznej na różnych etapach wzrostu niezawodności w oparciu o model
monotoniczny. Zamodelowano zmiany jakim dynamiczne parametry rozkładu podlegają podczas badań. Podano bayesowskie modele wzrostu niezawodności dla licznych etapów wzrostu niezawodności. Na koniec metodę zweryfikowano
w oparciu o przykład praktyczny.
Słowa kluczowe: Statystyka populacji niejednorodnej, model monotoniczny, Bayes, model przyrostu
niezawodności, rozkład wykładniczy.
In this paper we study the statistical analysis methods at different stages of reliability growth based on the monotone
model. The changes of dynamic distribution parameters during test are modeled. Bayesian reliability growth models for
multiple stages of reliability growth are given. Finally the method is validated by a practical example.
Keywords: Non-Homogeneous population statistics, monotone model, Bayes, reliability growth
model, exponential distribution.

1. Introduction
With failures having been removed and design having been
perfected during reliability growth tests, the reliability of the
product will keep growing [2, 9, 14]. In development of small
sample weapon test policy, the product state is usually different at
each test stage because changes are made to the design of the product. Therefore the quality and reliability indexes of the product
are not a constant because of reliability improvement [11]. The
assessment results are not accurate or effective when traditional
reliability growth models and non-changeable population hypotheses are used. The probability distribution models for mature
product life distributions, such as the exponential distribution,
the lognormal distribution, and the Weibull distribution [3-6], do
not correctly depict the changing process of product life during
the design and test stages. In this paper, we analyze the reliability
growth test data based on the monotone model [7], study the data
analysis methods of product at various stages, model the trend
of dynamic distribution parameters during design and test, and
provide a multi-stage Bayesian reliability growth model.

2. Model hypothesis
(1) Assume that a product’s reliability growth process includes h stages. The tests are either fixed time censored (a test is
terminated after a pre-determined time duration) or fixed number
of failures censored (a test is terminated after a fixed number
of failures have been observed). The tests at different stages are
independent. The sample sizes for the h stages are denoted by
n1,n2,···nh, the numbers of failures observed are z1,z2,···zh, and the
total test times are τ1,τ2,···τh.

(2) The product life Tk for the kth stage test is assumed to
follow the exponential distribution with probability distribution
function (PDF) of
. If the mission time is T0,
the product reliability
y of the kth stage
g pproduct for the mission is:
(1)
(3) The product state is assumed to be steady within each of
the k(1≤k≤h) stages. The product reliability increases from stage
to stage because of removing defects, thus:
(2)
Obviously, the assumption in equation (2) is equivalent to
the following monotone model when the exponential distribution
is used:
(3)
Therefore, exponential distribution reliability growth is modeled by the monotone model, i.e. expression (3).

3. Statistical method of reliability data
The monotone model is easy to use when there is little reliability data [12]. Therefore, this paper deals with product reliability data by the monotone model in order to get point estimation
and confidence lower limit of reliability index. The confidence
limit is used to determine values of hyper-parameters of Bayesian prior distribution.
For stage k, the prior distribution of the failure rate λk of the
exponential distribution is expressed in terms of a gamma distribution. The form of the gamma distribution with shape parameter
ak and scale parameter bk is:
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(4)

After the kth test the lower confidence limit of MTBF and the
point estimate of MTBF are given by formula (12) and formula
(13), respectively.

Here π(λk|ak,bk) is the prior PDF of λk, λk>0, ak>0, bk>0, and
the hyper-parameters (ak,bk) of the Bayesian prior distribution
can be obtained from prior experimental results.
Assuming that the number of failures from the prior experimental results of the product is ck, the upper confidence limit λkU
can be obtained from the following equation [15]:
(5)
where Tk is the prior equivalent test time duration, Ix((α) is the incomplete gamma function,

, γ is the

confidence level, u is a parameter taking values in the [0,1] interval (in practice we often take u = 0.5). When choosing different
confidence levels γ1 and γ2, the lower confidence limits of failure
rate λ1 and λ2 are quantiles of the prior distribution (γ1, γ2) [1]:

(12)
(13)

4. Reliability growth test
In order to test whether the product reliability is growing or
not, we need to check if the test data confirms the monotone relationship, i.e. expression (2) or (3), via hypothesis testing [14].
For stage i and i+1, calculate the following test statistics based on the test data obtained following assumption (1):

(14)

(6)
The hyper-parameters (ak,bk) of the Bayesian prior distribution can be obtained from expression (6).
The test data are obtained from fixed time censored test with
replacement. The censor time is t’ and the total test time is τk. Furthermore the total number of failures, denoted by N(τk), within
interval [0, t’] follows the following Poisson distribution.
(7)
The likelihood function of the fixed time censored test with
replacement (τk, zk) is expressed as following.
(8)
According to the Bayes formula, the posterior distribution
can be described by following expression.

(9)

where Dk denotes the test result of the stage k test as described
in assumption (1), πρ(λk|Dk) is the posterior distribution of λk, obtained from the prior π(λk|ak,bk) and the likelihood function obtained from the test result Dk. Thus the upper confidence limit λU(k)
of the failure rate satisfies the following expression (10).
(10)
where γ is the confidence level. The point estimate of the failure
rate is described by the following expression.
(11)
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Then the F* follows the F distribution with degrees of freedom of (2ri+1,2ri) for the fixed time censored case, and with degrees of freedom of (2ri+1,2ri+1) for the fixed number of failures
censored case. If
(15)
we conclude that reliability grows from stage i to stage i+1. The
condition (15) is not satisfied, we conclude that the data from
these two stages are not different. In this case, we merge the data
from these two stages and conduct a reliability growth test with
the data from the next stage, that is, stage i+2. In condition (15),
F1-α(2ri+1,2ri) is the upper 100(1-α)% point of the F distribution
with degrees of freedom of (2ri+1,2ri) for the fixed time censored
test, α is the significance level (α is usually chosen to be 0.2). If
we are convinced that the product reliability has been improved,
we can set a tighter requirement by choosing the value of α to be
0.3, 0.4 or more. However, the idea of merging the data from two
stages that are not significantly different and compare them with
the next stage is difficult to operate in practice. The reason is that
if design flaws have been removed during product development,
then the data from the improved design cannot be merged with
the data from the design without the improvement. To solve this
problem, we apply the inheritance factor method [13] in this merge process. Furthermore the inheritance factor must be determined before merging data from adjacent stages and then reliability
growth test can be conducted. We discuss the calculation of the
inheritance factor in the next section.

5. Inheritance factor calculation
Expert assessment method and goodness of fit test are affected by many subjective factors. In order to decrease the subjective influence， this paper determines the inheritance factor by an
information fusion method, i.e., Kullback method [8].
The definition of Kullback information between cumulative
distribution function P and cumulative distribution function Q in
the metric space (Ω,F) is described by the following expression:
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dQ
⎧
⎪ E (ln( ))
I (Q : P ) = ⎨ Q
dP
⎪⎩
∞

if Q << P

(16)

others

where Ω is the definition domain, F is σ algebra in Ω, FQ(•) is an
dQ
expectation relative to Q.
is Radon-Nikodym derivative of
dP
Q about P. When Q is much smaller than P, it means that Q is
absolutely continuous about P.
If Ω is a real space, then P and Q can be described by the
following expression [10]:
P(dx) = p(x)dx Q(dx) = q(x)dx

(17)

In this case, the definition of the Kullback information is
equivalent to formula (18).
q (x )
I (Q : P ) = I (q : p ) = ∫ ln[
]q (x )dx
p (x )
R

(18)

If Ω is a finite discrete space, i.e. Ω ={x1,...,xm}, following
P({xi})=pi, Q({xi})=qi (i=1,...,m), the Kullback information between P and Q is [10]:
m
⎡q ⎤
I (Q : P ) = ∑ qi ln ⎢ i ⎥
i =1
⎣ pi ⎦

(19)

Furthermore, I(Q:P)≥0 and the necessary and sufficient condition is P=Q when the expression is equal to zero.
Since Kullback information is the measurement of the diversity of two distributions, the more similar two distributions are,
the larger the Kullback information is. Furthermore, while the
range of the inheritance factor is [0, 1], the Kullback information
is not always in the [0, 1] interval. So the monotone function
described in expression (20) is used to transform the Kullback
information into a function whose range is [0, 1]:
(20)
where ρ is the inheritance factor.

6. Reliability growth test plan formulation
Reliability growth test will be done when the design is capable of performing the intended function so that the designer can
find design flaws and improve design. Usually it is impossible to
fulfill the specified reliability requirement in the initial development stage of a large complex system. Therefore, it is important
to do reliability growth test in the initial prototype development
in order to remove the flaws of design, manufacture and operation and improve product reliability. Thus, reliability growth
test plan formulation is important for new system and product
development.

6.1. How to determine parameters of reliability growth
In order to develop a reliability growth test plan, the parameters of reliability growth must be determined according to the actual situation, which usually include growth objective, reliability
growth rate and initial value of growth. The objective value can
be easily determined by the reliability requirement of product.
The improvement effect and the total test time can be affected by reliability growth rate. To choose a proper growth rate, we
must fully consider the reliability growth of similar products and

the assumed improvement measures. Basically the growth rate
can be determined by reliability data when there is enough data
[12]. If reliability data of product is available, the estimation of
the failure rate is λi at time ti.
Assuming that the reliability growth of product follows Duane model, the estimation of growth rate mi is:
(21)
where Ni is the total number of failures observed up to stage i,
i

N i = ∑ z j . Therefore the growth rate m at the end of stage h is
j =1

as given in expression (22).
(22)
After determining the growth rate m, the initial value of reliability growth parameters, TI and MI, can be given by expression
(23):
TI = th
(23)
M I = −(1 − m) MTBFAvg (TI )
where, TI=th is the accumulated test time of the product to the end
of stage h, MI is the accumulated MTBF, MTBFAvg(TI) is a point
estimate of the mean time between failures at time th.

6.2. How to determine total time of reliability growth
test
The total test time directly affects reliability test resources.
Thus, it must be controlled carefully. We can use the following
expression [9, 14].
T ≥ T1 (

(1 − m) M obj

If parameters of (T1, M1),
time is fixed.

M1

m

1

)m

(24)

and Mobj are known, the total

7. Example and conclusion
Assume that the development of a product includes principle
prototype, initial prototype and formal prototype. The product
will undergo multiple stage tests in the development process. It
is necessary to make a reliability growth plan in order to improve test efficiency. During reliability growth tests, 4 failures were
observed in the principle prototype. After failure cause analysis
and design improvement the mission time of product was 10 hours and the test was fixed time censored. Tab. 1 shows the data
obtained from each test stage.
Tab. 1. The data of each test stage
Test stage
The first stage
The second stage
The third stage

Number of failures
4
2
1

Total test time (hour)
42.9
45.4
62.5

The reliability growth effect of different stages has been tested by the method provided in Section 3 of this paper. When
α = 0.2 the test statistic between stage 1 and stage 2 was equal to
1.9049, i.e., F*=1.9049, larger than the critical value of 1.8455.
The test statistic between stage 2 and stage 3 was 2.2894, i.e.,
F*=2.2894, also larger than the critical value of 2.2530. Thus the
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reliability of the product obviously improved in the development
stage. Furthermore the point estimation of the MTBF can be obtained by expressions (11) and (13), which is 103h.
In summary, this paper provided a statistical analysis method for multiple stages test data based on the monotone model,
described the change event of dynamic distribution parameters

during testing, modeled the Bayesian reliability growth model of
multiple stages exponential distribution product, and considered
the influence of non-Homogeneous population information. The
result of an example demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed
method for reliability growth assessment.
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ANALIZA FUNKCJI OPISUJĄCEJ KOSZTY W DYNAMICZNYM
PROJEKTOWANIU W WARUNKACH NIEPEWNOŚCI
COST-TYPE FUNCTION ANALYSIS IN DYNAMIC DESIGN
UNDER UNCERTAINTY
Dynamiczne projektowanie w warunkach niepewności uwzględniające problem cyklu życia staje się coraz bardziej atrakcyjnym podejściem w projektowaniu inżynieryjnym. Jednym z ważniejszych zadań jest obliczenie na etapie projektowania
kosztu cyklu życia, który można wykorzystać jako funkcję celu lub jako ograniczenie. Koszt cyklu życia to suma wszystkich
kosztów poniesionych podczas cyklu życia produktu, wliczając w to koszty projektu, rozwoju, produkcji, eksploatacji, obsługi, wspomagania obsługi oraz likwidacji. W artykule analizujemy kilka modeli kosztu cyklu życia i ilustrujemy ich zastosowania. Następnie, biorąc pod uwagę modele kosztu cyklu życia, budujemy modele projektowania zorientowanego na niezawodność (design-for-reliability models), projektowania w granicach zadanej niezawodności (design-to-reliability models)
oraz projektowania odpornego (robust design model). Modele te, poprzez uwzględnienie problemów związanych z cyklem
życia, mogą pomagać inżynierom w przygotowaniu niezawodnych i odpornych projektów produktów bądź systemów.
Słowa kluczowe: Dynamika, niezawodność, koszt cyklu życia, projektowanie w warunkach niepewności.
Dynamic design under uncertainty considering lifecycle issue has become more and more attractive in the engineering
design. One of more important task is to calculate the life cycle cost in the design, which used as objective function or constraints. Life cycle cost is the total cost incurred in the life cycle of a product, including design, development, production,
operation, maintenance, support and disposal cost. In this paper, we analyze several life cycle cost models and illustrate
their applications. Then we build dynamic design-for-reliability, design-to-reliability and robust design models by considering the life cycle cost models. These models can help engineers to make a reliable and robust design for a product or
system by considering the life cycle issues.
Keywords: Dynamic, reliability, life cycle cost, design under uncertainty.

1. Introduction
One of more important task of dynamic design under uncertainty is to calculate the life cycle cost from design to disposal
of a product or system. Due to the characteristics of different
products or systems, many life cycle cost analysis methods and
models have been developed. Commonly used methods comprise four categories: (1) intuitive methods; (2) analogical methods;
(3) parametric methods; and (4) analytical methods [3, 4, 12].
Inspections and maintenance are important interventions to maintain or restore the product or systems in an operating state [6, 7,
8] and produce cost. Since maintenance can affect the reliability
during the operating stage, life cycle cost under inspection and
maintenance should be accounted for at the early design stage
[9, 14].
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, life
cycle cost definition and functions are given. Several life cycle cost methods are analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, some
life cycle cost models and their applications are provided. Some
dynamic design models under uncertainty considering life cycle
cost are given in Section 5. In Section 6, conclusions are given.

2. Life cycle cost definition and functions
The life cycle cost (LCC) concept was originally applied by
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) [1]. LCC is the summation
of the costs incurred during the whole life cycle including the

process and logistic support life cycle. LCC is categorized into:
Company Cost, Users Cost, and Society Cost according to different life cycle stages [2], shown in Tab. 1.

3. Cost estimation method
Duverlie and Castelain propose four different methods for
estimating cost [4].
The intuitive method. The cost estimation is based on the
experience of the estimators. As different estimators have different experience and knowledge, a big difference may be produced among the estimation results.
The analogical method. The cost estimation is conducted in
terms of the similarities between a set or system and the existing
sets or systems.
The parametric method. Parametric estimating employs equations that describe relationships between cost and measurable
attributes of a set or system. Parametric estimating is often referred to as a ‘top-down’ estimating method [3].
The analytical method. This method is called detailed model
in Ref. [3]. A description that the direct cost of a set or system is
calculated by estimating the labor time, labor rate, material quantities, and material prices is given in Ref. [12]. This method is
known as the bottom-up technique.
Different methods cover different stages in the life cycle, see
Table 2.
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Tab. 1. Life cycle stages and costs
Company Cost
Market Recognition,
Development
Materials,
Energy,
Facilities,
Wages, Salaries
Transportation,
Storage,
Waste,
Breakage,
Warranty Service

Design

Production

Usage

Disposal/Recycling

User Cost

Society Cost

Waste,
Pollution,
Health Damages
Transportation,
Storage,
Energy,
Materials,
Maintenance

Packing,
Waste,
Pollution,
Health Damages

Disposal/
Recycling Dues

Waste,
Disposal,
Pollution,
Health Damages

Tab. 2. Use of cost estimation methods
Feasibility

Definition Development

Production

After sale
service

Utilization

Analogical

Analogical

Parametric
Analitycal

Scanlan et al. propose a cost model for aircraft optimization
[11]. The design space is partitioned into three discrete levels
of abstraction. A parametric cost estimating method is used and
a crude estimation of cost is generated at level 1. At level 3, an
analytical method is used and process times are generated with
the detailed product definition. The hybrid between a parametric
and analytical method where cost expressions are derived from
level 3 is used at level 2. Furthermore, the cost expressions can be
delivered to level 1 from level 2. Then this cost estimating system
forms a bottom-up configuration.

4. Several cost models and their applications
Under the assumption that the number of structural limit states is small and the severe hazards causing the limit states occurring are not frequent, the expected total cost during time t can be
expressed by [14]
(1)
where X is the vector of design variables; C0 is used to represent
the initial cost, which is a function of X; i represents the number
of severe loading occurrences; ti is used to represent the loading
occurrence time; N(t) is the total number of severe loading occurrences in t; Cj is the cost in present dollar value of the jth limit
state being reached; e-λt is the discounting factor over time t; Pij is
the probability of the jth limit state being exceeded given the ith
occurrence of a single hazard or the joint occurrence of different
hazards; k is the total number of limit states under consideration;
and Cm is the operation and maintenance cost per year.
Sarma and Adeli propose a life cost model based on steel
structures and a fuzzy discrete multi-criterion method is implemented to deal with life cycle cost optimization [10].
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1
1
C +∑
CIN
yn 1 M
(1 + r )
(1 + r ) yn 2
1
1
CR +∑
CO
+∑
(1 + r ) yn 3
(1 + r ) yn 4
1
1
CF +
CD
+
yn 5
(1 + r )
(1 + r ) yn 6

CLC = CI + ∑

(2)

where CLC, CI, CM, CIN, CR, CO, CF, and CD are the total life cycle,
initial, annual maintenance, inspection, repair, operating, probable failure and dismantling costs of the steel structure, respectively; r is the discount rate considering the time value of money;
and yn1, yn2, yn3, yn4, yn5, and yn6 are the years when the associated
costs are incurred.
Based on the cost-benefit-risk analysis on a bridge, the total
life cycle cost up to time tN and the average annuity cost during
the design life of the structure are presented by [13].
LCC (t N ) = CI + CQA
M

tN

+∑

CIN (ti ) + CM (ti ) + CR (ti ) + ∑ PfLS (ti )C fLS

i =1

(1 + r )

(3)

LS =1

ti

and
N

CA = ∑

Pf (t j )r ⎡⎣CI + CQA + CIN (t j )+ CM (t j )+ CR (t j )⎤⎦

j =1

1 − (1 + r )

−t j

(4)

where CI is the design and construction cost; CQA is the cost of quality assurance/control; CIN(t) is the expected cost of inspection;
CM(t) is the expected maintenance costs; CR(t) is the expected
repair costs; M is the number of failure limit states; PfLS(t) is the
annual probability of failure for each limit states; CfLS is the failure cost, and r is the discount rate.
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Noortwijk models maintenance interventions with discrete
and continuous renewal process respectively [9]. When maintenance (as good as new maintenance) is modeled as a discrete
renewal process and the renewal times T1, T2, T3, …… are nonnegative, independent, and identically distributed, the expected
average costs per unit time is

illustrate the event tree model easily, m=3 is adopted here and the
event tree is shown in Fig. 1.

∞

lim

E (k (n ))

n →∞

n

=

∑C P
i =1
∞

∑ iP
i =1

=

i i

=

i

E (CI )
E (I )

E (Cycle Cost )
E (Cycle Length )

(5)
n = 1, 2,...

where E(k(n)) is the expected cost over the bounded horizon
(0,n]; Pi represents the probability of a renewal in unit time i; and
Ci is the cost associated with a renewal in unit time i. With the
discount rate being considered, the expected life cycle cost over
an unbounded horizon is

(6)

Because of the uncertainty in design variables and other system parameters, the life cycle cost is uncertain. Norwalk gives
the expression of variance of the life cycle cost for the first time.
Under the consideration that the maintenance is modeled as a discrete renewal process, the long-run average variance of life cycle cost per unit time is represented by [9]
lim

n →∞

=

⎡⎣ E (I )⎤⎦

The expected life cycle cost CLC can be expressed by
CLC = CT + CPM +CIN + CR + CF

(10)

where CT is the initial cost of the structure.
The preventive maintenance cost CPM can be expressed by

var (k (n ))

n
var (CI )E 2 (I ) + var (I )E 2 (CI ) − 2 E (I )E (CI )cov (I , CI )

Fig. 1. Event tree with three inspections

(7)

n

CPM = ∑ Cmain ,iT

3

i =1

And the average variance of the discounted cost over an
unbounded horizon is

(1 + r )

iT

(11)

where n is the number of preventive maintenances; T is the preventive maintenance interval; Cmain,iT is the cost of preventive maintenance at time iT; r is the discount rate.
The inspection cost CIN is

(8)

m

CIN = ∑ Cins

where

i =1

(9)

1

1

(1 + r )

Ti

(12)

where m is the number of inspections; Cins represents the inspection cost based on the inspection method; Ti is the time of occurrence of the ith inspection.
The repair cost is represented by
2m

CR = ∑ Cr ,i P ( Bi )

(13)

i =1

Inspection is a useful tool to obtain the current condition of
a deteriorating structure. Whether repair is needed or not depends
on the observed condition of the structure. Frangopol employs an
event tree model to evaluate the repair possibilities related to an
uncertain inspection/repair environment [5].
As the number of inspections, m, increases, the number of
branches, 2m, in the event tree increases exponentially. In order to

where Cr,i is the cost associated with the ith branch; and P(Bi) is
the probability of the ith branch.
CF is the expected failure cost and can be expressed by
2m

CF = ∑ C f Pf ,life ,i P ( Bi )

(14)

i =1

where Cf is the cost associated with one failure; and Pf,life,i is the
lifetime probability for the branch i.
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5. Dynamic design under uncertainty considering
life cycle issues
Since the initial reliability is determined by design variables,
the life cycle cost is a function of design variables. In addition,
random design variables usually exist in optimal design. Hence,
a design-to-cost and design-for-cost optimization model under uncertainty based on a reasonable life cycle cost model are given by
(15)
and
(16)

(17)
where w1 and w2 are weight factors and σC(X,t) is the standard deviation of lifecycle cost, which can be obtained by Eqs. (7) and (8).

6. Conclusions
Life cycle cost analysis, as an important component of life
cycle design under uncertainty, has been recognized as an effective way to improve competitiveness in the current market.
As the development of design methods, life cycle cost should
be estimated at the design stage to achieve design-to-cost or design-for-cost and robust design. Time-dependent design can be
conducted based on the estimated life cycle cost. Therefore, it is
necessary to choose a suitable life cycle cost model. In this paper,
several life cycle cost methods and models are analyzed to help
designers to choose a suitable one. Then proper design-to-cost or
design-for-cost model can be established. A robust design optimization model is also provided.

where C(X,t) is the time-dependent life cycle cost; R(X,t) is the
time-dependent reliability; [C] is the financial budget, [R] is the
required reliability level, and μC(X,t) is the mean value of the lifecycle cost.
And a robust design optimization model under uncertainty
can be provided
**********
This work is partially supported by the Open Project Program of the State Key Laboratory of Mechanical Transmission, Chongqing
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PRZYSPIESZONE BADANIA DEGRADACJI PRZY STAŁYM NAPRĘŻENIU
W ANALIZIE DIOD SUPERELEKTROLUMINESCENCYJNYCH
I WRAŻLIWOŚCI PARAMETRYCZNEJ
CONSTANT STRESS ADT FOR SUPERLUMINESCENT DIODE
AND PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Ruchy Browna są jednym z najpotężniejszych procesów stochastycznych w ciągłym czasie i ciągłej przestrzeni, który ma
też mocne podstawy fizyczne. W analizie przyspieszonych badań degradacji (ADT), rozkład odwrotny gaussowski, będący rozkładem czasu pierwszego przejścia ruchu Browna z dryfem (drift Brownian motion), staje się bardzo popularnym
modelem predykcji statystycznej życia i niezawodności produktów. Diody superelektroluminescencyjne (SLD) o długiej
żywotności i wysokiej niezawodności mają wiele zalet fizycznych, które sprawiają, że zastępują one diody laserowe (LD)
oraz diody elektroluminescencyjne (świecące) (LED) i mają szerokie zastosowanie w czujnikach światłowodowych. W niniejszym artykule przeprowadzono badania ADT diody SLD przy stałym naprężeniu. Aby ocenić możliwość zastosowania
rozkładu odwrotnego gaussowskiego do badań diod SLD, określono najpierw trwałość i niezawodność SLD na podstawie
danych o spadku mocy optycznej uzyskanych z badania ADT prowadzonego przy stałym naprężeniu. Następnie przeprowadzono analizy wrażliwości parametrycznej w trzech wymiarach: niezawodności, czasu życia i parametru analitycznego.
Wreszcie, kierując się wynikami analizy wrażliwościowej, przedstawiono niektóre zasady planowania i przeprowadzania
testów ADT przy stałym naprężeniu.
Słowa kluczowe: Analiza wrażliwościowa, ruchy Browna, obniżenie charakterystyk, badania przyspieszone, SLD.
Brownian motion is one of the most powerful stochastic processes in continuous time and continuous space and has a good
physics background. For the analysis of accelerated degradation testing (ADT), the inverse Gaussian (IG) distribution,
which is the first passage time distribution of the drift Brownian motion (DBM), becomes a very popular statistical prediction model of product life and reliability. Instead of laser diode (LD) and Light Emitting Diode (LED), long-life and high-reliability super-luminescent diode (SLD) has many physical advantages and has been widely used in optical fiber sensors. In
this paper, the constant stress ADT (CSADT) of SLD was conducted. In order to evaluate the applicability of IG distribution
to SLD, we first estimate the life and reliability of SLD based on the optical power degradation data collected in CSADT.
Then parameter sensitivity analyses are conducted in the 3-dimensions of reliability, lifetime and the analytic parameter.
Finally, according to the sensitive analysis results, some CASDT planning and testing principles are presented.
Keywords: Sensitivity analysis, Brownian motion, performance degradation, accelerated testing, SLD.

1. Introduction
As the rapid development of technology, industrial companies have to manufacture high-reliability and long-life products
in order to survive in the competitive market. One of the most
important works in product design is to evaluate the lifetime and
reliability of the product [3-6]. Now, there are two kinds of accelerated testing which can give these results: Accelerated life
testing (ALT) and accelerated degradation testing (ADT). ALT
involves collecting data of time-to-failures at different austere
stress levels. But it is difficult to obtain adequate failure-time
data to satisfy the requirement of ALT because of the highly reliable property of products. To overcome this problem, accelerated degradation testing (ADT) has been used. The feasibility of
ADT is based on the fact that some physical characteristics or
performance degrading value of a product will eventually lead to
failures when the degradation measurement exceeds a pre-specified threshold. Thus, conducting accelerated degradation testing

to identify a performance measurement would exhibit degradation and to monitor it over time, and product life and reliability
can then be inferred from the degradation paths without the need
of observing actual failures.
As far as we know, the earliest reported study on ADT was
carried out on film resistance by two Japanese researchers, Shiomi and Yanagisawa, in 1979. From then on, Suzuki[15], Carey
[1, 2], Tseng[17, 18], and Padgett [12, 13], respectively presented
their DoE (Design of Experiment) and data analysis methods of
ADT based on film resistance, MOS, logic chip, LED, carbolic
fiber, etc.. All these achievements were successful and prompted
the following ADT studies.
Super-luminescent diode (SLD) offers the advantage of broadband, high optical output, immunity to fiber-induced noise,
less coherent and less sensitive to reflections. SLD is widely used
as the light sources of Fiber Optical Gyroscope (FOG), optical
time domain reflectors (OTDR), Optical Communication, Opti-
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cal Coherence Tomography (OCT), etc. [19]. With the development of engineering and science technology, such optical devices
will be designed to function for a long period of time before they
fail. It is not an easy task to assess the lifetime distribution of the
products by using the traditional life-testing procedures which
record only time to failure data. Under this situation, constant
stress ADT is to be used in this paper.
In the following, we first introduce the stochastic process for
modeling degradation paths and life distribution. Then, CSADT
of SLD is performed and its life and reliability estimations are
obtained using the models. Thirdly, in order to determine the effects of model parameters on the reliability estimation, sensitivity
analyses are conducted in three dimensions. Finally, the principles for SLD’s ADT performance are discussed and conclusions
are given.

2. Degradation model of CSADT
Degradation model reflects the relationship between some
performance indicator and time. There are four typical methods
to model degradation processes:
a) deterministic functions;
b) assuming that some parameters of a deterministic function
follow some specified distributions [9, 11];
c) in addition to the deterministic functions, there is an error
term which follows the normal distribution with mean zero
and standard variation σ [20, 22];
d) similar to b), except for the use of stochastic process to
describe the error [10, 16, 21-23].
In fact, if the degradation process is described by model a)
described above, we will observe a very smooth deterioration curve of product performance. As long as the critical performance
value is given, all products will fail at the same time. But there
are unit-to-unit variability and variability due to operating and
environmental conditions, deterioration curves have fluctuations.
Consequently, the randomness must be considered in the model,
and thus, models b), c) and d) are preferred. But for a time-dependent degradation process, a stochastic process, i.e. model d)
seems to be more appropriate.
Brownian motion is one of the most powerful stochastic
processes in continuous time and continuous space. In addition,
Brownian motion is an essential ingredient in stochastic calculus
and is essential for defining one of the most important classes
of Markov processes, the diffusion processes, and solving large
sample estimation problems in mathematical statistics. Brownian
motion has wide applications in disciplines such as physics, economics, communication theory and reliability theory.
Based on the above analysis, a degradation process Y(t) can
be described by the following drift Brownian motion (DBM)
model:
(1)
where B(t) is a standard Brownian motion on [0,∞), and y0 is
the initial degradation level at time zero, and σ is the dispersion
and describes unit-to-unit variability due to operating and environmental conditions [11]. So it is assumed that the dispersion
parameter does not change with stress. In order to establish the
relationship between the degradation process Y(t) and the stress
loaded on product, we assume that the term g(t,s)·t can be written
as the product of the stress function d(s) and the time scale function
τ(t), i.e., g(t,s)·t = d(s) · τ(t) and τ(t)=ln(t) in this paper. Hence, we
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could regard d(s) as the drift parameter of DBM Y(t). In engineering, the drift parameter is commonly known as the degradation
rate, so it is an accelerated model.
By linearizing the DBM in equation (1), we can obtain the
pdf of its first passage time distribution:
(2)
We will call equation (4) the inverse Gaussian distribution
(IG), and the corresponding reliability function is:
(3)
where Φ is the standard normal cdf.
According to the conclusions of FMEA and FTA, we know
that under the effect of temperature, the failure of a chip and the
alignment of the chip to pigtail will lead to the degradation of the
optical power of SLD. And this is the critical degradation failure
mode of SLD [24].
Based on the above analyses, we will assume that the drift
parameter d(s) follows Arrhenius reaction rate model and with
the symbol T substituting s, we obtain:
⎛E ⎞
d (T ) = A ⋅ exp ⎜ a ⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

(4)

where T is the absolute Kelvin temperature with unit K; k is
Boltzmann’s constant, k = 8.6171×10-5 eV/K; Ea is the activation energy with unit eV, and A is a constant. Generally, we write
B=Ea/k，then d(T) = A·exp(–B/T).

3. CSADT and Analysis of SLD
3.1. CSADT of SLD
3-level CSADT of SLD is constituted of the following [7]:
a. Determining equipment capacity for temperature control.
In order to make an efficient and reasonable testing plan, we
should obtain the accuracies of temperature control, rate of
temperature change, stable time of temperature, temperature
distribution, etc.
b. Determining SLD temperature operation limits (TOL).
Provide evidence to SLD CSADT, including temperature
characteristics and the operation limits of SLD.
c. CSADT of SLD.
There are 15 SLDs and they are divided into 3 groups in 3-level CSADT. The corresponding testing parameters are given
in Tab. 1.
Tab.1. CSADT parameters of SLD
Number of
Temperature Value
Measure
T1
60°C
M1

4000

Sample
Size
n1

T2

80°C

M2

3000

n2

5

T3

100°C

M3

2000

n3

5

Value

Value
5

During CSADT of SLD, we recorded the optical power every 0.5h, i.e., the interval of performance inspection Δt is 0.5h.
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3.2. Result of SLD CSADT

Tab. 2. Parameter estimations

By testing of SLD TOL, temperature characteristics of SLDs
have been collected and shown in Figure 1.
The optical power of SLD on different stress levels 60ºC,
80ºC and 100ºC are shown in Figure 2.

parameter
estimations

A
9.295

Ea
0.487

σ
0.4904

Then, the estimated reliability of SLD is shown in Figure 4.
From the above reliability curve, we know that the reliability
corresponding to the operation life 5×104 hours is 0.9158.
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Fig. 1. Temperature characteristics of SLDs
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Fig. 4. The estimated reliability of SLD
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4. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
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Generally, we will obtain different estimated results by different estimation methods, samples, performance measuring
techniques, etc. In this paper, we utilize the DBM to describe
the optical power degradation of SLD. In order to determine the
stability of the DBM on SLD and propose some useful advice for
the development and the CSADT implementation of SLD, we
conduct parameter sensitivity analysis.
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Fig. 2. The optical power of SLDs in CSADT (a)

From Figure 2, on the effect of temperature characteristics,
we can note that there are different initial degradation levels at
time zero. Through determination of SLD TOL, we need to eliminate this effect. And the eliminated optical powers are shown
in Figure 3.

4.1. Sensitivity analysis of the parameter A
In this section, we consider the effect of the parameter A on
the reliability of SLD. Let the activation energy Ea and the dispersion σ remain at the original estimation values as shown in
Table II. Among the 3 dimensions of the parameter A, time t, and
reliability of SLD, there is a curved surface which depict the reliability change with the parameter A and time t simultaneously,
as shown in Figures 5 & 6.
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Fig. 5. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with parameter A and time t simultaneously (Absolute change )

Fig. 3. The optical power of SLD in CSADT (b)

Armed with the above models and the methods of Li [8], we
can obtain the following parameter estimations.

To understand better the sensitivity of the reliability to the
parameter A, the reliabilities of SLD when A decreases and increases by 50% from the value listed in Table 2 are given in Table 3.
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barrier) separating two minima of potential energy (of the reactants and of the products of reaction). For SLD, the activation
energy can be denoted as the energy barrier which SLD needs to
make a transition from the normal state to the failure state. The
smaller the activation energy is, the easier the transition is.

Fig. 6. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with parameter A and time t simultaneously (Relative change)
Tab.3. Parameter A and SLD reliability
A

50% Â =4.6475

150% Â =13.9425

R(50000)

0.9573

0.8492

Fig.7. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with the
activation energy Ea and time t simultaneously (Absolute change)

Based on Figures 5 and 6, SLD reliability increases with
the parameter A decreasing. And this trend enlarges with time
increasing. But between -100%A~+100%A, the relative change
of SLD reliability is between +15%~-35%. Thus, the parameter
A slightly affects SLD reliability.

4.2. Sensitivity analysis of the activation energy Ea
Similarly, we consider the effect of the activation energy Ea
on the reliability of SLD in this section. Let parameter A and the
dispersion σ remain at the original estimation values as listed in
Table II, among the 3-dimensions of the activation energy Ea,
time t and the reliability of SLD, there is a curved surface which
depicts the reliability change with the activation energy Ea and
time t simultaneously, as shown in Figure 7 & 8.
When the activation energy Ea increases by 50% and decreases by 10%, the corresponding reliabilities of SLD are shown in
Table 4. From Figures 7 and 8, we can see that if the activation
energy Ea is less than 0.4, the reliability will be approaching zero
in a very short time.
Tab. 4. The activation energy Ea and SLD reliability
Ea

Eˆ a ×0.9=0.4383

Eˆ a ×1.5=0.7305

R(50000)

0.0087

0.9804

From Figures 7 & 8, SLD reliability increases with the activation energy Ea. This trend changes sharply when Ea is in the
range of 0.4~0.6. In this range, with Ea increasing, the decrease
of SLD reliability with time slows down. For example, when
Ea decreases by 20% from the value given in Table II, the SLD
reliability decreases from 1 to 0 in 5 hours. When Ea increases
by 20%, the SLD reliability just decreases from 1 to 0.975 in
100 thousand hours. However, the SLD reliability changes very
slowly with time when Ea > 0.6. Thus, the SLD reliability is very
sensitive to the activation energy Ea in the range of 0.4~0.6.
We can explain this phenomenon from the chemistry perspective. Activation energy, also called midnight energy, is defined as the minimum energy necessary for a specific chemical
reaction to occur. Usually one can think of the activation energy
as the height of the potential barrier (sometimes called the energy
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Fig. 8. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with the
activation energy Ea and time t simultaneously (Relative change)

4.3. Sensitivity analysis of dispersion σ
We also consider the effect of the dispersion σ on the reliability of SLD in this section. Let the activation energy Ea and
parameter A remain at the original estimated values as shown in
Table II. Among the 3-dimensions of the dispersion σ, time t and
the reliability of SLD, there is a curved surface which depicts
the reliability change with the dispersion σ and time t simultaneously, as shown in Figures 9 & 10.
From Figures 9 &10, the SLD reliability decreases with the
increase of the dispersion σ. With the increase of σ, the reliability
decreases more rapidly with time.
In this case, we can observe that the dispersion σ does not
affect the reliability as much as the other two parameters. This
is because the optical power is a function of ln(t). Under this logarithm relationship, the variability of the degradation process
which is modeled by the DBM changes very slowly, as shown in
Figure 11. From Figure 11, we know that even after 0.5 million
hours, σ2ln(t) is still very close to 3.5. If the relationship between
product performance and time is linear (as shown in Figure 12),
the variability σ2t rapidly magnifies to 2.5×105!
Hence, the sensitivity of the reliability to the dispersion σ is
relative to the relationship between performance and time. The
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more remarkably performance changes, the more sensitive the
reliability is to the dispersion σ.

Fig. 9. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with dispersion σ and time t simultaneously (Absolute change)

Fig. 10. The curved surface which depicts the reliability change with dispersion σ and time t simultaneously (Relative change)
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5. Concluding Remarks
This paper deals with the statistical analysis and sensitivity
analysis for the CSADT of SLD. On the base of the above investigation, we can get the following conclusions:
a. The SLD reliability increases with the activation energy Ea
increasing, the dispersion σ decreasing, and the parameter A
decreasing. These characteristics could be derived by taking
partial derivatives of the IG distribution with respect to Ea, σ
and A, respectively.
b. Among the three parameters Ea, σ and A, A has the smallest
effect on the SLD reliability. On the direction of the reliability decreasing, the reliability is more sensitive to the activation energy Ea than to the dispersion σ. We can interpret the
above conclusions from the perspective of Arrenhius accelerated model. For the parameter A, it is just a constant coefficient without unit and influences the Arrhenius reaction
rate i.e. the drift parameter of the DBM by multiplying. The
activation energy Ea is an exponential part of the Arrenhius
accelerated model. Obviously, the effect of the Ea is greater
than that of A. Similarly, in equation (3), when the term d(s)
was substituted with equation (4), then Ea has the same exponential effect on the reliability, while the dispersion σ is a divisor.
c. When the activation energy Ea increases to some value, it
does not affect the reliability as much any more (as shown in
Figures 7 & 8).
d. The reliability sensitivity to the dispersion σ depends on the
relationship between the product performance and time. The
IG distribution is derived from the first passage time of DBM.
The variance of DBM will badly influence the estimation of
the IG distribution. If the variance of the degradation data
collected during ADT is very big, then it will be enlarged
by time because of Var(Y(t))= σ2τ(t). this conclusion is very
easy to understand. We just use the degradation data collected
during only 3000h ADT to extrapolate the reliability for the
100000h life of the SLD, so the extrapolation extent is great.
Even there is a little variation within the degradation data, it
will cause a huge fluctuation in the reliability estimation in
the future. Hence, in order to improve the accuracy of reliability prediction, we should take some actions, such as:
- Ensuring the consistency of SLD. We must attach more importance to manufacturer selection.
- Controlling the SLD manufacturing process. If there is little
room to select a manufacturer, then we can specify some
requirement for controlling the manufacturing process;
- improving the screening technology and being strict with
the selecting requirements of SLD;
- Ensuring the consistency of ADT conditions. These include
the monitoring of testing stress, consistent determination of
the performance of detecting devices and relative environmental factors.
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ZASTOSOWANIE TECHNOLOGII SYMULACJI DO OCENY NIEZAWODNOŚCI
SIECI TYPU AD HOC
APPLICATION OF SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY IN RELIABILITY EVALUATION
OF AD HOC NETWORKS
Ocena niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc przy użyciu technik analitycznych zazwyczaj wymaga wielu założeń. Dlatego też techniki analityczne nie są w stanie uwzględnić wielu czynników stochastycznych charakteryzujących sieci tego typu. Ostatnio
symulacja stała się popularnym podejściem do oceny niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc. W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono
scenariusze symulacji i omówiono proces projektowania modeli symulacji do oceny niezawodności sieci Ad Hoc. Omówiono również kierunki przyszłych badań.
Słowa kluczowe: Sieć Ad Hoc, symulacja niezawodności, ocena niezawodności.
Reliability evaluation of Ad Hoc networks using analytical techniques usually requires many assumptions. Thus, analytical techniques are unable to consider many stochastic factors of the networks. Simulation has become a popular approach
for evaluating the reliability of Ad Hoc networks. This paper introduces simulation scenarios and discusses simulation
model design for reliability evaluation of Ad Hoc network. Future research directions are also discussed.
Keywords: Ad Hoc network, reliability simulation, reliability evaluation.

Abbreviations
UDP
S/R
IP
QoS
AODV
DSR
DSDV
CSMA
E-TDMA
FDM
TDM
MTTRF
MR

User Datagram Protocol
Segmentation/Reassembly
Internet Protocol
Quality of Service
Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
Algorithm
Dynamic Source Routing
Destination-Sequenced
Distance-Vector
Routing
Carrier Sense Multiple Access
Evolutionary-Time Division Multiple Access
Frequency Division Multiplexing
Time Division Multiplexing
Mission Time to Restore Function
Mission Reliability

1. Introduction

approach of mathematic modeling usually needs many assumptions [2, 3, 5, 6]. These assumptions are unable to address many
of the stochastic factors and the mathematical treatment may be
intractable. Simulation has become a popular approach for reliability evaluation of such networks. In this paper, we introduce
simulation scenarios and investigate simulation model design for
reliability analysis of Ad Hoc networks. We will also discuss future research directions.

2. Reliability simulation scenario design
The reliability simulation problem to be addressed in this paper comes from army digital mechanical musketeer brigade. The
simulation network covers an area of 100 km x 100 km. The used
simulation tool is OMNEST. The simulation network has a three
level topological structure and a five level architecture. The topological structure and architecture are shown in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1.
Tab.1. Simulation Network Architecture

An Ad Hoc network is a kind of mobile network. It does not
have a fixed infrastructure. The nodes in the network can form
the network topology randomly through wireless links. Each
node has equal status and is able to perform both the host and
the router functions. The stochastic factors that affect the reliability of Ad Hoc networks can be divided into external factors and
internal factors. External factors include network traffic, node
mobility, terrain, weather, etc. Internal factors include the reliability of network equipment, network topology, network protocol,
QoS assurance mechanism, etc. Many of these stochastic factors
are difficult to incorporate when evaluating the reliability of the
network. Evaluating the reliability of Ad Hoc networks with the

Application layer: five level voice operation, five level data
operation
Transport layer: UDP protocol, S/R protocol
Network layer: IP protocol, QOS AODV protocol, DSR protocol,
DSDV protocol
MAC layer: CSMA protocol, E-TDMA protocol
Physics layer: FDM, TDM

The reliability simulation is based on army digital mechanical
musketeer brigade Ad Hoc typical mission profile in aggression
combat. The Ad Hoc typical mission profile is shown in Fig. 2.
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where the positive constant k means the smallest value of the
stochastic variable.
If a stochastic process has an autocorrelation function of
r(k) ~ k–β, k → ∞, 0 < β <1, then the process is called self-similar
[8]. We use Hurst parameter (H = 1–β/2) to describe the autocorrelation degree of self-similar processes. For a self-similar process, which can be used to represent network operation traffic, if
1/2 <H <1, the network operation traffic is positive correlated. As
H → 1, the traffic self-similarity degree increases.
Heavy tailed distributions and ON/OFF traffic models can be
used to explain the cause of self-similar operation traffic [9]. The
ON/OFF model assumes that the data source alternates between
sending data and halt. The sending data period and the halt period are called the ON period and the OFF period, respectively.
When the data source is sending data with a constant speed, we
say that it is in the ON period. Aggregating data sent from N
independent sources following the same ON/OFF model often
causes the operation traffic to be self-similar. The length of the
ON period and the length of the OFF period each follows a heavy
tailed distribution.

Fig. 1. Simulation network topological structure
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Fig. 2. Ad Hoc typical mission profile in aggression combat

3. Riliability simulation model design
Ad Hoc reliability simulation covers many models. In this
paper, we introduce only the network traffic model, the node mobility model, and the node failure model.

3.1. Network traffic model design
Our earlier studies indicate that the operation traffic of a packet switch network shows self-similarity and abruptness. We will
introduce a heavy tailed distribution and a self-similar process
first before explaining the traffic model.
X is a stochastic variable, its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is F(x) = P[X ≤ x], and its reliability function is
F ( x) = 1 − F ( x) = P[ X > x]. Define F(x) as a heavy tailed distribution [1], if

A group mobility model is needed for network simulation. Its
parameters include node excursion angle θ, node moving speed
v, node moving time t1, node halt time t2, and network communication range Rn (n = 1, 2, and 3 representing network grade). All
nodes are initially halted when the simulation starts, and halt time
decreases from superior nodes to junior nodes [7].
As
shown
in Fig. 3, when a superior node moves along direcuuuu
r
tion GM , all junior nodes follow it with their uuuu
relative
positions
r
unchanged. Adding a stochastic displacement RM , a junior node’s position after n moves can be expressed as follows:
uur uuur uuuur uuuur
(4)
Pn = Pn −1 + GM + RM
If some node moves out of its communication range after
a move, then accept this event with probability of 0.1. If such an
event is not accepted, change the node excursion angle θ, and the
node continues to move. As shown in Fig. 3, if nodes move out
of their communication range at C and E, then readjust the nodes
to D and F.

(1)
where c is a positive constant and a(x) ~ b(x) means
lim a ( x) / b( x) = 1 . If F(x) is a heavy tailed distribution, the
x →∞

variance of X is infinity when α ≤ 1 and the mean of X is infinity
too. Pareto distribution is a typical heavy tailed distribution, whose probability density function (pdf) is
(2)
Fig. 3. Group mobility model

and its cdf is
(3)
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4. Network reliability evaluation approach

3.3. Node failure model design
A node failure model is needed in order to simulate the stochastic failures of node (except failures caused by human factors). A flow chart of the node stochastic failure simulation is
shown in Fig. 4.
a) When simulation starts, all nodes are registered following the
global failure management module, confirming node failure
status based on the node mission reliability set by the user.
b) Computing the mean number of operations between failures
based on the total number of operations and pre-specified
time points of failure.
c) When the simulation progresses to a pre-specified time point
of failure, choose a node randomly from the failure nodes
confirmed in step (1) and change the status of this node to
failure.
d) If a node can be repaired, confirm node repair time based on
the ratio between mission time and repair function set by the
user.

Network reliability is the capability that the network will
satisfy user’s normal requirements under stated operation conditions for a stated operation period of time. The stated operation
conditions include not only network traffic, node mobility, terrain, and weather, but also equipment stochastic failures in the
process of network operation (except failures caused by human
factors).
Although the factors that affect the reliability of Ad Hoc networks are sophisticated, their effect must be incorporated through network operation results in the end [4]. Thus, we measure
the reliability of Ad Hoc networks with the probability of performance parameters meeting thresholds in the process of network
operation. Through reliability simulation, we can compute these
probabilities. Take the mean delay of the network as an example.
Using the same simulation configuration (stated operation conditions), in the same simulation duration (stated operation period
of time), we carried out 80 simulations with different stochastic
seeds, obtained a mean delay sample, and then drew the mean
delay frequency histogram based on the sample, which is shown
in Fig. 5.

If the simulation includes N nodes and X operations, every
node has the same mission reliability the mean number of operations between failures (Δ) is:

r

In Fig. 5, ri is frequencies falling into every group and f i = i
k
is percentage falling into every group. The mean delay
cumulative frequency histogram is shown in Fig. 6.
Fi is the cumulative frequency in group i,

(5)

i

i

j =1

j =1

Fi = ∑ f j = ∑

k

=

Ri
k

(6)

wait
no

Confirming repair
time based on
MTTRF, running
repair timer

rj

A new node failure?

Setting all radios
in the node
failure

Choosing a failure
node from node
record
stocasitcally

no

Local timer?

yes

Setting all radios
in the node
normal

Setting node
normal

yes

Setting node
failure

Fig. 4. Node failure simulation flow chart

Fig. 5. Mean delay frequency histogram

Fig. 6. Mean delay cumulative frequency histogram
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Ri is cumulative frequencies when group i end. If k->∞, the inte5. Conclusion
rval between groups Δt->0, then the line connecting the midpoThe simulation approach outlined in this paper can be used
ints of every rectangle will tend towards a smooth curve, which is
for not only Ad Hoc networks but also other communication nethe probability distribution curve of the Ad hoc network’s mean
tworks. However, the probability of a parameter meeting its thredelay. According to the above histogram we can work out approshold covers only one aspect of communication network reliabiximately that P (mean delay < 65 ms) = 0.8391.
lity. How to obtain integrated measures from several “aspects”
The simulation approach outlined here takes care of the vadeserve further studies in the future.
rious stochastic factors affecting the reliability of the Ad Hoc
more comprehensively than the mathematic modeling approach.
It is simpler and more practical.
**********
This research was sponsored by National Deference Research Fund (51319020201).
**********
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ALGORYTM DO OCENY I ANALIZY STACJONARNEJ DOSTĘPNOŚCI
OPERACYJNEJ OPARTY NA SPECYFIKACJI WYMAGAŃ
AN ALGORITHM FOR EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF STATIONARY
OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY BASING ON MISSION REQUIREMENTS
Zarówno metody matematyczne jak i symulacyjne mają ograniczenia jeśli chodzi o ocenę stacjonarnej dostępności operacyjnej. Te pierwsze zakładają, że popyt jest niezależny od systemu operacyjnego, co może skutkować niedoszacowaniem
dostępności operacyjnej. Te drugie wymagają dużej liczby prób, aby uzyskać wyniki o wystarczającym stopniu ufności
w warunkach wcześniej określonych scenariuszy. Niniejszy artykuł zajmuje się problemem określenia stacjonarnej dostępności operacyjnej na podstawie modeli matematycznych. Proponowany model bierze pod uwagę wiele czynników,
wliczając w to pasywację systemu, specyfikację wymagań, parametry projektowe systemu, liczbę działających systemów,
czas realizacji oraz czas obsługi. Artykuł przedstawia metodę aproksymacji dostępności operacyjnej. Użyty przykład ilustruje związek pomiędzy wyżej wspomnianymi czynnikami. Doświadczenia numeryczne pokazują, że model ten jest zgodny
z wynikami symulacji Monte Carlo, potwierdzając realność i racjonalność proponowanej metody.
Słowa kluczowe: Dostępność operacyjna, stan stacjonarny, niezawodność, obsługiwalność, części
zapasowe.
Both mathematical and simulation methods have limitations for evaluation of stationary operational availability. The former assumes that demand is independent of the operating system, which can result in underestimation of the operational
availability. The latter requires a large number of trials to obtain the results with a sufficient degree of confidence under
the pre-specified scenarios. This paper addresses the issue of determining the stationary operational availability based on
mathematical models. The proposed model considers many factors including system passivation, mission requirements,
system design parameters, the number of working systems, lead time, and maintenance time. An approximation method
to the operational availability is given. Specific example is used to illustrate the relationship among the aforementioned
factors. Numerical experiments show that the model agrees well with Monte Carlo simulation results and the feasibility
and rationality of the proposed method are validated.
Keywords: Operational availability, stationary state, reliability, maintainability, spare parts

1. Introduction
Operational availability (Ao) is an important measure of
system performance. It is a function of system design characteristics, mission requirements, and maintenance scheme. The
methods commonly used for calculating Ao can be classified into
two types. One is the simulation method, which is established
based on the system function model, the mission scenario model,
and the maintenance and support model. Software packages like
Simlox2.0 [13] and SMMS [2] have such functions. Though the
simulation method has many merits, its efficiency is low. It is
thus useful more for evaluating the dynamic availability rather
than the stationary availability. The other one is the model based method, which constructs the relationship between Ao and
system mission requirements and maintenance scheme. Software
packages like METRIC [10], VARI-METRIC [11], SPAREL [9]
and OPRAL [1] have such functions. Both types of models can
be used to calculate stationary availability. However, passivation
is not considered in these models. When considering passivation,
the actual demand rate is dependent on the number of working
systems and this number is lower than when passivation is not
considered. Thus, the availability obtained by considering passivation is higher than when passivation is not considered. Lau

et al. [7] studied dynamic availability considering passivation.
In [7], the authors examined the relationship between utilization
and availability instead of that between mission scenario and
availability. Lau et al. [8] also investigated system availability
considering the system damage.
This paper develops a method for evaluation of system stationary availability considering mission scenario. We outline a
technique for transforming mission scenario to system requirements. This technique is demonstrated in an example on calculation of system availability based on the feedback theory [5, 6].
From the example, we can see that the method works well with
different parameters.

2. Basic Principle
The real time value of Ao(t) is determined by factors like
system design characteristics, operation and maintenance policy.
Based on the experience of simulation, we have observed that the
real time value of Ao(t) dynamically changes with time and its
final value tapers off to a stationary value as t→∞. When not considering management delays, Ao(t) can be expressed as follows:
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where λ(tn) is the failure rate at time tn；r(tn) is the repair rate at
tn；b(tn) is the number of items backordered at tn；and n≥1 is the
time interval taking integer values.
Form formula (1), we can see that Ao(tn) is determined by the
values of system failure rate, repair rate and the expected backorders at tn. When the failure rate and the repair rate have constant
values, Ao(tn) is a function only of b(tn). Actually, b(tn) is determined by Ao(tn-1) at time tn-1. So formula (1) can be written as：
(2)
In equation (2), t0 denotes the initial time when n=1. Suppose that
Ao(t) in stationary state at tn-1. If Ao(tn-1) has a little increase from
interval tn-1 to interval tn, b(t) also increases if b(tn-1)>0). Because
the changing tendencies of Ao(tn) and b(tn) are opposite, Ao(t)
will decrease in the next time interval. On the contrary, if Ao(tn-1)
has a little decrease from the interval tn-1 to the interval tn, then the
decreasing tendency of Ao(t) can be derived. Thus, it can be seen
from equation (2) that, along with the increase of n, the difference between Ao(tn-1) and Ao(tn) is gradually decreasing and in the
end, the stabilization state is obtained. Ao(tn-1) and Ao(tn) form a
negative feedback system, as shown in Fig. 1.

Mission
Execution

AO (tn −1 )

AO (tn )

Fig. 1. Feed back sketch map of Ao

In Fig. 1, ‘-’denotes the comparison operator. The output
signal after the comparison represents the difference between
Ao(tn-1) and Ao(tn). When the system failure rate is larger than
the system repair rate, Ao(t) is decreasing with time. Contrary,
if the system failure rate is smaller than the system repair rate,
Ao(t) is increasing with time. The systems continuously executing missions constitutes sequential regulation actions which decrease the difference between Ao(tn-1) and Ao(tn) according to the
theory mentioned above. In order to final the stationary Ao(t), the
direction of adjustment in function (1) should be toward decreasing the difference between Ao(tn-1) and Ao(tn). A sketch of this
iterative process is displayed in Fig. 2.
Ao

1
0.8
0.6

3. Evaluation Model
3.1. Calculating AO(t)
Ao(t) can be seen as the ratio between the number of available systems and the number of nominal systems at time t. When
spare backorders take place, a number of systems will be unavailable because of the shortage of spares. Furthermore, spare backorders take place randomly within systems under the condition
of no interference. Thus, Ao(t) can be calculated by [12]:
Ao (t ) =

1
1

AS (t )

+

1

AM (t )

(3)
−1

where AS(t) is the supply availability and AM(t) is the maintenance
availability. The expression of AS (t) and AM(t) are given by [12]:
AS (t ) =

I

{1 − EBOi (t | si )/ (N ⋅ Zi )}
∏
i =1

AM (t ) =

Zi

(4)

MTBM
MTBM + MCMT + MPMT

(5)

where MTBM is the mean time between maintenance; MCMT
is the mean time between corrective maintenance; MPMT is the
mean time between preventive maintenance; EBOi(t| si) is the
expected backorders of item i at time t; si is the stock level of
item i; N is the number of systems; Zi is the number of item i per
system; i is the index number; and I is the total number of items.
EBO(t) can be evaluated by:
∞

∑ (k − s )⋅

EBO (t ) =

k
− d t ⋅T
e ( ) ⋅ (d (t )⋅ TAT )

(6)

k!

k = s +1

where d(t) is the demand rate of spares; TAT is the lead time for
repairable items or the turn round time for discardable items and
it is referred to as transport time in this paper.

3.2. Calculating AS(t)
Lemma 1 [4]: Suppose that the non-homogeneous Poisson
input intensity function has the form λ(t) ≥ 0 (t ≥ 0) and the nonstationary service time distribution is denoted by G(t). Then the
number of arrivals undergoing
g g service at time t has a Poisson di-

0.4

stribution with mean

0.2

The expected number of backorders of items i at time t can
be written as:

0
0

1

2

3

Anticipate Ao(t)

4

5
6
7
8
Iterative number
Actual Ao(t)

Fig. 2. The iterative processes of Ao

.

EBOi (t ) = EBOi (s | Λ i (t ))
∞

=

∑ (k − s )⋅

k = s +1

In Fig. 2, the upper curve is the expected value of Ao(t) and
the lower line is the current value of Ao(t). As has been noted
previously, the expected value of Ao(t) can be seen as Ao(tn-1)
and the current value of Ao(tn-1) can be seen as Ao(tn). According to the theory mentioned above, the difference between these
two values is getting closer and closer. The relationship between
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Ao(t) and mission scenarios as well as spares inventory levels can
be established, too.

I

e

−Λi (t )

⋅ ⎡Λ
⎣ i (t )⎤⎦

k

(7)

k!

AS (t ) = ∏ {1 − EBOi (t ) / (N ⋅ Z i )}

Zi

(8)

i =1

The value of AS(t) is dependent on d(t) and EBO(t). Moreover, EBO(t) is dependent on d(t). Thus, when t→∞, the stationary value can be expressed by:
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∞

∑ (k − s )⋅

EBOi (t | s ) =

e

− di (t )TAT

⋅ (di (t )TAT )

k = s +1

Obviously, in equation (15), we have

k

k!

I

AS (t ) = ∏ {1 − EBOi (t | s ) / (N ⋅ Z i )}

Zi

(9)

(10)

i =1

3.3. Calculating AM(t)

N
< (k + 1)
M
(16)
N
− k <1
0≤
M
Set q=NM-k (0≤q<1). By the Bernoulli Lemma, the probability distribution of the number of groups is
k≤

⎧1 − q
⎪
P (g ) = ⎨ q
⎪ 0
⎩

If a system has two possible states: available and unavailable, then the state transition diagram between these two states can be depicted by use of λ and μ. It is shown in Fig. 3.
λ

State0
Available

State1
Unavailable
μ

Fig. 3. The state transition diagram of the system

According to Fig. 3, PO(t) can be calculated by [3]：

g =k
g = k +1
other

(17)

where g is the number of system groups.
Equation (17) shows that the probability of having k groups
is 1-q and the probability of having k+1 groups is q. Suppose that
the stationary value of Ao(t) under each of these two numbers
of groups can be obtained. Using the probability values derived
in equation (17), the weighted average of Ao(t) can be obtained
by summing the products of the stationary value of Ao(t) and its
corresponding probability.

4. Example
(11)

where PO(t) is system availability at time t and PD(0) is the
system un-availability at time 0.
PO (0) + PD (0) = 1

(12)

If PO(0)=1, then

4.1. Given data
Suppose that there are 8 airplanes that may be used to perform a mission and the mission profile requires 3 airplanes for
each trip and 4 trips per day. The pertinent data and the inventory
levels of the items are shown in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1. Given data

(13)

is:

The value of AM(t) with nonhomogeneous Poisson process

(14)

LRU1
LRU2
LRU3
LRU4
LRU5
LRU6
LRU7
LRU8

1/λ
1/μ
TAT
Number of Items Inventory
(hours) (hours) (days)
per System
Level
829
850
829
364
1020
753
1262
700

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

45
30
45
45
45
45
30
30

4
4
3
6
4
3
3
4

6
7
6
12
5
8
6
8

4.2. Results

3.4. Transforming system mission scenario
Because the stationary availability is obtained on the basis of
a given system mission scenario, we need to consider the mission
requirements in its evaluation. We can first transform the mission
scenario to system utilization rate. If the number of systems required to perform a mission is M (1≤M≤N) and at any time t the
number of available systems N (N≥1) is known. Since M systems
forms a group, the number of groups that can perform missions
and the corresponding probability can be obtained. Because N
may not be exactly divisible by M, we propose the following
analysis technique. Given M and N, there must exist an integer
k（k≥1）satisfying the following expression:
kM ≤ N < (k + 1)M

Item ID

(15)

Through equations (3)~(17), the values of stationary Ao(t)
changing with the number of systems and the value of TAT can be
obtained. Based on the data in Tab. 1, the result of stationary
lim AO (t ) =0.394，in other words, there are about 3.15 airplat →∞

nes available on average. Using Simlox 2.0, the value of dynamic
Ao (t) can be obtained and it is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the
curve denotes the real value of Ao(t) and it can be seen that this
curve fluctuates with time and its final value approaches its stationary value. By comparing with simulation results, we find that
the results derived by analytical calculation and simulation are
pretty close and the relative difference between these two results
is about 20%.
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Fig. 5. The Ao(t) changes with time

In Tab. 2, it is can be seen that the stationary Ao(t) increases
with the increasing of the number of systems and also with the
increasing of TAT. If the scale factor of TAT is set at 0.6, according
to Tab. 2, the stationary lim AO (t ) =0.879, which is shown in

Fig. 4. The Ao changes with time

4.3. Sensitivity analysis
Based on the theory mentioned above, the relationship between stationary Ao(t) and TAT, number of systems, and repair
time can be established. The effect of changing one or two of these variables on the stationary Ao(t) can be analyzed. In this paper,
the TAT and the number of systems are selected as the required
parameters and TAT is adjusted through scaling, that is, the new
value of TAT equals to the old value of TAT multiplied by the scale
factor. The stationary values of Ao(t) changing with the adjustment of these two factor values are shown in Tab. 2.
Tab. 2. The calculation results of stationary Ao
the Number of Systems performing mission

scale factor of TAT

Ao

8

10

12

14

16

18

2.0

0.095

0.112

0.128

0.143

0.158

0.172

1.8

0.120

0.139

0.158

0.177

0.193

0.208

1.6

0.158

0.181

0.200

0.223

0.243

0.261

1.4

0.208

0.235

0.261

0.283

0.305

0.326

1.2

0.282

0.315

0.344

0.369

0.393

0.416

1.0

0.394

0.432

0.467

0.492

0.516

0.540

0.8

0.564

0.602

0.632

0.657

0.679

0.699

0.6

0.785

0.815

0.840

0.855

0.868

0.879

t →∞

Fig. 5. After a comparison, it can be seen the relative difference
between the analytical calculation value and the simulation value
is about 15.7%.
Through a sequence of different scale factors, a number of
stationary Ao(t) can be obtained by simulation. Comparing analytical results with these simulation results, it can be seen that, first,
the differences is larger when the number of systems is smaller
and the differences is getting smaller when the number of systems
is increasing. Second, the time required to reach the stationary
Ao(t) is larger when the TAT is larger. Because the repair time of
faulty items is pretty short in this example, it has little effect on
the stationary Ao(t). On the contrary, if the repair time is becoming
larger, its effect on the stationary Ao(t) can not be neglected.

5. Conclusions
System design parameters, operation requirements and maintenance effects are all critical factors affecting the stationary
Ao(t). In this paper, we have evaluated the stationary Ao(t) considering passivation and mission requirements. First, the shortcomings of separate analytical and simulation methods can be
avoided. Second, the model presented in this paper can establish
the stationary Ao(t) as a function of system design parameters,
operation requirements, and maintenance effects. Thus, it is very
useful for designers and operators to evaluate stationary Ao(t)
considering these factors. At last, for further research, the model
can be expanded to include other factors, such as support equipment, and therefore, the model’s application scope can be further
extended.
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ANALIZA REKOMPENSATY ZA ZASOBY GRIDOWE
W ŚRODOWISKU PRORYNKOWYM
ANALYSIS OF GRID RESOURCE COMPENSATION
IN MARKET-ORIENTED ENVIRONMENT
Ostatnio ideę prorynkowego zarządzania zasobami gridowymi proponuje się jako sposób na uporanie się z niedostatkiem
zasobów gridowych w systemach sieci typu grid. W środowisku prorynkowym, użytkownicy sieci grid powinni płacić
właścicielom zasobów pewną sumę pieniędzy za wykorzystane zasoby. Jednakże, należy pamiętać, że właściciele zasobów
nie tylko oferują zasoby dla aplikacji gridowych, ale również muszą rezygnować z wykonania lokalnych zadań na rzecz
terminowego dostarczenia zasobów do wykonania zadania gridowego. Istnieje niewiele badań zajmujących się problemem rekompensaty za utratę korzyści z zadania lokalnego na zasobach gridowych. W związku z istnieniem tego problemu posiadacze zasobów mogą nie chcieć przyłączać się do sieci gridowej, o ile nie otrzymają pewnej rekompensaty.
W niniejszym artykule wyznaczono minimalną rekompensatę, jaką użytkownicy sieci gridowej winni płacić posiadaczom
zasobów. Obliczeń dokonano w oparciu o analizę oczekiwanego dochodu w odniesieniu do dwóch strategii szeregowania
zadań w zasobach gridowych oraz wykorzystując pojęcie kosztu alternatywnego (opportunity cost). Aby zagwarantować
uczciwe warunki rynkowe, przedstawiono również model zmiennej ceny (variable price model). Do obliczenia rekompensaty minimalnej wykorzystano podejście oparte na symulacji Monte Carlo. Rekompensatę minimalną wyznacza się
kierując się charakterystykami zasobu gridowego i terminem wykonania zadania gridowego. W oparciu o wyniki symulacji, przeanalizowano czynniki wpływające na rekompensatę minimalną wykorzystując przykład numeryczny. Proponowany model cenowy może stać się motywacją dla posiadaczy zasobów przyciągając coraz więcej zasobów internetowych
do uczestnictwa w sieciach gridowych.
Słowa kluczowe: Rekompensata za zasoby gridowe, koszt alternatywny, prorynkowy, symulacja
Monte Carlo.
Recently, market-oriented grid resource management has been proposed to cope with the scarceness of grid resources in
grid systems. In the market-oriented environment, grid users should pay resource owners a sum of money for resources
consumed. However, the contribution of resources owners is not only offering resources for grid applications, but also
for the loss of local task execution for the sake of grid task complement punctually. There is little research to address
the problem of compensation for opportunities lose of local task in grid resources. As a result, resource owners may be
reluctant to join the grid unless some compensation is paid. In this paper, based on the analysis of the expected income
of two priority strategies in grid resources, the minimal compensation which grid users should pay to resources owners
is determined using the concept of opportunity cost and a variable price model is presented to ensure a fair market environment. To calculate minimal compensation, an evaluation approach based on Monte Carlo simulation is given and the
minimal compensation can be determined according to the characteristics of the grid resource and the deadline of the
grid task. Based on the simulation results, the influence factors of minimal compensation are studied using a numerical
example. The proposed price model can provide an incentive for resource owners and attract more and more resources in
the Internet to participate in the grid.
Keywords: Grid resource compensation, opportunity cost, market-oriented, Monte Carlo Simulation.

1. Introduction
Grid computing provides a service-oriented infrastructure
that leverages standardized protocols and services to enable
pervasive access to and coordinated sharing of geographically
distributed resources [6-8]. Large numbers of unoccupied resources in the Internet can be collected in the grid framework to
tackle large-scale and difficult problems [10-13, 21] that would
be impossible to feasibly solve using the computing resources of
a single organization, such as climate modeling [5] and bioinformatics [16]. Recently, many researchers endeavor to extend grid
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technology from scientific computing into the commercial world
so as to provide necessary impetus for grid growth and funding.
However, there are still a lot of problems to be resolved in
the process of grid commercialization. With increasing popularity and usage of grid applications, it has been observed frequently
in some grid projects that the demand for available grid resources
exceeds their supply [9, 17]. In such a situation, simply aiming
to minimize the waiting time and maximizing the grid service
reliability for users may make it worse [3, 15]. Furthermore, it
may be free for resource owners to contribute their computing
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resources to execute grid tasks. As a result, resource owners are
reluctant to participant in grid sharing and computing resources
in the grid become less and less as a result. To address this problem, the idea of market-oriented resource management was proposed by researchers to ensure a fair environment for both grid
users and resource owners [3].
In a market-oriented grid environment, a competitive pricesetting mechanism is provided. It can offer an incentive to resource owners for contributing resources and motivate grid users to think about tradeoffs between grid service deadline and
computational cost according to their quality of service (QoS) requirements [3] [20]. Recently, price-setting of grid resources has
attracted substantial attention from researchers. A simple pricing scheme is a fixed price model. The Libra RMS [14] makes
a simple minimum cost computation for a submitted job. In other
Market-inspired systems such as Bellagio [1] and Mirage [4], the
fixed price model is still used for resources auctions. Although
it is much simpler, fixed price model does not work when the
users place QoS demands that vary with applications and time
[15]. Consequently, variable price models were proposed to address those limitations. Zheng et al. [22] used a varying price
model to balance load among heavily-loaded and lightly-loaded
computers in grid computing. Stuer et al. [19] presented a pricing
scheme that responds to the dynamics of demand and supply in
the grid market. AuYoung et al. [2] used aggregate utility functions in conjunction with individual utility functions for sets of
jobs. However, most variable price models pay great attention
to user’s utility, but neglect the characteristics of grid resources,
especially the opportunity loss of local tasks in grid resources.
In the grid, when a grid user asks for a grid application,
a deadline of the application is often specified. If the application
can not be completed in the given deadline, this grid application
will be claimed to be failed and the user will not pay the grid at
all. Thus, it demands grid resources to spend more time on grid
task execution so as to ensure grid task completed on schedule.
However, for grid resources, they engage in tasks coming not
only from the grid system but also from the local administrative
domain. Taking on too many grid tasks will lead to the opportunity loss of local tasks. Therefore, it is necessary for grid users
to pay a sum of money not only for the resource consumed by
the user applications, but also for the compensation of the opportunity loss of local tasks. However, most price models fail to
take into consideration the compensation part of grid resources.
As a result, resource owners will be unwilling to spend more time
and resource on grid task execution if the grid task has a time
limit. Therefore, the additional compensation is necessary.
In this paper, we focus on determining how much compensation grid users should pay resource owners at least if grid users’
task can be completed in a given deadline. The concept of opportunity cost in microeconomics [18] is used. Opportunity cost
plays an important part in decision-making of resource usages
where more than two uses for a resource exist and the resource
can be devoted to only one use at a time. Through the comparison
of opportunity costs, the resource use with the minimal opportunity cost will be chosen by resource owners. Thus, if one use of
resource with higher opportunity cost is desired to be chosen, the
additional compensation should be paid, i.e., the minimal compensation of resource use with non-minimum opportunity cost is
the difference between opportunity costs of this resource use and
its best alternative use.

To determine the minimal compensation, two resource usages
are modeled and the minimal compensation is expressed. However, it is difficult to compute an exact result with a deterministic
mathematical expression. Thus, a calculation approach based on
Monte Carlo simulation is proposed. Based on the analysis, a fair
price model is presented. A numerical example is given to show
that the resource price determined by the proposed model can
be variable with the deadline of grid tasks and the attributes of
grid resources. It can provide an incentive to resource owners
and attract more and more resources in the Internet to participate
in the grid.
This paper is organized as follows. The expected income
of two alternative resource usages, Local Task Priority (LTP)
and Local Task Priority under Grid Task Deadline (LTPD), are
analyzed and a price model is presented in Section 2. Section
3 presents a calculation approach to the determination of minimum compensation based on Monte Carlo Simulation. Section 4
uses a numerical example to show the superiority of the proposed
price model. Section 5 concludes this paper and indicates some
directions for future study.

2. Compensation determination based on cost opportunity
For the sake of grid task complement in a given deadline, the
resource has to reject some arriving local tasks. It is necessary
to pay a sum of money to resource owners for the compensation of opportunity lose of local tasks. To determine the minimal
compensation, the opportunity costs of the resource usage considering grid task deadline and its best alternative one has to be
determined. In this section, we will firstly discuss the strategy
of Local Task Priority, which can bring the maximal income for
resource owners.

2.1. Local Task Priority
With the aim to obtain the maximal income from computing resources, resource owners strive for high resource utilization
rate, which corresponds to higher income. Therefore, when the
resources are not occupied by local tasks, a resource owner may
share his resource in grid system and additional income can be
obtained from grid task execution. When a local task arrives, grid
task execution is suspended and waits for the completion of the
local task, and then the grid task continues to be executed from
the point of suspension until the next local task comes or the grid
task is completed. This strategy of resource utilization, referred
to as Local Task Priority (LTP), does not care about the time limit
of grid task complement and can obtain the highest resource utilization rate and bring the maximal income for resource owners.
Fig.1 gives an example of LTP given the required execution time
of grid task in the resource τ = 600 min. In Fig. 1, during the execution of grid task, there are three local tasks arriving at t1 = 200
min, t2 = 500 min, t3 = 800 min. The total income of the resource
will be divided into two parts: the income from 600 min grid task
execution and the income from 400 min local task execution.
From Fig. 1, it can be seen that LTP can bring the maximal
income for resource owners. Therefore, LTP will be the first
choice of a resource owner. To achieve the expected income of
LTP, some basic assumptions are as follows:
(a) When a grid task is assigned to a resource, which is idle at the
initial time, the resource will execute the task immediately.
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Fig. 1. An example of LTP given τ = 800 min

(b) There is no failure occurrence during the execution of the
grid task or the local task.
(c) The arrival process of local tasks can be modeled by a homogeneous Poisson process.
(d) The execution time series of local tasks are i.i.d. random variables, each following the exponential distribution with the
same parameter μ.
Denote by N(t) the number of local tasks that have arrived in
the interval (0, t) and t the cumulative time of grid task execution.
According to the assumption (c), {N(t), t ≥ 0} is a homogeneous
Poisson process whose intensity can be represented by λ. For local task execution, based on assumption (d), the execution time
series of local tasks {Yi, i = 1,2,···} are i.i.d. random variables,
each following the exponential distribution with parameter μ.
Therefore, due to the independence of local task arrivals and the
execution of local tasks, the total execution time of local tasks
Y(t) during the time t is a compound Poisson process with rate λ,
which can be written as
N (t )

Y (t ) =

∑= Yi

(1)

i 1

where {N(t), t ≥ 0} is a Poisson process with rate λ, and {Yi, i =
1,2,···} are i.i.d. random variables, each following the exponential distribution with parameter μ, which are also independent of
{N(t), t ≥ 0}.
Given the required time of grid task τ, which is the execution
time of grid task without any interruption in grid resource and
can be estimated according to the processing capability of the
grid resource and the computational complexity of the grid task,
Y(τ) can be expressed by

2.2. Local Task Priority under Grid Task Deadline
The basic assumption of LTP is that there is no limitation of
deadline for grid task execution. In reality, when a grid user asks
for a grid application, a deadline of the application is specified.
If the application can not be completed in a given time, this grid
application will be claimed to be failed and the user will not pay
the grid at all. Thus it is advisable for a resource owner to balance
the execution of local tasks and grid tasks, i.e., if the execution
of a coming local task will cause the failure of the grid task, the
grid resource will reject this local task and continue executing
the grid task. This strategy of resource utilization, referred to as
Local Task Priority under Grid Task Deadline (LTPD), can ensure the completion of the grid task on schedule, as well as obtain
comparative resource utilization. The diagram of grid task execution in grid resource is shown in Fig.2. Fig.3 gives an example of
LTPD given the same situation of Fig.1 and the deadline of grid
task D = 800 min. In Fig.3, when the first local task arrives at t1
= 200 min, the estimated execution time of the local task is 220
min. If the resource executes this local task, the grid task will
not be completed before D = 1000 min for 220 + 600 > 800 min.
Therefore, the resource will reject this local task and continue
executing the grid task. However, the second local task will be
executed for it has no impact on grid task complement.
Arrival of grid
task
Complement of local task

No

(2)
Grid task
execution

Thus, the life time of grid task in the grid resource is

Local task
execution

Arrival of local task

Exceed deadline
of grid task ?

No
Yes

(3)
According to the property of a compound Poisson process,
the mean value of T(τ) can be obtained by
(4)
where m1(τ) and m2(τ) are the mean values of T(τ) and Y(τ), respectively.
Denote by ρ the fixed cost of the resource per unit time, according to equation (4), given the required execution time of grid
task τ using the resource, the expected income of LTP, L(τ), is

Reject the local
task

Complement
of grid task ?
Yes

End

Fig. 2. The process of grid task execution in LTPD

(5)
where G(τ) and C1(τ) are the obtained income from the grid task
and the local task, respectively.
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From Fig. 3, it can be seen that LTPD can obtain the maximal income under the constraint of grid task deadline. Compared
with LTP, it is known that the income of LTPD can be divided
into three parts. The first part is the income from grid task execu-
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Fig. 3. An example of LTPD given τ = 600 min and D = 800 min

tion G(τ), which is the same as LTP with the assumption that the
income of resource is only related to execution time. The second
part is the income from the local task during the grid task execution, represented by C2(τ), e.g., the execution of local task LT1 as
shown in Fig. 3. With the deadline of grid task, it is obvious that
the lifetime of the grid task in LTPD, e.g., T2 in Fig. 3, is smaller
than that in LTP, e.g., T1 in Fig. 1.
Moreover, during the time interval [T2, T1], some other local
tasks may arrive. Thus, the third part is the income from local
task execution in time interval [T2, T1], represented by C3(τ), e.g.,
the execution of local task LT2 as shown in Fig. 3. Consequently,
given the required execution time τ and the deadline D of the grid
task, the income of the resource in LTPD, D(τ), is
(6)
From Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that L(τ) > D(τ) for any
τ. If we assume that there is no difference between the prices of
local tasks and grid tasks, the opportunity cost of LTPD is higher
than that of LTP. Thus, the resource owner will choose LTP with
no doubt and is not willing to execute grid tasks with a deadline
unless additional compensation will be paid. Thus it is reasonable
for the grid user to compensate the resource owner. In the next
subsection, the minimal compensation will be given and a price
model of grid resource is presented.

2.3. The minimal compensation
Opportunity cost plays an important part in the resource
owner's decision-making processes. Based on the analysis presented earlier, the opportunity costs of LTP and LTPD are different and resource owner will choose LTP which has a smaller
opportunity cost. To ensure grid task completion in a given time,
the grid owner should pay a sum of money as compensation to
the resource owner. According to equations (5) and (6), the minimal compensation U(τ) can be expressed as
(7)
where U(τ) is the minimal compensation which can make the
opportunity costs of the two strategies equal and subsequently
ensure a fair environment in the grid resource market. Based on
the value of U(τ), for a grid task with a required processing time
τ, the price of grid resource will not be fixed and is determined
by the initial price ρ and the minimal compensation U(τ), which
can be written as
(8)
The above price model not only takes care of the deadline
demand of the grid task, but also gives compensation to the resource owner for opportunity loss of local tasks. Thus it is more
meaningful than other price models. However, to obtain the accurate price of a grid resource is not easy. From equation (8), it can
be seen that U(τ) is related to several random variables, e.g., the

arrival rate λ and the execution rate μ. It is difficult to compute an
exact result with a deterministic mathematical expression. Thus,
a calculation approach based on Monte Carlo Simulation is given
in the following section.

3. Compensation Calculation Based on Monte Carlo
Simulation
To simplify the expression, denote by T1 and T2 the life times
of the grid task in LTP and LTPD, X1 and X2 the interval times of
the grid task execution in LTP and LTPD, Y1 and Y2 the execution
times of local tasks during the grid task execution, respectively.
Denote by i and k the numbers of local tasks which have been
completed during grid task execution in LTP and LTPD. Denote
by T_out the total execution time of local tasks in the interval
[T2, T1]. Moreover, in LTPD, some local tasks have to be rejected
in favor of grid task completion in a given time. Thus, an index
α is defined. α has two possible values (1, 0): If α = 1, it means
that the coming local tasks will be rejected. If α = 0, it means
that grid task execution will be suspended and local tasks will
be executed.
Furthermore, since T1 ≥ T2, LTPD can be embedded in the
process of LTP and an index β is defined to describe whether
the grid task is completed in LTPD or not, i.e., if β = 1, it means
that the grid task has been completed in LTPD and LTPD is finished. If β = 0, it means that the grid task has not been completed.
When sum(X1) ≥ τ, it means that the grid task in LTP has been
completed and the simulation process ends. The detailed steps
are given below:
Step 1: Initialization
Fix the required time of grid task τ, grid task deadline D,
arrival rate of local task λ, execution rate of local task μ, and the
initial price of resource ρ. Initialize T1, X1, Y1, T2, X2, Y2, i, k, α,
β, T_out and set all of them zero. Go to Step 2.
Step 2: Random number generation
Generate XF randomly using the exponential distribution
with parameter λ and IL randomly using the exponential distribution with parameter μ. Judge the value of β, if β = 0, go to Step 3
otherwise go to Step 4.
Step 3: Execution process of LTP and LTPD
Compare sum(X2) + XF with τ. If sum(X2) + XF ≥ τ, which
means that the grid task in LTPD has been completed before arrival of the local task, set β = 1, and update T2 and X2 according to
α. If sum(X2) + XF < τ, update T2 and X2 according to α. Compare
τ +sum(Y2) + IL with D, if τ +sum(L2) + IL > D, which means
the coming local task will be rejected in LTPD, set α = 1. However, all of local tasks arriving during the execution of the grid
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task will be executed in LTP. If sum(X2) + IL < τ, which means
that LTPD will not be finished when the local task execution is
completed in LTP, otherwise set β = 1. Update T2 and X2 in the
above two situations and go to Step 4. If τ + sum(L2) + IL < D,
which means that local tasks will be executed in LTPD, set α = 0.
Update Y2 and set k = k + 1, and then go to Step 4.

Minimal Compensation

NAUKA I TECHNIKA
($)

Step 4: Calculation of T_out
Compare sum(X1) + XF with τ. If sum(X1) + XF < τ, the coming local task will be executed in LTP. Update T1, X1, Y1 and set
i = i + 1. Meanwhile, decide whether LTPD has been finished
when the local task arrives. If it is true, record the execution
time of this local task and update T_out, and then go to Step 2. If
sum(X1) + XF ≥ τ, update T1, G1 and go to Step 5.
τ (min)

Calculate ρ[sum(Y1) – sum(Y2) – T_out] and the compensation of one realization S1 is obtained and then go to Step 6.

Fig. 4. The curve of the minimal compensation with respect to τ when
M=0.3
Minimal Compensation

Step 5: Compensation calculation

($)

Step 6: Sample aggregation
Repeat the above process n times and n samples are obtained,
which is S = S1, S2, ···,Sn. Using U(τ) = sum(S)/n, the expected
compensation of grid users is obtained.

4. Numerical Example
Suppose that τ = 800 min, D =1000 min, λ = 0.004, μ = 0.01
and the initial price of grid resource is 1, i.e., ρ = 1 $/min. The
size of samples is 10000, i.e., n = 10000. Based on the Monte
Carlo simulation introduced in Section 3, the expected compensation is obtained as 159.2077 $, which means that the grid user
should pay at least $(800+159.2077) to the resource owner for
a grid task completed in a given time D = 1000 min. According to
equation (8), the price of grid resource should be 1.1990 $/min.
Furthermore, according to equation (7), grid compensation is
a random variable, which is related to some certain factors. Thus,
it is reasonable to study the influence of those factors on the minimal compensation. Firstly, the influence analysis of the required
time of grid task τ on the minimal compensation is given. A variable M, referred to as time margin, is defined first, which describes the demanded margin of grid task completion. M can be
obtained by M = (D-τ)/τ. Given λ = 0.004 and μ = 0.01, the curve
of the minimal compensation with respect to the required time of
grid task τ is shown in Fig. 4, in which M = 0.3 and the number of
samples n = 10000. It can be seen that the minimal compensation
increases roughly linearly with the increase of the required time
of grid task τ when it is greater than 800 minutes.
Deadline is the main measurement of QoS of a grid task and
it is obvious that the bigger the time margin is, the larger the minimal compensation is. Given λ = 0.004, μ = 0.01, and τ = 800 min,
the curve of minimal compensation with respect to deadline D is
shown in Fig. 5, in which the range of D is [800, 2000]. In Fig. 5,
the minimal compensation decreases as the deadline D increases.
Especially, when D > 3 τ, the minimal compensation tends to 0.
It should be noted that when D = τ, the resource will reject all the
arrival local tasks so that the grid task can be completed in time.
Thus, the strategy of LTP becomes the grid task priority strategy
and C2(τ) = 0 in this case.
The arrival rate of local task λ describes the degree of busyness of the grid resource. Given τ = 800 min, D = 1000 min and μ
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D (min)

Fig. 5. The curve of the minimal compensation with respect to D

= 0.01, the curve of the minimal compensation with respect to the
arrival rate λ of local task is shown in Fig. 6, in which the range
of λ is [0.001, 0.2]. It can be seen that with the increase of local
tasks’ arrival rate, if grid tasks must be completed in a given time,
the resource will reject more local tasks and U(τ) will increase
with respect to λ. When λ is large enough, the influence degree
of λ on U(τ) becomes weak and U(τ) tends to be a fixed value, as
shown in Fig. 6.
Finally, the influence of local task execution rate μ on the
minimal compensation is studied. For a coming local task,
whether to reject it or execute it depends on the required time
of the local task. Thus, it is reasonable to study the influence of
μ on the minimal compensation. Given τ = 800, D =1000, λ =
0.004, the curve of the minimal compensation with respect to
local task execution rate μ is shown in Fig. 7, in which the range
of μ is [0.0001, 0.1]. In Fig. 7, with respect to the increasing of
μ, it can be seen that the minimal compensation decreases and
tends to 0 finally.

5. Conclusion
Resource compensation is essential to the grid system to ensure a fair environment for both grid users and resource owners,
especially in the trend of grid commercialization. According to
the characteristics of resources and the demand of grid tasks, grid
users give a sum of money as compensation for the grid resource,
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which can provide resource owners an incentive to participate in
grid sharing and help the grid system to make a reasonable price
for grid resources. Meanwhile, it motivates grid users to think
about tradeoffs between grid service deadline and computational
cost according to their QoS requirements. In this paper, a calculation approach for minimal compensation based on Monte Carlo
simulation is presented and the influence analysis of several factors on the minimal compensation is given. However, resource

compensation is related to many random variables and it is difficult to be determined by an exact expression. The proposed calculation approach based on Monte Carlo simulation is still timeconsuming. Furthermore, the exponential distribution is used
in the paper. In reality, some other distributions may be more
appropriate, which will make the process of grid task execution
more complex. Thus, yet more in-depth research is needed and
we shall address these issues in our future research.
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OCENA WZROSTU NIEZAWODNOŚCI W BEZZAŁOGOWYM STATKU
LATAJĄCYM PODCZAS KOLEJNYCH FAZ BADANIA W LOCIE
RELIABILITY GROWTH ESTIMATION FOR UNMANNED AERIAL VECHICLE
DURING FLIGHT-TESTING PHASES
Samoloty muszą być testowane w locie podczas procesu ich opracowywania i dla zapewnienia niezawodności powinny
przejść, podczas faz badania w locie, proces wzrostu niezawodności obejmujący kolejne etapy: testowania, poszukiwania
ukrytego uszkodzenia, udoskonalania i ponownego testowania. Jednakże z powodu złożonej budowy samolotów i wysokich kosztów badań w locie, badania wzrostu niezawodności z reguły przeprowadza się na małych próbkach. Trudno
jest zatem ocenić wzrost niezawodności w kolejnych fazach badań w locie. W niniejszej pracy do estymacji wzrostu niezawodności zastosowano metodę bayesowską dla dwumianowego wzrostu niezawodności opartą na rozkładzie a priori
Dirichleta oraz obliczono parametry rozkładu a posteriori wykorzystując metodę symulacji Markov-Chain Monte Carlo.
Metodę zastosowano w kolejnych fazach badań w locie bezzałogowego statku latającego (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle),
a użyty przykład pokazuje, iż metoda oparta na rozkładzie a priori Dirichleta może skrócić czas badań w locie. Parametry
rozkładu a priori łatwo jest potwierdzić na podstawie uprzednio znanych informacji. Proponowana metoda nadaje się do
oceny badań wzrostu niezawodności podczas kolejnych etapów badań w locie.
Słowa kluczowe: Niezawodność, wzrost niezawodności, badanie wzrostu niezawodności, metoda
bayesowska.
It is necessary for airplanes to be flight-tested during the development process, and they should pass the testing/failurefinding/improvement/re-testing reliability growth process during the flight-testing phases to ensure its reliability. However,
due to airplane complexity and the high costs of flight-testing, the reliability growth testing is usually done with small
samples. It is thus difficult to estimate the reliability growth during the flight-testing phases. In this paper, Bayesian method
for binomial reliability growth based on the Dirichlet prior distribution is applied to reliability growth estimation, and the
parameters of the posterior distribution are calculated by using the simulation method of Markov-Chain Monte Carlo. The
method is applied to the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle test flight phases, and the example shows that the method based on the
Dirichlet prior distribution can save the flight-testing time. It is easy to confirm the parameters of the prior distribution by
using the prior information. The proposed method is suitable for reliability growth testing estimation during flight-testing
stages.
Keywords: Reliability, reliability growth, reliability growth testing, Bayesian method.

1. Introduction

Nomenclature
UAV
RGM
MCMC
Ri
αi, β
Si
fi
m
Rs
Rop
RUAV

Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle
Reliability Growth Model
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo
Reliability of the ith stage of testing
Dirichlet distribution location and scale parameters
The number of successes during the ith stage of
testing
The number of failures during the ith stage of
testing
Total number of testing phases
The mission reliability index for the whole system
The reliability index of the operating personnel
The reliability index of an airplane

During the process of design, manufacture, and testing, the
reliability and quality of a product are improved through uncovering faults, analyzing the cause, and improving the design, which
is the process of reliability growth [2-5]. This process has become an essential part of reliability improvement projects. For
aircraft design, the flight-testing phases are the reliability growth
process, and the attribute data (pass/failure data) is usually obtained during this process. For reliability growth estimation based
on attribute data, some reliability growth models have been reported in literature. The ordering restriction model is presented
by Barlow, Proschan & Scheuer [12]. Based on the model, Smith
[9] brought forward Bayesian Reliability Growth Model for attribute data in 1977 which applied Bayesian method to deal with binomial reliability growth estimation. Based on the Dirichlet prior
distribution, Bayesian method for binomial reliability growth had
been put forward by Mazzuchi and Soyer [7]. Erkanli, Mazzuchi
and Soyer [8] discussed the calculation involved in the Bayesian
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reliability growth model by using MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo) method.
In this paper, the case study on the reliability growth management process for the UAV in the Northwestern Polytechnical
University is presented. Considering the operational reliability
requirement, the UAV mission reliability index is allocated and
calculated and the failure criterion is presented for distinguishing
failure category A and failure category B. The prior information
distribution parameters of the model are obtained from experts,
and then field testing data is collected. The Bayesian model based on Dirichlet prior distribution is applied to estimating the
reliability growth of attribute data for UAV flight-testing. The
parameters of the posterior distribution are calculated by using
the simulation method of Markov-Chain Monte Carlo.

2. Reliability growth estimation based the dirichlet
prior distribution
Assume that there are m flight-testing phases before an airplane is put into quantity production. During the ith stage of testing, Si denotes the number of successes, fi denotes the number
of failures. Ri (i = 1,2,···,m) denotes the reliability for the ith stage
of testing, and Rm+1 denotes the field reliability. During the m testing phases, the airplane should be redesigned after every failure
is discovered and the reliability of the product is improved by the
stages of testing. So it is reasonable to assume that
0 < R1 < R2 <···< Rm+1 < 1

(1)

R = (R1, R2,···Rm+1) obeys the ordered Dirichlet distribution and
its density is defined by the following multivariate distribution:
[4]

(2)
where, R0 ≡ 0, Rm+2 ≡ 1, β is the scale parameter of the prior distribution, αi > 0, and
= 1.
The main characteristic of the Dirichlet distribution is that
the relevant conditional distribution and the marginal distribution
are Beta distributions.
The marginal distributions is
(3)
where

.

According
g to this characteristic, we have: E(Ri) = ,
. β is the confidence parameter.
The variance of R is inverse proportional to the value of β.
(4)
where i<j. We then have
(5)
Equation (5) means that the parameters αi is the expected reliability growth value from the (i-1)th to the ith stages of testing.
If β ＝ m + 2,

, the prior distribution of Dirichlet

can be seen as the non-informative prior distribution.
According to the characteristic of Dirichlet distribution, the
parameters αi is the reliability growth expectation value from the
(i-1)th to the ith stages of testing. If the prior information is easy to
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be quantified by experts, it’s easy to obtain the parameters of the
prior Dirichlet distribution by using the prior information. Based
on the testing
g data, the likelihood function can be obtained by
(6)
According to Bayesian theory, the posterior distribution intensity function can be presented by

(7)

Then, the reliability of each phase can be calculated by using
the MCMC method [6]. The MCMC methods are a class of algorithms for sampling from probability distributions based on
constructing a Markov chain that has the desired distribution as
its equilibrium distribution. The state of the chain after a large
number of steps is then used as a sample from the desired distribution.
The Gibbs sampler [1, 6, 10] is a kind of widely used MCMC
method, and it enables the drawing of samples from the posterior
distribution without actually computing the exact distributional
form. This is achieved by
y successive drawings
g from the full con.
ditional distributions
The sampling process starts with a vector of arbitrary starting
values R 0 = ( R10 , R20 ,L, Rm0 +1 ) and
draws R11 from
1
draws Ri from

draws Rm1 +1 from
If this iteration is performed k times (i.e., next starts with R1
and iterate to R2, and so on), the Gibbs sequence is R1, R2, ···,Rk.
E(R j ) ≈

1 k t
∑ Rj
k t =1

(8)

Reliability Growth Estimation for the UAV During FlightTesting Phases
UAVs are designed and produced for cultivating the innovation capability of students at Northwestern Polytechnical University every year. The UAV is designed, produced, and tested
in carrying capacity competition. The data used here were obtained in the aviation and spaceflight in 2005 in China. During the
flight-testing phases, The UAV underwent the test/fault-finding/
redesign/retest process as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In order to
ensure the mission reliability of the UAV, a reliability growth model is used to monitor the reliability growth process. The detailed
reliability growth estimation is presented as follows.

3.1. UAV mission reliability index allocation
According to the UAV carrying capacity competition rules,
two UAVs are permitted for every participating team. Thus, it is
necessary that two mature UAVs are designed for the carrying
capacity competition. In order to ensure a successful mission,
the mission reliability diagram of the UAV system is developed
and shown in Fig. 3. According the Fig. 3, two factors should be
considered to make the competing mission successful, one is the
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Fig. 1. The UAV field installation

Fig. 2. Flight testing and design modification

for failure category B. After discussion with the designers and
experts, the failure category B is composed of failures due to
airplane design deficiencies (such as the unreasonable airplane
configuration, insufficient structural rigidity and unsteadiness of
joint), which are shown as follows.
(1) Failures resulting in airplane crash and disintegration,
(2) Component failures affecting competition of the airplane flight mission,
(3) Flight instability.

Fig. 3. The UAV total system mission reliability diagram

reliability of the ground operating personnel, and the other is the
basic reliability of the airplane. Considering the effect of time
and cost, the design target of the mission reliability for the whole
system Rs is set at 90%. According to the Fig. 3, the mission reliability can be presented by
Rs = Rop × ( RUAV + RUAV − RUAV × RUAV )

The failures below are not included in failure category B:
(1) Failures due to human errors,
(2) Failures resulting from environmental factors (such as gust
of wind, poor runway),
(3) Failures due to unreasonable assembly.

(9)

According to the experience, the reliability of the operating
personnel Rop is assumed to be 0.94. The reliability index of each
airplane RUAV is 80% by using the Formula (8). In view of uncertainty of the flight and transportation processes, a design margin
is needed, and the reliability object of each airplane is set at 0.9
in the design process. Using the diagram in Fig. 3, the reliability
of the mission is expected to be 0.9024.

3.2. Failure criterion
Some failure modes were observed during reliability growth
testing. The failure modes can be divided into two types: failure category A and failure category B. Correction action must be
done for failure category B, and only repair action is done for
failure category A. Only failure category B needs to be recorded
in the reliability growth process. Thus, we need a clear criterion

4. Testing Data during Reliability Growth Process
During the flight testing process, according to the failure
criterion, the failures were recorded. In all testing phrases, the
systemic failures of the airplane are summarized and shown in
Table 1.
The success/failure sequential data were collected during the
eight testing phrases and shown in Table 2.

5. Determination of the Prior Information Distribution Parameters
The UAV design team has designed many types of UAVs
and is experienced in flight-testing. The experts predict that ten
phases and almost fifty flight-testing are needed based on their
experience. The prior information is mainly relied on the desi-
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Tab. 1.

Failure modes during the flight-testing phases

Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Failures

Reasons

Nose landing gear bending when
landing
output power of engine reduced because of oil pipeline distortion
Instability flight
stagger flight

inadequate rigidity of Nose landing gear Improvement of the landing gear

stagger flight
Poor longitudinal stability

Unreasonable airfoil joint
unreasonable installation angle of stabilator
Inadequate stiffness of stabilator
Inadequate strength of aircraft wheel
Unreasonable hold design
No deceleration system

stabilator flutter
Damage of aircraft wheel
Difficult adding the stowage
Insufficient engine power

10
Tab. 2.

Improvement measures

oil pipeline distortion because of heat
of engine
Unreasonable airplane center of gravity
Improper airfoil size

Improvement of the pipe and adding cooling fin
Harmonizing the fuselage and mass balance
Improvement of airfoil machining precision and
plane size adjustment
The hinge joint is changed into the fixed joint
Improved installation angle of stabilator
Increasing the stiffness of stabilator
Redesign or strengthen the wheel
Redesign
Adding reasonable deceleration system

Success/failure data during the eight test flight stages
Stage of testing i
Number of successes
Number of failures

Tab. 3.

1
0
3

2
1
2

3
1
1

4
2
1

5
4
1

6
5
1

7
6
1

8
10
0

The prior distribution parameters

Location Parameters

α1

α2

α3

α4

α5

α6

value
Location Parameters

0.2
α7

0.2
α8

0.172
α9

0.1585
α10

0.0928
α11

0.0627
α12

0.0426

0.0225

0.0124

0.0123

0.0122

0.0220

value

gner’s experiences. Therefore, according to the previous airplane
test flight data and its design, the parameter of the prior distributions αi（i=1, …, 12） can be assessed by designers: β ＝10, the
values of αi are shown in Table 3.

6. Reliability growth estimation from attribute
data
The airplane’s field reliability can be obtained by combining
prior information and posterior distribution parameters. The reliability of the UAV in different phases is calculated by using the
Gibbs Sampling method, and is shown as below in Table 4.
From Table 4 above, the reliability growth estimation model
can predict the reliability in the future testing phrases (R9, R10).
The reliability of UAV has reached 0.9398, which is higher than
the original aim of 0.9 after undergoing eight flight-testing pha-

ses. The reliability target has been reached by the 9th phase and
there is no need to go to phases 10 and 11.
After the Gibbs sampler became convergent, two thousand
additional samples were generated and we found that
P(R8 > 0.9) = 0.7944

(10)

If reliability testing is done to validate the mission reliability index of 0.9 for the whole systems with the confidence level
of 0.7944, the reliability testing plan parameters for the product
considering only safety and failure patterns are given in Table 5.
From Table 5, if reliability testing for validating the reliability index is needed, more flight-testing must be conducted. So
the time and cost can be saved by applying the reliability growth
testing monitor process.

Tab. 4. Posterior distribution reliability estimation
Reliability Expectation

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

Values
Reliability Expectation

0.1509
R7

0.3424
R6

0.5076
R9

0.6569
R10

0.7415
R11

0.8078

Values

0.8832

0.9398

0.9542

0.9656

0.9768

Tab. 5.

46

Reliability testing plan parameters

Failure Criterion: # of acceptable
failures

0

1

2

Flight-testing sampling size

16

30
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7. Discussion & conclusion
The Bayesian method is applied to reliability growth estimation for the UAV during the testing/failure-finding /improvement-/retesting reliability growth process. Application on the
case study shows that the method based on the Dirichlet prior

distribution is appropriate in the staged reliability growth testing
process. There are three advantages of the method: (1) it is easy
to obtain the parameters of the prior distribution by using prior
information; (2) it can predict the reliability in the future testing
phrases; and (3) it can save time and cost effectively.
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ANALIZA DOSTĘPNOŚCI KONSTELACJI SATELITÓW
AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE CONSTELLATION
Artykuł w pierwszej kolejności analizuje pojęcie dostępności konstelacji satelitów. Następnie proponuje metodę analizy
dostępności konstelacji opartą na modelu łańcuchów Markowa, analizie przestojów, oraz MTBF i MTTR konstelacji satelitów. Metodę zilustrowano przykładem.
Słowa kluczowe: Konstelacje satelitów; analiza dostępności; analiza przestojów.
This paper firstly analyzes the concept of availability of satellite constellation. Then the method of constellation availability analysis is proposed based on Markov chain model, outage analysis, as well as MTBF and MTTR of satellite constellations. Finally, an illustrative example is presented to demonstrate the method.
Keywords: satellite constellations; availability analysis; outage analysis.

1. Introduction
A satellite constellation consists of many satellites located
in different orbits. The constellation can provide services which
single satellites can not deliver, like global navigation, multi-coverage and continuous coverage [9].
Four specifications are important for evaluation of a satellite
constellation system, including accuracy, availability, continuity
and integrity. The required availability during mission lifetime
for a specific service is currently specified for missions where a
“steady-state” nominal service is planned, and for which a percentage of the mission time can be specified as an availability
performance measure [8]. However, this concept of availability
is so simple that lots of important information can not be captured in its expression, like the outage rate and the outage duration
of the constellation. The availability of satellite constellation has
two different meanings, one is associated with the reliability [5]
of the constellation systems’ performance, and the other is associated with the failure rates and restoration rates of the constellation.
The concept of availability of satellite constellation is firstly
analyzed using MTBF and MTTR of the constellation system
in this paper. Then the method of availability analysis of the satellite constellations is proposed on the basis of Markov chain
model, outage analysis, as well as MTBF and MTTR of satellite
constellations. At the end of the paper, an illustrative example is
presented to illustrate the availability analysis method.

2. Concept of Availability of Constellation
“Availability” is a key factor for evaluation of the performance of satellite constellation. However, the definition of availability and its targets have evolved over years. In the early days of the
global positioning system (GPS), availability of a minimum of
4 visible satellites or maximum positioning dilution of precision
(PDOP) of 6 of an ideal constellation (with 18, 21, or 24 satellites) was adequate [4]. Later, availability of modified requirement
was applied to degraded constellations with outages of one or
more satellites. Today, the measure of availability has become
more complex involving satellite’s Markov state probability with
different satellite failure and restoration models. For navigation,
availability of sustained accuracy, not just accuracy itself, is the
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dominant requirement. The system performance requirement has
also evolved from a simple number of visible satellites to dilution
of precision (where satellites’ errors are assumed to be identical)
to more complex horizontal and vertical user navigation accuracy with satellites’ errors changing with time as the satellites’
position changes.
As mentioned before, the constellation availability is associated with the failure rates and restoration rates of the satellite
constellation. Here, the concept of maintenance of satellite constellation is of great importance. As we know, satellites in the
constellation may fail during their operation period. Spare satellite strategy is adopted in constellation design to deal with this
problem. These measures can be regarded as maintenance of the
constellation.
Under these considerations, the constellation availability
may be regarded as the probability that the slots in the satellite
constellation will be occupied by satellites transmitting a trackable and healthy SIS (signal in space) [3].

3. Availavility analysis of constellations
3.1. Expected availability
Availability analysis and/or simulations shall be performed
in order to assess the availability of the constellation system. The
results are used to:
- optimize the system with respect to design, operations and
maintenance,
- verify conformance to availability requirements, and
- provide inputs to estimate the overall cost of operating the
system.
The availability analysis (predictions/assessments) shall be
carried out at the system level using system reliability and maintainability models as well as the data from the outage analysis.
The expected availability of satellite constellation can be
expressed as:
(1)
where: Ak denotes the expected availability of the kth scheme, Pk,n
denotes the probability of the state that n satellites are working
properly, αk,n denotes the probability that the n satellites are meeting the requirement of navigation performance.
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3.2. Availability analysis based on Markov chain and
outage analysis
In formula (1), Pk,n can be calculated through a Markov chain
model [6]and the input data such as MTBF and MTTR of the
constellation.
Markov chain is a popular tool to deal with evaluation of
constellation state probabilities [1]. Here we choose 5 IGSO satellites to illustrate the model, as shown in Fig.1. This model is
a Markov chain with a maximum of 5 satellites operating and a
minimum of zero operating.

Fig. 1. Markov chain model for 5 igso satellites

Each state is associated with four types of outages.
According to IEC Multilingual Dictionary (2001 edition),
outage is defined as the state of an item being unable to perform
its required function [2].
The relations between the various values such as MTBF
MTTR, and MTTF, which characterize the reliability, maintainability and availability of equipment, are shown in Fig.2.
repair
system works
MUT
(MTTF)

down
MDT
(MTTR)

repair
system works
MUT
(MTTF)

down

time

MDT
(MTTR)

MTBF

Fig. 2. Relations between the various quantities that characterize reliability, mantainability and availability of constellation

The outage analysis shall be performed in order to supply
input data for availability analysis. The outage analysis output
includes a list of all potential outages, their causes, probabilities
of occurrence and duration. Instead of outage probabilities, failure rates associated with outages can be provided. Furthermore,
the means of outage detection and the recovery methods shall be
identified in the analysis.
Satellites outages are divided into scheduled and unscheduled outages, which are then each further divided into short term
and long-term. Thus, there are four categories of satellite outages: short-term scheduled (STS), long-term scheduled (LTS),
short-term unscheduled (STU), and long-term unscheduled
(LTU). Scheduled outages, both short- and long-term, are under the control of the Control Segment and can be deferred for a
specified time duration and rescheduled as needed. STS outages
are for routine maintenance actions such as clock ion pumping,
station keeping maneuvers, and switching between redundant
subsystems. LTS outages are commonly referred to as End of
Life (EOL) events. STU outages result from sudden failures that
cannot be predicted or scheduled, but they are problems that can
typically be fixed on orbit by switching to a redundant subsystem
on board the satellites. LTU outages also result from sudden failures, but the nature of the failure is such that the satellite cannot
be fixed on orbit and must be replaced [7].
The four failure mechanisms can be combined into a single
aggregate Markov chain, in which the failure and restoration probabilities are:

(2)

(3)
where: λi is the probability that any failure will occur from the
state of i satellites, μi is the probability that any restoration will
occur returning the system to the state of i satellites,
- λS is the probability of a STS failure,
- λU is the probability of an STU failure,
- λP is the probability of a LTU failure,
- λE is the probability of a LTS failure on a weak satellite,
- μS is the probability of a restoration of a STS failure,
- μU is the probability of restoration of an STU failure,
- μP is the probability of restoration of a LTU failure,
and μE is the probability of the restoration of a LTS failure. When
there is no surplus satellite, PE defines the percentage of weak
satellites in the constellation. When there are surplus satellites, PE
is the probability of a surplus satellite not being launched before
an LTS failure in the baseline system.

3.3. Performance analysis of the constellations
In formula (1), αk,n denotes probabilities of these n satellites
meeting the requirement of navigation performance. To calculate
these parameters, PDOP of different satellite constellation must
be considered. PDOP of navigation constellation is one of the
important specifications in the phase of general system design.
Effects of different distributions of faulty satellites on PDOP availability of navigation constellation can be studied by simulation
tools like STK or GSSF.

4. An illustrative example
4.1. Availability analysis of regional navigation systems
Continuous and stable coverage in the specified regions are
required for the regional navigation constellations, whereas in
the unspecified regions the coverage is not required. Three orbits
are available in the regional navigation constellations, i.e. GEO,
IGSO, and MEO. We focus on the regional navigation constellations having GEO and IGSO satellites. The availability of three
schemes can be calculated by the methods proposed in section
III. These three schemes are:
1) 5 GEO+3 IGSO
2) 5 GEO+4 IGSO
3) 5 GEO+5 IGSO
The outage data of the regional navigation constellation are
given in Table1. By virtue of the Markov chain model and the
data in Table 1 the state probabilities of the constellation can be
calculated, as shown in Table 2.
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Tab. 1. Outage data of the regional navigation constellation
Outage Type

MTBF(hrs)

MTTR(hrs)

STS

360

7.5

STU

4380

21

LTS

70080

4380

LTU

420000

5100

Tab. 2. The state probabilities of Igso satellites
Numbers of the normal satellites
5
4
3
2
1
0

State probability
0.8831
0.1060
0.0102
0.0007
0
0

Cumulative probability
0.8831
0.9891
0.9993
1
1
1

5. Conclusion
P3 = 0.0102, P2 = 0.0007, P1 = 0, P0 = 0

4.2. Comparision of the schemes
Table 3 shows the availabilities of different schemes. From
the table, we can see the availability of scheme 3 is the highest,
but not much higher than scheme 2. If the costs of the satellites
are considered, maybe scheme 2 is the best one.

The availability of satellite constellations can be evaluated
based on the maintainability of satellite constellations. By means
of Markov chain model, PDOP analysis, as well as data from the
outage analysis, the availability of constellations can be analyzed quantitatively. This availability analysis method is illustrated
through the example of the availability computing of the regional
navigation systems, and these results may effectively support the
relevant decision-making.

Tab. 3. Availabilities of different schemes
State Probabilities
Pk,n

Operation Schemes

1

5 GEO+3IGSO

No IGSO satellite fails
(The baseline configuration meet(totally 1 kind of configuration)
ing the performance requirement)

2

5 GEO+4IGSO

3

5 GEO+5IGSO

Probabilities of different
configurations meeting the
performance requirement

αk,n

P1,3=0.9301

α1,3 = 1

Only one IGSO satellite fails,(totally C 43=4
kinds of configurations)

P2,3=0.0755

α2,3 = 0.75

No IGSO satellite fails
(totally 1 kind of configuration)

P2,4=0.9123

α2,4 = 1

Two IGSO satellites fail, (totally C53 =20 kinds
of configurations)

P3,3=0.0102

α3,3 = 0.65

Only one IGSO satellite fails,(totally C54=5
kinds of configurations)

P3,4=0.1060

α3,4 = 0.8

No IGSO satellite fails totally 1 kind of
configuration)

P3,5=0.8831

α3,5 = 1

Constellation
availability
Ak
A1=0.9301

A2=0.9689

A3=0.9745
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MODELOWANIE I SYMULACJA ZABEZPIECZENIA MATERIAŁOWEGO
JEDNOSTKI BOJOWEJ UKIERUNKOWANEGO
NA REALIZACJĘ MISJI
MODELING AND SIMULATION OF MISSION-ORIENTED
COMBAT UNIT MATERIEL SUPPORT
W artykule przedstawiamy ramy modelowania i symulacji ukierunkowanego na realizację misji Systemu Zabezpieczenia
Materiałowego Jednostki Bojowej (Combat Unit Material Support System, CUMSS). Opisujemy proces zabezpieczania
materiałowego, analizujemy jego charakterystyki i optymalizujemy zasoby. Prezentowany model opiera się na obszernej
analizie procesu eksploatacji oraz procesu wykorzystania zasobów. Skonstruowano strukturę federacyjną i model obiektowy federacji dla zabezpieczenia materiałowego jednostki bojowej. Przedstawiono, na podstawie przykładowej misji,
federacje dla zdarzeń dyskretnych, zdarzeń ciągłych i procesu podejmowania decyzji. Do analizy charakterystyk CUMSS
w przedstawionym przykładzie misji użyto symulacji.
Słowa kluczowe: Jednostka bojowa, wsparcie materiałowe, modelowanie i symulacja, ukierunkowany na realizację misji.
In this paper, we present a framework for modeling and simulation of a mission-oriented Combat Unit Materiel Support
System (CUMSS). We describe the process of materiel support, analyze its performance, and optimize the resources. This
model is based on a comprehensive analysis of the maintenance process and the resource utilization process. A federation
framework and a federation object model are constructed for combat unit materiel support. For an example, mission, we
provide the federations for the discrete events, the continuous events, and the decision-making process. Simulation is used
to analyze the performance of CUMSS for this example mission.
Keywords: Combat unit, materiel support, modeling and simulation, mission-oriented.

1. Introduction

2. The combat unit materiel support system

A combat unit is a military unit in the army organization that
can be used to execute battle and training missions. Due to the
different requirements of such missions, the tasks to be executed
by the combat unit change accordingly. Considering the requirements of future high-tech warfare, the combat unit relies increasingly on an effective material support system. Such a system
is a key factor that may determine the victory or defeat of the
warfare. It is important to evaluate the operation of a missionoriented combat unit materiel support system [9].
In this paper, we adopt the ontology modeling method, utilizing the ideas of systems engineering and taking the federation
development (FEDEP) model as a reference. We propose a conceptual model of CUMSS based on a comprehensive analysis of
its operation. Using the established conceptual model as a reference, we divide the large-scale complex system into small modules. Following the High Level Architecture (HLA) standards, we
simulate the support command process, the maintenance process,
the material supplement process, and the logistics transportation
process. The federates interact, cooperate, and synchronize with
one another within the HLA framework, which compose a mission-oriented combat unit materiel support simulation system.

The CUMSS is created for executing a mission via a series
of activities of material supply, material management, and equipment maintenance. The combat unit materiel support system
relies on various resources including hardware, software, and
personnel to establish and maintain the required scale of materiel
and in perfect technology state.
The CUMSS implements the support task under the direction
of the local and upper operation command departments in cooperation with local logistics command departments. The CUMSS
mainly consists of the entities such as combat unit materiel support command department and materiel support force (maintenance department and depot). The combat unit materiel support
command department directs materiel support activities. Materiel support forces are responsible for salvage, repair, technical
support, and supply of various ammunitions and maintenance
materials [2-4, 8, 10]. Figure 1 describes the relationship among
the entities of the CUMSS and parties it interact with.
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3. Conceptual modeling of combat unit materiel
support based on ontology

gy of materiel support and form a basis of combat unit materiel
support conceptual model which can be shared and understood.
According to the ontology modeling ideas, the concept set and
the ontology in the domain of combat unit materiel support are
formally defined as follows [11]:
The combat unit materiel support domain ontology ESCO

3.1. Ontology modeling of combat unit materiel support
Materiel Using
Unit

Materiel Support
Forces

Repairing Materiel, Replenishing
ammunition and spares
Reporting damages and
ammunition replenishment

Campaign Command
Department

Superior Materiel
Support Forces
Carrying unrepairable
materiel to depot

Decomposing missions

Materiel Command Department

Reporting Materiel
support circs

Issuing support tasks and
ammunition consumable
consumation

Materiel Support
Basic Command
Department

Materiel Support
Forward Command
Department

Asking for support Derecting operation and
resources
supporting resources

Superior Materiel
Command Department

Materiel Support
Mobile Command
Department

Negotiating
transportation

Logistics Command
Department

Derecting operation Asking for support
and supporting resources
resources

Subordinate
Materiel Command
Department

Fig. 1. The relationship between entities of CUMSS

The mission-oriented combat unit materiel support system
is a complex dynamic system. In the modeling process of the
support system, it is difficult to obtain knowledge concerning
combat unit materiel support because it is difficult for the experts
in the domain and staff of system development to communicate
with each other. This results in a slow progress in system development and affects the quality of the developed system. At the
same time, traditional support models that were established for
specific purposes can hardly be reused in new projects. In view
of this situation, constructing a conceptual model for combat unit
materiel support based on ontology is feasible. With ontology, we
will be able to clarify the domain knowledge structure, obtain the
related knowledge, unify the related terminology and concepts,
provide the common semantic foundation for the interactions
between different applications, and achieve domain knowledge
sharing and reusing.
The ontology of combat unit materiel support is composed of
five basic elements which are concept, relation, attribute, axiom
and instance. A clear description of these elements is essential
for representation of knowledge in the domain of combat unit
materiel support. The core is to describe explicitly the concepts,
the attributes of the concepts and the relationship between the
constraint conditions and the concepts.

3.2. Combat unit materiel support ontology structure
system
The combat unit materiel support ontology consists of a group of glossaries with specific meanings or semantic contents [5].
These glossaries compose of the most fundamental terminolo-
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= <C, R, f, A, I>, in which C={c1,c2,...,cn} is the concept set;
R={r1,r2,...,rn} is the set of relationships between the concepts,
where ri⊆C×···×C→{True, False}, if i∈[1,n]; f is the injective
axiom function; A={A1,A2,...,An} is the attribute set; and I is the
instance set.
With the combat unit materiel support domain being the object to be modeled, the combat unit materiel support ontology is
one by which the common attributes in the domain are classified
and the level relations of classes are marked, and the interdependence relationships between different objects are stated. The
structure of the ontology is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Constructing the combat unit materiel support
ontology
Based on the combat unit material support ontology system
established above, the ontology can be constructed according to
the following procedures:
1) Enumerating the Domain Concept Terminology: In the process of systematically analyzing CUMSS operation, it is necessary to enumerate the primary concept terminology in the
domain and to present them in a hierarchical and structural
manner. Take the resource ontology as an example. The concepts enumerated in parentheses are subordinates to those
outside the parentheses. The resources are support establishment, manpower and personnel, storage and transportation,
provision support (ammunition, maintenance part), support
equipment (general equipment (lathe, drill press), special
equipment (equipment for examine of artillery, support
equipment)), technology information, training and training
support, and computer resource.
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Battlefield
environment

Environment

Outer
environment
Process

The
combat
unit
materiel
support
ontology

Organization

Support
system

Support
resources
Activity
Information

Support
object

Weapon
system
Mission

Support
establishment
Manpower and
personnel
Storage and
transportation
Provision
support
Support
equipment
Technology
information
Ttraining and
training support
Computer
resource

Fig. 2. The structure of the combat unit material support ontology

2) Defining the Attributes of Concepts and Their Relationships:
The ontology attribute is a description of the semantic characteristics of a concept that need to meet the requirements
of clarity, uniformity, completeness, extendibility and applicability [7]. The resource attributes include general attributes [6] (resource label, name, type, position, model and so
on), organization attributes (respective organization, person
in charge, and so on), use attributes (usability, reusability,
priority, and so on), and ability attributes (list of resource
functions).
Establishing the Ontology Model: An original domain ontology model is set up following the steps outlined above and
then the domain ontology model can be established in the Protégé-2000 tool.

4. Designing the mission-oriented combat unit
materiel support simulation system
4.1. The framework of CUMSS
According to the constructed combat unit materiel support
ontology conceptual model, based on the organization model, the
CUMSS federation system is designed. The system consists of
ten federates and the following are their functions:
3) Directing and Adjusting Federate: to set the initial simulation
situation.
4) Simulation Management Federate: to control the simulation
running process.
5) Simulation Evaluation Federate: to meet the need of support
concept evaluation and the support command personnel training.
6) Simulation Display Federate: to simulate the virtual battlefield environment.
7) Materiel Using Unit Federate: to simulate the materiel battlefield damage and the malfunction of the services.
8) Basic Command Post Federate: to send orders according to
the operation profile in the simulation process.

9) Materiel Support Command Post Federate: to simulate the interior operation of materiel support command department.
Logistics Support Force Federate: to simulate the logistics transportation process.

4.2. The federation object model
The CUMSS is a complex system whose running process
involves massive data exchanges. According to the information
model, the resource model, and the process model in the conceptual modeling process, the object classes and the interactive
classes in the simulation system are designed. Part of the simulation system is described as follows [1]. The object classes in the
simulation system include:
10) Equipment Class: It has attributes such as ID, Position, and
State.
11) Vehicle Class: It has attributes such as ID, Position, and
State.
12) Depot Class: It has attributes such as Position, Material Type,
and Material Quantity.
13) Repair Shop Class: It has attributes such as Position and
State.
The interactive classes in the simulation system include:
1) Fault Maintenance Application Class: It has parameters such
as ID, Part, Part State, and Fault Mode.
2) Load Cargo Class: It has parameters such as ID, Cargo Type,
and Cargo Quantity.
3) UnLoad Cargo Class: It has parameters such as ID, Cargo
Type, and Cargo Quantity.
Transport Part Command Class: It has parameters such as ID,
Part, Part State, and Destination.

5. Developing the federates
5.1. Discrete-event simulation based on Petri-net
We use the ExSpect software developed by Eindhoven University of Technology of the Netherlands to establish the support
force federate’s maintenance process model and its sub-models
of maintenance analysis, resource analysis and repair process, as
well as the materiel using unit federate’s preventive maintenance
model, corrective maintenance model, and so on.

5.2. Simulation of command support decision based
on workflow
In simulating the command post federate, the distributed
workflow system based on the internet is used to establish the organization structure model, the process model, and the information model for the management departments. Because distributed
workflow system is based on the WAN technology, various functions of the management departments can run on remote computers through special-purpose WAN or the Internet as well as
on LAN computers in support integration of multi-management
departments. At the same time, simulation of “Human-in-Loop”
in materiel support system may also be achieved which supports
management department personnel’s training and decision-making.
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5.3. Simulation of other federates
In simulating the transportation process of the logistics support force federate, Simulink of Matlab is used to establish dynamic models of various transportation means. There have been
many research achievements. We need to point out that the linkage between transportation means dynamic simulation system
and HLA is achieved by Matlab DIS/HLA tool package of MAK
Corporation.

ceptual model. Then, based on the ontology model, a simulation
system framework was constructed and the object model was developed. Discrete-event, continuous-event, and decision-making
federates were developed. Finally, the modeling and simulation
for CUMSS were achieved. This paper provides a universal conceptual framework for the domain communication, forms a basis
for knowledge sharing, and explores the application of HLA to
the materiel support domain.

6. Conclusion
Following the federation development process, this paper
analyzed the running process of materiel support system and established the combat unit materiel support domain ontology con**********
The authors would like to acknowledge the Logistics Support Team of Maintenance Engineering Institute (MEI). The Team members
include Chenglong Nie, Ying Xu, Yue Dong, Wenli Xue, Huijuan Feng, and Bo Zhang.
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MODEL BADANIA POTWIERDZAJĄCEGO NIEZAWODNOŚĆ
DLA DWUMIANOWYCH SYSTEMÓW O ROSNĄCEJ NIEZAWODNOŚCI
RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION TEST MODEL FOR BINOMIAL SYSTEMS
WITH RELIABILITY GROWTH
Wiele złożonych systemów inżynieryjnych przechodzi proces wzrostu niezawodności w kolejnych etapach badań. Większość istniejących modeli badań potwierdzających niezawodność nie uwzględnia jednak wzrostu niezawodności. W niniejszym artykule przedstawiono model badania niezawodności dla systemów dwumianowych o 2 etapach testowych,
który bierze pod uwagę możliwy wzrost niezawodności. Określono wskaźniki prawdopodobieństwa dla różnych możliwych
sytuacji oraz wyprowadzono statystyczne reguły decyzyjne. Podany przykład ilustruje względnie niższe ryzyko decyzyjne
proponowanego modelu w stosunku do tego, jakie niosą klasyczne modele badań.
Słowa kluczowe: System dwumianowy, badanie potwierdzające, dyskretny model wzrostu niezawodności.
Many complex engineering systems experience reliability growth in successive test stages. In most existing reliability
demonstration test models, reliability growth is not incorporated. In this paper, for binomial systems with 2 test stages,
a reliability demonstration test model is presented that takes possible reliability growth into consideration. Likelihood ratios are defined for various possible situations, and statistical decision rules are derived. With a given example, the relative
lower decision risk of the proposed model is illustrated by comparison with that of classical demonstration test models.
Keywords: Binomial system, demonstration test, discrete reliability growth model.

1. Introduction
The objective of reliability demonstration test is to confirm
whether the newly developed system meet given reliability requirements. With the increasing complexity and testing cost of
modern military systems, reliability demonstration test has to be
done with limited number of samples and with changing technical configuration of system [8]. Consequently, it is necessary to
develop reliability demonstration test models that can be used in
such situations.
Some research works on reliability demonstration models
have been reported in the literature [4]. However, most of the conventional demonstration models assume that the test data come
under the same system state. In the practical test and evaluation
process of a complex engineering system, once a failure occurs,
the system must be fixed before starting the next test. As a result,
the technical state of the system is different for the subsequent
test stage. This in turn leads to possible reliability growth as tests
progress [3]. In their reliability analysis of a solid rocket engine,
An and Zhou pointed out that based on the test data in two successive test stages, many samples could have been saved if a reliability growth model had been used for estimation of the engine
reliability [1]. Mazzuchi and Soyer used the ordered Dirichlet
distribution in modeling the reliability growth process during
product development [5,6]. Patterson and Dietrich introduced an
ordered Dirichlet binomial attribute testing model[7]. They incorporated prior information in the model and used the posterior
distribution for reliability assessment and prediction. However,
their model cannot be directly used as a reliability demonstration
model due to lack of consideration of decision risks to the producer and the consumer. Li and Yan introduced a test model based
on test data of all stages [3]. They used the AMSAA growth model and provided test decision rules based on statistics of the AM-

SAA model. But their model is a continuous growth model and is
not appropriate for binomial systems. In addition, the reliability
growth is assumed to be consistent with the nonhomogeneous
Poisson process (NHPP). Thus, to make full use of test information and reduce expensive test samples, there is a need to develop
demonstration test models for binomial systems when the system
configuration may change through the test stages.
In this paper, a reliability demonstration model for the binomial system (also called discrete reliability growth model for the
binary-valued output case) is presented. It is assumed that there
are only two possible test results from each test, either a failure
or a success (pass). Reliability growth may be experienced by the
system in successive stages, depending on the effectiveness of the
corrective actions taken when a failure is detected. The proposed
model can be used to validate the success probability at the end
of the final test stage, based on all the available test results. In this
paper, consideration is given to possible reliability growth during
test stages, all possible situations that may change the system reliability are listed and the corresponding likelihood functions are
given, then their likelihood ratios are defined. Using the principle
of likelihood ratio test [2], we provide statistical decision rules
along with formulas for calculating their risk levels. To illustrate
the advantage of the proposed model over classical models, an
example is presented.

2. The proposed reliability demonstration test model
2.1. Test scheme
Consider a system reliability demonstration test that has two
stages. In each stage, a number of identical system tests are re-
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peatedly conducted, and the test results are observed. After each
test stage, redesign and correction are done to improve reliability.
Suppose that the technical configuration of the system under test
is fixed within each stage, and thus the reliability of the system
will remain unchanged within each stage. However, the system
reliability either grows or remains unchanged between successive
test stages (due to possible design improvement or modification).
This test scheme is much like the so-called delayed-fix scheme in
traditional reliability growth test.
In the first stage, suppose that the number of tests conducted
is n1 and the number of successes is s1, so the test result is denoted
as (n1, s1). Similarly, the test result of the second stage is denoted
as (n2, s2).
Assume that there are two possible reliability levels for the
system under test. One is called the high reliability level p1, and
the other is called the low reliability level p0, where p1> p0. In engineering practice, p0 is also called the tolerable reliability level,
while p1 is called the acceptable reliability level.
Let p(j) denote the reliability level of the system at stage j, j
= 1,2,···. Because of possible reliability growth from stage 1 to
stage 2, we have p(2)≥ p(1).

p(1) = p1

p(2) = p1

p1

p1

p0

p0
stage 1

stage 2

stage

(5)

stage 1

stage 2

p1
p0
stage 1

stage 2

stage

(c)

Fig.1. Cases of system reliability change

By enumeration of all the possible cases outlined above, the
corresponding likelihood functions can be expressed as

L00 = L ( p (1) = p0 , p ( 2 ) = p0 x ) = Cn p0 q0 Cn p0 q0

(6)

L01 = L ( p (1) = p0 , p (2 ) = p0 x ) = Cn p0 q0 Cn p1 q1

(7)

s1

s1

f1

1

2.2. Test decision

s1

Assume that x={(n1, s1), (n2, s2)} is the test results of the two
stages. The numbers of failures in each stage are f1=n1–s1, f2=n–s respectively.
2 2
To verify the system reliability level using the statistical decision model, the following hypotheses are given:
H0:p(2) = p1

H1:p(2) = p0

stage

(b)

(a)

s2

s2

f2

2

s1

f1

s2

1

s2

f2

2

L11 = L ( p (1) = p0 , p (2 ) = p0 x ) = Cns p1s q1f Cns p1s q1f (8)
1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

where q0 = 1–p0, q1 = 1–p1.
Define the likelihood ratios as

(1)

where H0 and H1 are called null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis, respectively.
Given the above, the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic[2]
can be defined as

(9)

(2)
For the reliability levels of the system at the two stages, depending on the effectiveness of corrective actions at the end of
stage 1, there are 3 and only 3 possible mutually exclusive cases
as follows:
Case 1: This is the case that the system reliability originally
does not meet the requirement, and the corrective measures taken
at the end of the first stage are effective in improving the reliability, so the system reliability level changes from p0 at the first stage
to p1 at the second stage (Fig.1(a)).
p(1) = p0

p(2) = p1

p(2) = p0

Based on the idea of likelihood ratio test, the following form
of decision rules are suggested
- H0 is rejected if
- H0 is not rejected if

(3)

Case 2: This is the case that the system reliability originally
does not meet the requirement, and the corrective measures taken
at the end of the first stages are not effective in removing faults,
so the system reliability level is not improved significantly, and
still remains at p0 at the second stage (Fig. 1(b)).
p(1) = p0

(10)

where c is a decision parameter and takes a constant value.
By the rules defined above, the Producer Risk α is calculated
as

(4)

Case 3: This is the case that the system reliability originally
does meet the requirement, measures taken at the end of the first
stage actually are not necessary for the system to pass the demonstration test. Therefore, the system reliability is not changed and
remains at p1 at both stages (Fig. 1(c)).
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In establishing the final equality given above, we have implicitly assumed that the two cases leading to p(2) = p1 are equally likely. Of course, different probabilities can be considered as
a model parameter when necessary.
The Consumer (Subscriber) Risk is calculated as

(12)

3. Existing reliability demonstration test models
In existing reliability demonstration test models for binomial
systems, it is assumed that the system have the same reliability
level in all test stages. That is, reliability growth is not considered. Therefore, in this case, actually the following statistical
hypotheses are assumed:
H0:p = p1

H1:p = p0

4. Example
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed approach, suppose that in the test and evaluation of a new tactical missile, the
target hitting reliability is p, and p1 = 0.9, p0 = 0.6. The number of
tests in each stage is 5.
In Fig. 2, the risk levels of the two models described in sections 2 and 3 are compared at different critical values (logarithm
values). As we can seen from Fig. 2, if we require equal risk levels for both the Producer and the Consumer sides, then using
our model, which considers possible reliability growth, the results are c=0.4059, α=β=0.1864. However, for the conventional
test model without consideration of reliability growth, the results
are c=1.3286, α=β=0.2288. It can be seen that the two risk levels
of the conventional model are higher than those with our model
when the number of tests is the same. Thus, if reliability growth
exists between successive stages, the classical demonstration likelihood ratio test model will have high risk of making wrong
decisions.

(13)
0.5

Let x = (n1 + n2, s1 + s2) = (n, s), f =n – s, then the test ratio
statistic becomes

0.4
risk level

(14)
The test rules are:
- H0 is rejected if λ(x)>c;
- H0 is not rejected if λ(x)≤c.

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
-3

(15)

model without growth

model with growth

Here, c is a decision constant. With such statistical decision
rules, the expected risks of both sides are given respectively as
follows.

-2

-1

0

1
2
critical value

3

4

5

6

Fig.2. Comparison of risk levels

5. Conclusions
(16)
In the following section, we will use an example to compare
the proposed model considering reliability growth with models
that do not consider reliability grow between stages.

We have presented a new reliability demonstration test model for binomial systems that incorporates possible reliability
growth between the two test stages. Based on all available test
results of test stages, using likelihood ratio test approach, our
proposed model can give more accurate decision results for test
and evaluation of new systems with varying technical configuration among successive test stages.
In our future research work, this model will be considered to
be further extended for systems with reliability growth in more
than two stages, and with other types of reliability distributions.
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POPRAWA APROKSYMACJI LOKALNEJ ŚREDNIEJ W ROZKŁADZIE NA
MODY EMPIRYCZNE DLA CELÓW DETEKCJI USZKODZEŃ PRZEKŁADNI
IMPROVEMENT OF LOCAL MEAN APPROXIMATION IN EMPIRICAL MODE
DECOMPOSITION FOR GEAR FAULT DETECTION
Rozkład na mody empiryczne (EMD) to adaptacyjna metoda przetwarzania sygnału w połączonej dziedzinie czasu i częstotliwości, która jest całkowicie sterowana przez same dane. Metody interpolacji funkcjami sklejanymi trzeciego stopnia
(cubic spline interpolation) używa się do aproksymacji średniej lokalnej w procesie przesiewu EMD. Niniejsza praca bada
podejścia do poprawy aproksymacji średniej lokalnej w celu otrzymania lepszych charakterystyk EMD. Do aproksymacji
średniej wartości obwiedni (envelope mean approximation) zastosowano metodę zmodyfikowanej monotonicznej interpolacji Hermite’a funkcjami sklejanymi (modified monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation, MMPHI), jako że wykazuje
ona przewagę nad metodą funkcji sklejanych trzeciego stopnia. Zbadano również jeden z typów bezpośredniej aproksymacji lokalnej średniej, tzw. podejście okienkowanej średniej lokalnej (windowed local mean, WLM), i pokazano jego zalety
w wykrywaniu impulsów.
Słowa kluczowe: Rozkład na mody empiryczne, interpolacja Hermite’a, funkcja sklejana 3-ego
stopnia, aproksymacja średniej wartości obwiedni, okienkowana średnia lokalna,
detekcja uszkodzeń przekładni.
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an adaptive time-frequency domain signal processing method that is completely
driven by data itself. The cubic spline interpolation method has been used to approximate the local mean in the sifting
process of EMD. This study explores approaches to improve local mean approximation to obtain better EMD performance. A modified monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation (MMPHI) method is applied to envelope mean approximation,
because it demonstrates advantages over the cubic spline method. A type of direct approximation of the local mean, i.e.,
the windowed local mean (WLM) approach, is also investigated and its merit in identifying impulses is demonstrated.
Keywords: Empirical mode decomposition, hermite interpolation, cubic spline, envelope mean approximation, windowed local mean, gear fault detection.

1. Introduction
Research in machine condition monitoring and maintenance
[6, 10-12] requires a comprehensive understanding of advanced
signal processing methods. Signal processing plays a very important role in fault detection of machinery since it bridges the
gap between the collected physical signals and the signatures of
faulty conditions.
To analyze signals adaptively, a new approach was recently
introduced [7] where a signal was written as a finite sum of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). The decomposition method to obtain
IMFs is called empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Huang
et al. proposed a general approach which requires two steps in
analyzing the data [7]: (1) decompose the data into a number of
IMFs, thus expanding the data on a basis derived from itself; (2)
apply Hilbert transform to the decomposed IMFs and construct
an energy-frequency-time distribution, designated as the Hilbert
spectrum. In other words, this method uses the instantaneous frequency and energy rather than the global frequency and energy
defined by Fourier spectral analysis. Physically, the necessary
conditions for defining a meaningful instantaneous frequency are
that the functions are symmetric with respect to the local zero
mean, and have the same number of zero crossing as the number

of extrema. As a result, an IMF is defined by two conditions [7]:
(1) in the whole data set, the number of extrema and the number
of zero crossings must either be equal or differ at most by one; (2)
at any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local
maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero.
Unfortunately, at any given time, the data may involve more than
one oscillatory mode so that we have to decompose the data into
IMFs.
A systematic way of extracting oscillatory modes is called
a sifting process. By virtue of the IMF definition, the decomposition method can simply use the envelopes defined by the local
maxima and the local minima separately. Once the extrema are
identified, all the local maxima, Emax(t), are connected by a cubic
spline line as an upper envelope, and all the local minima, Emin(t),
are connected by a cubic spline line as a lower envelope. Their
mean is denoted as m11, and the difference between a data x(t) and
m11 is the first component, h11, i.e.,
x(t) – m11 = h11

(1)

Here, mjk and hjk represent variables obtained at the jth decomposition level and the kth iteration operation, respectively.
Ideally, h11 should be an IMF, because the construction of h11 de-
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scribed above seems to have been made to satisfy all the requirements of IMF. In reality, however, the cubic spline interpolation
can generate new extrema, and shift or exaggerate existing ones.
The purposes of the sifting process are to eliminate riding waves
and make the wave profiles more symmetric. Toward this end,
the sifting process has to be repeated a number of times. In the
next sifting process, h11 will be treated as a new signal, then
h11 – m12 = h12

(2)

where m12 is the mean of the upper and the lower envelopes of
h11. One can repeat this sifting procedure k times, until h1k is an
IMF, that is
h1(k–1) – m1k = h1k

(3)

and the result, the first IMF from the signal, is denoted as
c1 = h1k

(4)

To guarantee that the IMFs retain enough physical sense of
both amplitude and frequency modulation, Huang et al. gave a sifting process stop criterion [7] by limiting the size of the standard
deviation, SD, computed from two consecutive sifting results as

(5)

A typical value for SD can be set between 0.2 and 0.3 [1].
Overall, c1 should contain the finest scale or the shortest period component of x(t). One can separate c1 from the rest of the
data by
(6)
x(t) – c1 = r1
Since residue r1 may still contain information of longer period components, it is treated as a new original data and subjected
to the same sifting process as described above. Eventually, we
obtain c1, c2, …, cn.
The whole sifting process can be stopped by any of the following predetermined criteria: when component cn becomes so
small that it is less than the predetermined value of substantial
significance, or when residue rn becomes a monotonic function
from which no more IMFs can be extracted. Finally we have decomposed the original signal x(t) into
n

x(t ) = ∑ ci + rn

(7)

i =1

Thus, the data has been decomposed into n empirical modes,
and a residue which can be either the mean trend or a constant.
Although the effectiveness of this technique has been demonstrated in many applications (for example, see [2, 13, 18]),
EMD itself is not perfect. Even the authors of the original paper
have stated in [7], “At any rate, improving the spline fitting is
absolutely necessary.” Possible improvements of the envelope
mean approximation will be investigated in this paper. Section 2
points out problems of two reported interpolation methods used
for envelope mean approximation. An alternative interpolation,
i.e., the modified monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation
(MMPHI), will be investigated in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a direct approximation using windowed local mean (WLM)
method which has better performance in identifying impulses.
Conclusions are given at the end.
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2. Issues of reported interpolation methods in
envelope mean approximation
Envelope mean defined by Huang et al. is used to force local
symmetry instead of local mean [7]. This is a necessary approximation to avoid the definition of a local averaging time scale
for non-stationary signal analysis. This type of approximation is
called an envelope mean approximation. The cubic spline interpolation was used to construct the upper and lower envelopes
based on extrema. This interpolation is a type of Hermite cubic
interpolation that requires continuity of both the first and the second derivatives at knots (extrema) [8]. A “Not-a-Knot” cubic
spline interpolation is actually used in [7] that provides the third
derivative continuity at the second to the first point and the second to the last point to obtain a unique solution.
For a given data set, however, we may not know any features
of its upper or lower envelopes. As a result, we prefer to have the
interpolation to represent the shapes of the envelopes as they are,
i.e., to avoid the imposition of any additional details that are not
confirmed by the data [1]. Either undershooting or overshooting
may occur due to the interpolation [7]. This is because the quality
of approximation of the local mean affects the iteration times of
obtaining IMFs. A bad approximation will slow down the speed
of decomposition. In addition, the purpose of the decomposition
is to identify IMFs before conducting Hilbert transform or other
subsequent analysis. Low quality of the approximation will cause more serious asymmetry of IMFs that makes the results from
subsequent processes less meaningful. Huang et al. suggested
using high-order spline in [7].

3. Application of the MMPHI to envelope mean
approximation
Monotonicity is one of the most important shape properties
to preserve in order to have a good-looking interpolation [9]. The
monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation is a modified version
of the piecewise Hermite cubic interpolation that preserves the
monotonicity of the data [4].

3.1. Modified Monotone Piecewise Hermite Interpolation (MMPHI)
The piecewise Hermite cubic interpolation is a type of interpolation that puts constraints on only the first derivative at known
knots, i.e.,
(8)
f '( xi ) = p 'i −1( xi ) = p 'i ( xi ) = di
where xi, f, pi, and di are knot i, interpolating function, piecewise
cubic function in the interval [xi,xi+1], and the derivative value
at knot i, respectively. This interpolation is a general base and
is open to provision of various conditions that could give a unique solution. Studies have been reported to provide alternative
conditions for the piecewise Hermite interpolation to maintain
data monotonicity. Fritsch et al. derived necessary and sufficient
conditions for a cubic function to be monotonic in an interval and
proposed a new algorithm [3, 4]. A function, G, is constructed
such that
di = G (Δi −1, Δi ),

i = 2,L, n − 1

(9)

where Δi = (gi+1 – gi)/hi is the slope of the line segment joining the
data to be interpolated and hi = xi+1 – xi. A specific form of the G
function is given in [4]. The key difference between the modified
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monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation (MMPHI) and the cubic spline interpolation is that MMPHI releases the constraints of
the continuity of the second derivative, while adding constraints
related to monotonicity to have a unique piecewise cubic interpolating function.

been reported that doing one MMPHI interpolation needs O(3n)
arithmetic operations while doing one cubic spline interpolation
needs O(11n) arithmetic operations [16]. Obviously, the total calculation time of a type of EMD is also dependent on the number of iterations of the sifting process and the number of IMFs
obtained. With a more accurate envelope mean approximation,
we will have a fewer number of iterations. Therefore, the total
calculation time is expected to be shortened as well.
Before testing our proposed methods, two issues of EMD
should be considered: stopping criteria and end point swings.
After a comparison of reported approaches, we choose the partial
criterion [15] and the mirroring approach [19] to deal with these
two issues, respectively [16]. Now, we can compare the proposed
EMD that constructs envelope means by MMPHI to those by
cubic spline interpolation and by high-order spline interpolation
(HOSI). Here the fourth order is used. Two types of simulated
signals are used for comparisons. The first one is a combination
of multiple sinusoid waves with different frequencies and amplitudes plus a global trend, as given below,

3.2. Motivation of the study
The purpose of the interpolation in EMD is to show the behaviors of the envelopes of the data. If an obvious feature is present,
the interpolating function is expected to represent it in a suitable
way [1]. Since monotonicity is a key shape property of a curve,
we want to preserve monotonicity of the data in our study. The
monotone piecewise Hermite interpolation is not the only method
that considers monotonicity. Wolberg [17] described methods
that minimize the second derivative discontinuity while the algorithm of [4] guarantees continuity of the first derivative. But Wolberg’s methods involve linear and quadratic programming which
consume a great deal of time. The linear piecewise interpolation
is the simplest way to keep monotonicity; but, with this approach, a smooth curve’s upper and lower envelopes, and therefore
its envelope mean, can become too sharp, losing its smoothness.
Since the interpolation of EMD is based on extrema which do not
provide any information on the continuity of the second derivative, only continuity of the first derivative is considered for our
application. Therefore, our motivation for applying MMPHI to
the envelope mean approximation is to maintain monotonicity of
the data and guarantees continuity of the first derivative without
increasing computational complexity.

(10)
This signal will help us assess each method’s decomposition
capability. This signal is analyzed using Matlab 7.0 on a personal
computer with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 2.67 GHz. Figs. 1 (a), (b),
(c) show the IMFs of the 3000-point data by MMPHI, cubic spline, and HOSI, respectively. A preliminary assessment is given
based on the visual observation of the IMFs.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that (1) MMPHI generates more
IMFs than the other two methods; (2) the first three sinusoidal
components are decomposed in all approaches; (3) although the
cubic spline interpolation distorts the rest of the components a little worse than does MMPHI, the difference is not very obvious
through visual observation; and (4) HOSI has different frequencies mixed up in IMF4. The averaged mean square error (MSE)
is used as a performance indicator in this study. MSEs between

3.3. Using MMPHI for envelope mean approximation
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of the 3000-point signal of x(t) in Eq. (10)
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in the mixed signal in Fig. 2 (c). Because periodic impulses may
represent fault signatures of a machine, this simulated signal is
used to validate the proposed method to detect periodic impulses.
We tested a data series with 3000 data points and set the time
interval of any two adjacent points at 0.001 seconds. Fig. 3 shows
the IMFs of the 3000-point data. It can be seen that there is not
much difference based on visual observation among the three
decompositions. The chirp signal stays mainly in the first IMF
and none of the three approaches give clear information of the
impulses. The averaged MSE is still used as an indicator of accuracy but this time m = 2 in Eq. (12). The calculation time and the
MSEavg for the 3000 point data series are shown in Table 2. The

decomposed IMFs and the corresponding frequency components
are calculated by
i = 1, 2,L, m (11)

where L, m, IMFi(tj),and xi(tj) are the data length, the number of
known components, IMF i, and the corresponding signal component, respectively. The averaged MSE of the decomposition
is expressed as
(12)

The calculation time and MSEavg for the data are shown in
Table 1. We can see that MMPHI is slightly slower than the cubic
spline algorithm. We also see that the proposed MMPHI approach is better than the cubic spline and the HOSI algorithm in
terms of the averaged MSE because its MSEavg is the smallest
one in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of the 3000-point signal in Fig. 2 (c)
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proposed MMPHI approach is the best with regard to calculation
time and accuracy. The HOPI approach is time consuming.
Tab. 2.

define here for a set of data, xi, i = 1,2,∙∙∙,n, the discrete form of
its WLM as

Comparison of the performance of the proposed method and
other reported methods on the 3000-point signal in Fig. 2 (c).

Interpolation methods: Cubic spline
Calculation time (s):
10.073
MSEavg:
0.0338

MMPHI
3.6877
0.0099

HOSI
264.6530
0.1080

4. Direct approximation using Windowed Local
Mean (WLM)
It should be noted that all the three interpolation approaches
investigated in Section 3 cannot identify impulses clearly (See
Fig. 3). Essentially, they all tend to use envelope means to approximate local means. The true local mean is supposed to be the
mean of a signal so it should reflect the global trend of the signal.
We also expect that some regional signatures of the original signal should appear on the curve of the local mean. These two
requirements will ensure that the difference between the original
signal and the local mean converges on an IMF. Based on the
algorithm of the envelope mean approximation, values for the
points between extrema are really not important if they do not
exceed their neighboring extrema; therefore, for two signals with
the same extrema positions and values but quite different points
between the extrema, the means obtained by the envelope mean
approach will be the same. This is proof that envelope means do
not approximate local means very well. Therefore, direct approximation that does not require calculations of envelopes is adapted
as an alternative to envelope mean approximation in this section.
Gai et al. introduced a method for approximating local means
called Local Mean Mode Decomposition (LMMD) [5]. LMMD
uses a time-varying filter to calculate the means. But LMMD still
uses the cubic spline interpolation which would result in the same
shortcoming encountered with the envelope mean approximation
and no effort was done to support the statement that LMMD is faster than EMD. We will introduce an approximation using WLM
and show its advantage in the following subsections.

4.1. Windowed local mean (WLM)
RÄosler [14] considered the mean of a signal within a window and called this the local mean with respect to that window.
We termed this type of direct approximation as windowed local
mean (WLM). For a continuous function, y = f(x), the expression
of its windowed local mean is
(15)
where xδ = [x – δ/2, x + δ/2], and δ is the width of the integration window. The purpose of giving such an expression is not for
using it for EMD but just to introduce the WLM to interpret the
concept of “local mean” mentioned in [7].
Our purpose is to find an improved direct approximation
with a better capacity for identifying impulses. Such an approximation should consider the relatively macro view of a signal
but the consideration has to be restricted to be within relatively
micro windows to avoid losing local signatures. We can see that
this method does have such a nice feature. An expression of the
WLM for discrete data points is not given in [14] but is needed
to deal with real signals and to process them on a computer. We

(16)
where δ +1 is the number of data points in the window centered
at data point xi. Using the method proposed, WLM is calculated
at each point of the data set. The width of the summation window
is centered at this point. Thus, all points contribute to the approximation of the local mean and no interpolation is required. We
propose to apply the discrete form of the windowed local mean
to EMD to directly approximate the local mean. We expect it to
have a better capacity for identifying impulses without sacrificing extra decomposition capacity or adding calculation time.

4.2. Selection of window width and end point extension
To have an integrated algorithm, two issues need to be discussed. The first one is the selection of the window width. Apparently, the selection of the proper width of the summation window is absolutely crucial to the effectiveness of WLM because
it determines the relative relationship between the local and the
global perspectives. It has been given in [16] that a proper width
for a signal with multiple frequency components is exactly equal
to the shortest period, or the period of the highest frequency component. But this statement needs to be verified by testing more
types of signals. For a given signal, the period of the highest frequency component is difficult to determine. Alternatively, [16]
uses the interval between two neighboring maxima or two neighboring minima to estimate the shortest period. If the values of
the shortest periods are not the same, [16] calculates the average
length of all intervals between two neighboring maxima and between two neighboring minima first and then uses this average
value to calculate windowed local mean at the current level. The
decomposition process will not stop until the residual is a trend
signal or the number of the decomposed IMFs has reached a preset value.
As shown in Eq. (16), WLM is calculated as a summation at
each data point. When the distance between a center point and
its nearest end point is less than half the width of the window,
no more data values can be provided beyond the end point and
the summation cannot be completed. Therefore, we have to have
the ends of the data extended to guarantee that a summation can
be conducted at every data point. The data should be extended
at least half of the window width at the first and last point. A
description of the extension is explained in [16] using segments
of cosine waves.

4.3. Comparisons on simulated data
In this section, we are going to use the same simulated signals as used in Section 3 to test the proposed WLM method and
compare it to the method which uses the reported direct-mean
approximation (LMMD [5]). For comparison on the combination
of sinusoid waves, the calculation time for the proposed approach and the LMMD on the 3000 point multiple sinusoid combinations is shown in Table 3. We can see that the proposed method
does not have an advantage with regard to calculation time. This
is because at every level of decomposition, every data point participates in the calculation of the windowed summation.
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some extent, at least the frequencies of the first three IMFs are
clear and they reflect the designed components within the simulated signal.
We applied the two methods to the combination signal of the
chirp and impulse signals and the calculation time of the 3000
point data series is shown in Table 4. The proposed approach is
slower than LMMD for the reason mentioned above but the time
consumption is not that large. From visual observations of the
decompositions shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that some impulses are present in IMFs4-10. The marked region in IMF6 is
enlarged and displayed in Fig. 5 (b) where most of the periodical
impulses are clearly shown and it is easy to identify that the time
interval between adjacent impulses is just 0.25 seconds as designed. These observations demonstrate the potential use of the

Tab. 3. Comparison of the calculation time for WLM and LMMD methods
on the 3000-point x(t) in Eq. (10).
Direct-mean approximation:
Calculation time (s):

LMMD
0.1400s

WLM
4.0800s
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As the number of extrema decreases with decomposition,
the width of the summation window becomes larger so that time
consumption increases as the decomposition nears its conclusion, with regard to decomposition performance. However, we
will show that the proposed approach has its advantages over
LMMD. In Fig. 4 (b), it can be seen that there is a serious problem with LMMD. Only four IMFs have been generated because
components are mixed up. The proposed approach does not have
this problem. Although the IMFs beyond IMF3 are distorted to
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Fig. 4. Decomposition of the 3000-point x(t) in Eq. (10) using windowed local mean and LMMD
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WLM approach for identification of impulses. On the other hand,
for the LMMD approach as shown in Fig. 6, the information on
impulses is too blurred to reveal their intervals even from enlarged IMFs, which is our real concern when this type of simulated
signal is tested, because impulses may represent faults being monitored. This shows that the LMMD approach is not as effective
as the WLM approach.

Time (s)
Fig. 6. Decomposition of the 3000-point data signal in Fig. 2 (c) by
LMMD
Tab. 4.

Comparison of the calculation times by WLM and LMMD methods on the 3000-point signal in Fig. 2 (c).

Direct-mean approximation:
Calculation time (s):

LMMD
0.1090

WLM
4.4690

Based on the comparison with the LMMD method, the proposed WLM approach is not as fast as LMMD. The LMMD method, however, does not pass the basic decomposition capability
test because it uses only one average value to represent points
between two extrema and it ignores local features. The proposed approach using WLM shows more useful information than
does LMMD method. It identifies impulses that are hidden in

chirp signals without losing its basic decomposition capability.
This is due to the fact that the WLM approach takes every data
point into consideration and captures more local features than
does LMMD.

5. Conclusions and Discussion
We have discussed improvements to two types of approximation to the local mean in EMD, i.e. the envelope mean approximation and the direct mean approximation. Based on the work
in this paper, the following conclusions have been reached.
(1) The MMPHI approach has advantages over the other two
envelope mean methods, i.e., the cubic spline and the HOSI
methods, with regard to calculation time and accuracy. When
a visual observation is not able to detect much difference, the
averaged MSE is used to help with the performance assessment.
(2) The WLM approximation is better than the LMMD method,
with regard to its capability to identify impulses that are
hidden in other signals. This merit can be obtained without
sacrificing too much calculation time and without losing its
basic decomposition ability.
(3) In applying EMD to processing signals, we suggest using the
MMPHI approach to have a quick look at what basic frequency components are contained in the raw data. After that the
WLM approximation can be used to detect impulses and any
characteristic frequency that may exist due to faulty conditions in the system being monitored.
It should be noted that some interesting issues may be focused on in future research. The relationship between data length
and MMPHI capability needs further investigation. The selection
of a proper window width is crucial to the effectiveness of decomposition in the WLM approximation. We used a single average width value in our decomposition iteration. The average width
may not work well for data with dynamic frequencies so that we
may use varying widths along the length of the data to capture
the local features more precisely. Last but not least, visual observation is not enough to assess how well impulse identification is
being performed. A reasonable indicator of the accuracy of a decomposition needs to be defined, especially when real signals are
analyzed. The validation of the proposed methods for the detection of variant gear fault modes besides tooth missing needs to
be conducted.
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SZACOWANIE WSPÓŁCZYNNIKÓW INTERAKCYJNYCH DO ANALIZY
USZKODZEŃ INTERAKCYJNYCH
ESTIMATING INTERACTIVE COEFFICIENTS FOR ANALYSING
INTERACTIVE FAILURES
Środki techniczne to często systemy złożone. W złożonym systemie, między komponentami często zachodzą interakcje
uszkodzeniowe prowadzące do uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. Występowanie w systemie uszkodzeń interakcyjnych może prowadzić do wzmożonego prawdopodobieństwa uszkodzenia. Stąd też, przy projektowaniu i eksploatacji złożonych systemów
inżynieryjnych, może zaistnieć potrzeba wzięcia pod uwagę uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. Odnosząc się do tego zagadnienia,
Sun i in. stworzyli analityczny model uszkodzeń interakcyjnych. W modelu tym stopień interakcji między dwoma komponentami jest wyrażany przez współczynniki interakcyjne. Aby można było użyć tego modelu do analizy uszkodzeń należy
więc oszacować współczynniki interakcyjne. Jednakże nie opisano jeszcze metod szacowania współczynników interakcyjnych. Aby wypełnić tę lukę, w niniejszej pracy zaprezentowano pięć metod szacowania współczynników interakcyjnych,
wliczając w to metodę probabilistyczną, metodę analizy opartej na danych o uszkodzeniach, eksperymentalną metodę
laboratoryjną, metodę opartą na mechanizmie interakcji między uszkodzeniami oraz metodę oceny eksperckiej. Podano
przykłady pokazujące zastosowania proponowanych metod, a także dokonano porównania między nimi.
Słowa kluczowe: Uszkodzenia zależne, uszkodzenia interakcyjne, współczynniki interakcyjne, niezawodność, system złożony.
Engineering assets are often complex systems. In a complex system, components often have failure interactions which lead
to interactive failures. A system with interactive failures may lead to an increased failure probability. Hence, one may have
to take the interactive failures into account when designing and maintaining complex engineering systems. To address this
issue, Sun et al have developed an analytical model for the interactive failures. In this model, the degree of interaction
between two components is represented by interactive coefficients. To use this model for failure analysis, the related interactive coefficients must be estimated. However, methods for estimating the interactive coefficients have not been reported.
To fill this gap, this paper presents five methods to estimate the interactive coefficients including probabilistic method;
failure data based analysis method; laboratory experimental method; failure interaction mechanism based method; and
expert estimation method. Examples are given to demonstrate the applications of the proposed methods. Comparisons
among these methods are also presented.
Keywords: Dependent failures, interactive failures, interactive coefficients, reliability, complex
system.

1. Introduction
The failures of engineering assets can be dependent or independent of other failure modes [3, 8]. Independent failures mean
that these failures do not have relationship with each other while
dependent failures indicate these failures have some influences
between each other. The dependent failures can be divided into
two categories: one-direction dependent failures and interactive
failures.
One-direction dependent failures indicate that in a system,
the failures of some components (affecting components) can affect the failure rates of other components (affected components)
but the failures of the affected components do not have influence
on the failure rates of the affecting components. Conventional
dependent failures include three categories: cascading failures,
negative dependency failures and common cause failures [7, 9].
Cascading failures are defined as multiple sequential failures.
These failures are initiated by the failure of one component,
then leads to sequential failures of other components. Negative
dependency failures are defined as such failures that can avoid
other components in a system from further failing. These two

dependent failures are often analyzed using approaches for independent failures such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Reliability
Block Diagram (RBD) and Markov model [7]. Papers concerned
with cascading failures and negative dependency failures have
also been published [5]. Common cause failures are defined as
multiple related events caused by a single common cause. Most
existing research on dependent failures focuses on common
cause failures [1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 13]. The Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (FMEA) and the FTA were extended for the analysis
of common cause failures [9]. Methods for analysis of common
cause failures quantitatively such as the square root models [6],
β-factor models [7] and multivariate exponential distribution
models [11] have also been reported.
On the other hand, interactive failures indicate the increased
failure rates (hazard) of components due to the interactions among
them, or more formally, the interactive failure is defined as mutually dependent failures, that is, the failures of some components
will affect the failures of other components and vice versa [14].
Therefore, one-direction dependent failures are special cases of
the interactive failures. Interactive failures can be further classi-
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fied into two categories in terms of the relationship between two
components:
1) Immediate Interactive Failures. The conditions of the two
components before failure are independent. However, once
one of them (influencing component) fails, the failure rate
of the other component (affected component) will increase
immediately. As a result, the affected component either has
a faster deterioration process or fails immediately.
2) Gradual Degradation Interactive Failures. The conditions of
two components before failure are dependent. A component
deteriorates with time, that is, the failure rate of a component
increases with time. The increase of failure rate of this component can result in an increase in deterioration of its affected components. The increase of failure rate of the “victims”
can also increase the failure rate of this component - the original cause. This interaction can lead to a chain interaction
process. As a result of this chain interaction, the two involved
components may either achieve a new level of working status or eventually fail.
The above classification can be extended to multiple
interactive components straightforwardly.
Interactive failures are relatively commonplace in engineering assets although research on this type of failures is still in infancy. Several examples given by Elsayed [3] belong to the interactive failures. One example is about an airplane with identical
twin engines. When either of the engines fails, the other’s working load will increase immediately. As a result, the failure rate of
this engine increases. Therefore, the airplane engines suffer from
the Immediate Interactive Failures. As for the Gradual Degradation Interactive Failures, one can consider a washing machine
with a vertical shaft which is supported by two bearings. If the
balls inside a bearing wear out severely, the clearance between
the inner race and outer race will become excessive so that the
shaft experienced eccentricity. As a consequence, the shaft will
be subjected to rotary unbalance and vibrate significantly during
its spin cycle. This vibration can accelerate the damage of the
other bearing which will in turn increase the rotary unbalance of
the shaft and cause further damage of the first bearing.
In order to maintain a system effectively and efficiently, one
needs to take interactive failures in the system into account, or
otherwise, the maintenance may be inadequate. For example, in
the washing machine mentioned above, if both bearings have deteriorated, but only one of them are replaced by a new one, this
new bearing will degrade very fast due to the influence of the
unrepaired bearing. Therefore, understanding the characteristics
of interactive failures in a system is important for optimal maintenance of the system.
However, the models/methods used for analyzing one-direction dependent failures are generally unsuitable for analyzing
interactive failures. To address this issue, Sun, Ma and Mathew
[14] have proposed a mathematical model to describe the interactive failures. In this model, the interactive coefficient is used
to represent the degree of interaction between two dependent
components. However, methodologies for estimating the interactive coefficients have not been investigated systematically. This
paper aims to filling this gap. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. The mathematical model for the interactive failures and
the concept of the interactive coefficients are briefly reviewed in
Section 2. The estimation methods of the interactive coefficients
are described in Section 3. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2. Concept of Interactive Coefficients
For an engineering system with M components, according
to [14], its hazard can be described by the following equation:
(1)
where {h(t)} is a M×1 vector representing the interactive hazard
(the increased hazard due to failure interactions) and {h(t)}B is
the M×1 hazard vector before an interaction. Vector {hI(t)} is
the M×1 independent hazard vector (the independent hazard of
a component indicates the hazard of the component without influence of other components), [I] is a M×M identity matrix and
[θ(t)] is an interactive coefficient matrix which contains M×M
interactive coefficients θij(t) (i,j = 1,2,...,M) [θij(t) represents the
degree of the effect of failure of component j (j = 1,2,...,M) on
component i (i = 1,2,...,M)]. The interactive coefficients have the
following properties:
1) θij(t)≥0 (i,j = 1,2,...,M)) (this paper does not consider negative
dependency failures). If θij(t)=0, then the failure of component j has no effect on the failure of component i. If the failure
of component j will cause component i to fail immediately,
then θij(t)=1.
2) θii(t)≡0 (i,j = 1,2,...,M). This indicates that any component
has no failure interaction with itself.
To analyze interactive failures using equation (1), all parameters in the interactive coefficient matrix have to be identified. Considering the properties of the interactive coefficients,
one only needs to estimate the value of each θij(t) (i,j = 1,2,...,M,
i≠j).

3. Estimation methods
Engineering assets and their operational conditions are
various. As a result, different estimation methods are needed. In
this paper, five methods are proposed as follows.

3.1. Probabilistic method
In this method, interactive coefficients are determined using
probability theory. The procedure of the probabilistic method is
shown in Fig. 1. The application of this method is demonstrated
using the following example.

2. Analyse the relationship among
component failures
3. Calculate component hazards using
probability theory

4. Determine the interactive coefficients by
comparing the components hazard function
obtained above with equation (1)
Fig. 1. Probabilistic method for estimating

Consider an engineering system with M Components 1,
2, …, M, each of which has an independent hazard hIj(t) (i =
1,2,...,M). The conditions of these components before failure are
independent of each other. Failure of any one of these will cause
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the rest of the components to fail immediately. This case demonstrates an interactive failure with the first category of interactive
failures.
Let Ai represent the situation where Component i is fully
operational at time t unaffected by any other component or common cause for i = 1,2,...,M. Then the independent reliability of
Component i at time t, RIi(t) is the probability that Component i remains fully operational at time t unaffected by other components
or common cause, i.e., RIi(t)=P(Ai) (i = 1,2,...,M). Based on the
relationship between reliability function and hazard function,

(9)
where, hL(t) and hR(t) are the hazard functions of the lubricating system and the rotating system, respectively. Functions hLI(t)
and hRI(t) are the independent hazard functions of the lubricating
system and the rotating system, respectively. Coefficient θRL(t)
represents the degree of the effect of failure of the lubricating
system on the rotating system.

t

R (t ) = exp[− ∫ h(t )dt ] , it can be stated that:

1. Collect failure data for all involved components

0

t

RIi (t ) = P ( Ai ) = exp[− ∫ hIi (t )dt ]

i = 1,2,...,Μ

(2)

0

The probability that Component i remains operational at
time t, RIi(t) (i = 1,2,...,M), in this case is
Ri (t ) = P ( A1 I A2 IKI AM )

i = 1,2,...,Μ

(3)

2. Calculate the independent hazards and interactive
hazards of the components using the failure data
based on statistical theory

Since events A1, A2, …, A3 are independent of each other,
M

P ( A1 I A2 IKI AM ) = ∏ P ( Ai )

(4)

i =1

3. Input the independent hazards and interactive
of the components into eq. (1)

Using (2) and (4) for (3), gives
i = 1,2,...,Μ

(5)

Eq. (5) indicates that the interactive hazard of Component
i, hi(t), is
M

hi (t ) =

∑h

Ii

(t )

(ι = 1,2,...,Μ)

(6)

i =1

Since the system has the Immediate Interactive Failures,
according to [14],
{h(t)}B = {hI(t)}

(7)

Substituting eq.(7) into eq. (1) and then comparing the
result with eq.(6), one can obtain the interactive coefficients of
this system as follows:
θij(t) = 1 i,j = 1,2,...,M and i≠j

(8)

Eq. (8) shows that interactive coefficients in this particular
example are all equal to one, but this is not a general case to
all interactive failures. Probability theory enables interactive
coefficients to be calculated accurately. However, calculating
the interactive coefficients using probability theory is often
inapplicable due to its mathematical complexity. Therefore,
alternative approaches need to be considered.

3.2. Failure data based analysis method
Failure data based analysis method is suitable for those
situations where sufficient failure data of an engineering system
have been or can be collected. In this method, the independent
hazards and interactive hazards of components are calculated
based on the failure data. The procedure of this method is
shown in Fig. 2. An example of using this method is interactive
coefficient was assumed to be time-independent. In this case,
according to [14],

4. Estimate the unknown interactive coefficient

Fig. 2. Failure data based analysis method for estimating
interactive coefficients
To demonstrate the estimation of the interactive coefficient
using failure history, a number of failure times of the lubricating
system, the rotating system with perfect lubrication conditions
and the rotating system under the effects of failures of the
lubricating system were simulated using MatLab software. The
simulated failure data are shown in Tab. 1. Note that in Table 1,
the observation time was assumed to be 2400 hours. The survival
times that exceeded 2400 hours have been right-censored. In
addition, the numbers of observations were different: 16 for
the lubricating system, 12 for the rotating system with perfect
lubrication conditions and 19 for the rotating system with the
effect of failures of the lubricating system.
The failure times of the lubricating system were used to estimate the independent and the interactive hazard functions of the
lubricating system. The result is:
hL (t ) = hLI (t ) = exp(−0.00095t )

(10)

The failure times of the rotating system with perfect lubrication conditions were used to estimate the independent hazard
functions of the rotating system. The result is:
hRI (t ) = exp(−0.000195t )

(11)

The failure times of the rotating system were used to estimate the interactive hazard functions of the rotating system. The
result is
hR (t ) = exp(−0.000704t )
(12)
Substituting equations (10), (11) and (12) into (9) gives
θRL = 0.0536. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the hazards of
the rotating system and the lubricating system.
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Tab. 1 Assumed failure times and observation times

The interactive coefficients estimated using historical failure
data can represent asset reliability more accurately. However, failure data are often difficult to collect. In this case, other methods
should be adopted.

Failure times of the
rotating system with
perfect lubrication
conditions (hours)

Failure times of the
rotating system
(hours)

1794.1

980.0

619.1

0.002

931.6

2400a

493.9

0.0018

Rotating system with perfect
lubrication

652.5

1414.2

510.3

0.0016

Rotating system with failure
interactions

331.1

2080.3

172.2

563.5

2400a

2400a

774.8

2400a

1532.6

809.0

2400a

327.0

2400a

2081.4

1545.7

813.1

2400a

99.8

1004.3

2258.5

507.7

1195.6

2400

2400

160.4

2400a

2400a

a

The hazard of subsystems, h(t) (1/hour)

Failure times of the
lubricating system
(hours)

a

275.1

2400a

51.5

1941.6

583.5

866.1

2400a

1022.4

0.001
0.0008
0.0006
0.0004

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

Time, t (hours)

Fig. 4. The hazards of the rotating system and the lubricating system

3.3. Laboratory experimental method

884.1
a. Observations are right-censored

Understanding interactive failures is often important for selecting
correct asset maintenance strategies. To demonstrate this point,
another simulation study has been conducted. In this simulation,
the lubricating system was assumed to enter the wear-out stage
after 2500 hours, i.e., the lubricating system had an increasing
hazard (failure rate) after 2500 hours (see Fig. 4). Due to the
failure interactions, the hazard of the rotating system after 2500
hours increased as well. Without considering interactive failures,
one may choose preventive maintenance strategy for both lubricating system and rotating system. However, the hazard of the
rotating system itself was still constant. In this case, preventive
maintenance is ineffective to it at all.
0.002

Lubricating system

The hazard of subsystems, h(t) (1/hour)

0.0012

0

708.0

Rotating system with perfect
lubrication
Rotating system with failure
interactions

0.0016

0.0014

0.0002

461.3

0.0018

Lubricating system

0.0014
0.0012
0.001
0.0008
0.0006
0.0004

Instead of collecting failure data from fields, one can collect
failure data through accelerated life tests in laboratories and then
estimate the interactive coefficients using the methods mentioned
above.
In addition, in laboratory experiments, one can simulate
and control degradation processes of affecting components, and
measure the symptoms that indicate the deteriorations of affected
components. In this case, the requirement on the number of failure data can be reduced. The degradation process data and condition monitoring data (i.e., the measurements of symptoms) can be
used to estimate the hazards of the components using Proportional Hazard Model (PHM) [2] and Proportional Covariate Model
(PCM) [15]. To the affected components, the influences of their
affecting components can be treated to be external covariates.
The procedure of this method is shown in Fig. 5. An example of
using this method has been presented in [14]. In this example,
a number of experiments were conducted on a mechanical test rig
to investigate the effect of a misaligned shaft on the failures of its
supporting bearings. The misalignment of the shaft was simulated
and measured directly, but the degradations of the bearings were
monitored through measuring their vibration signals.
The laboratory experimental method can be used to overcome the difficulty of collecting failure data from fields. However, accelerated life tests are often costly as one normally needs
to design and build special test rigs. Moreover, this method often
involves using failure mechanisms in developing hazard models
as shown in the above example.

3.4. Failure interaction mechanism based method

0.0002
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

Time, t (hours)

Fig. 3. Relationship between the hazard of the rotating system and the
hazard of the lubricating system based on the observations
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Interactive coefficients can be calculated based on failure
interaction mechanism and/or dynamics. For example, when
a bearing has some defects, the related shaft will vibrate. This
vibration will increase the failure probability of the shaft. The
relationship between the defects of bearing and the failure of the
shaft can be determined using dynamics and fatigue failure theo-
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Fig. 6. Failure interaction mechanism based method for estimating interactive coefficients

3.5. Expert estimation method
Interactive coefficients can be estimated according to the
experiences of designers, manufacturers and maintenance staff.
A key issue for using this method is to eliminate subjective bias.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Laboratory experiemental method for estimating interactive
coefficients

ry. The interactive coefficient between the bearing and the shaft
can then be calculated. The general procedure of the failure interaction mechanism based method is summarized in the Fig. 6.
Failure interaction mechanism based method can often provide accurate estimates of interactive coefficients. However, the
applications of this method are often limited to some special cases because of the difficulty to understand the physical or chemical mechanisms of failure interactions between components.

Accurately analysing interactive failures which are caused
by the failure interactions between components in engineering
assets is essential to optimally design and maintain the assets.
The degree of failure interaction between two components can
be represented using an interactive coefficient. To calculate the
interactive failures, interactive coefficients need to be estimated
accurately.
This paper proposed five methods for interactive coefficient
estimation. Each method has its own advantages and limitations. The probability theory enables interactive coefficients to
be calculated accurately. However, calculating the interactive
coefficients using probability theory is often inapplicable due to
its mathematical complexity. The interactive coefficients estimated using historical failure data can represent asset real conditions
more accurately. However, this method requires sufficient failure
data which are often difficult to collect with the improvement
of asset reliability. To address the failure data insufficiency, the
laboratory experimental method can be adopted. However, this
method needs to build test rigs and is often costly. Failure interaction mechanism based methods can also provide accurate estimations. However, it relies on a thorough understanding of failure
interactive mechanisms and therefore is often limited to special
cases. The expert estimation method can be adaptive to broad
scenarios. However, the accuracy of the estimated coefficients
is greatly affected by the subjective bias of the estimators. One
should select these methods based on the conditions of individual
cases. Alternatively, one may use a combination of these methods. The authors will further investigate this issue in due course.

**********
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MODELOWANIE PLANOWYCH PRAC EKSPLOATACYJNYCH
PRZY NIEJEDNOLITYM POJAWIANIU SIĘ DEFEKTÓW I ZMIENNYM
PRAWDOPODOBIEŃSTWIE WYKRYCIA DEFEKTU
MODELING PLANNED MAINTENANCE WITH NON-HOMOGENEOUS
DEFECT ARRIVALS AND VARIABLE PROBABILITY
OF DEFECT IDENTIFICATION
W przypadku określonych czasowo prac serwisowych (Time Based Maintenance), w trakcie planowych prac eksploatacyjnych przeprowadzano zazwyczaj trzy czynności obsługowe, tj. przegląd według listy kontrolnej, naprawę wykrytych lub
zgłoszonych defektów oraz inne działania obsługowe. Inne działania obsługowe odnoszą się tu do takich czynności, jak
zmiana oleju, smarowanie, czyszczenie, kalibracja, itd., które można po prostu nazwać działaniami obsługi profilaktycznej
(Preventive Maintenance, PM). W niniejszej pracy, zamodelowano wpływ wszystkich trzech wymienionych czynności na
proces uszkodzeniowy wykorzystując pojęcie czasu zwłoki (delay time). Czas zwłoki odnosi się do dwu-etapowego procesu
uszkodzeniowego, którego pierwszy etap to pojawienie się niepożądanego defektu, a drugi to czas od pojawienia się defektu do wystąpienia uszkodzenia jeśli defekt nie zostanie usunięty. Czas trwania drugiego etapu nazywamy czasem zwłoki.
Pojęcia tego od lat używa się do modelowania przeglądów, lecz niniejsza praca wnosi do niego dwa nowe elementy. Po
pierwsze, częstotliwość pojawiania się ukrytych defektów przedstawia jako funkcję czasu, jaki upłynął od ostatniej obsługi
profilaktycznej, co pozwala na zamodelowanie wpływu działań obsługi profilaktycznej. Po drugie, traktuje prawdopodobieństwo wykrycia defektu podczas przeglądu jako funkcję czasu zwłoki, uznając, zgodnie z oczekiwaniami, że łatwość
wykrycia defektu wzrasta pod koniec czasu zwłoki. Koncepcję modelowania zilustrowano przykładem numerycznym.
Słowa kluczowe: Czas zwłoki, obsługa profilaktyczna, przegląd, naprawa.
For any time based maintenance, three maintenance activities were normally carried out at a planned maintenance epoch,
that is, inspection by a check list, repair to defects identified or reported and other maintenance actions. Here the other
maintenance actions are referred to activities such as changing oil, greasing, cleaning and calibrating etc and are simply
called Preventive Maintenance (PM) actions. In this paper we modelled the impact of all these three activities upon the
failure process using a concept called the delay time. The delay time defines a two-stage failure process with the first
stage of a random defect arising and the second stage from this point of arising to failure if unattended to. The duration
of the second stage is called the delay time. The concept has been used for inspection modelling for years, but two new
contributions were made in this paper. First, we allow the rate of arrival of hidden defects be a function of the time since
last PM, which models the influence of PM actions, and secondly the probability of defect identification at an inspection
is a function of the delay time, which allows that the easiness of defect identification increases toward the end of the delay
time as we would have expected. A numerical example is presented to demonstrate the modelling idea.
Keywords: Delay time, preventive maintenance, inspection, repair.

1. Introduction
The time based maintenance policy is still one of the effective maintenance strategies currently used in industries despite
the popularity of condition based maintenance. It is particularly
useful for those plant items which follows an exponential deteriorating characteristic and cannot be monitored by condition
monitoring. To clarify the objective of the type of the maintenance strategy we are concerned with here, consider a plant item
with a maintenance strategy of a time based maintenance every
period t time units with repair of failures undertaken as they arise. The maintenance activities at a planned maintenance epoch
normally consist of a general inspection of the operational state
of the plant by a check list, repairs to identified defects and those
reported by the operators and some other maintenance activities
such as greasing, cleaning and calibrating. Such an interval t is
clearly a key decision variable in such a strategy and the determi-

nation of the optimal planned maintenance interval is the subject
of this paper.
There have been numerous papers contributed to this topic
[7, 9], from the earlier work of Barlow and Proschan [2] to a recent review of Nicola and Dekker [8] who surveyed some developments in the area of optimal maintenance of multi-component
systems since 1991. For a survey of maintenance models prior
to 1991, see Cho and Parlar [5]. The work reported in this paper
however follows the earlier work of Chirster and Waller [3] on
the use of a concept called the Delay Time (DT) to model the
planned maintenance interval with respect to optimising a criterion function of interest. The delay time concept and associated
modelling techniques for inspection modelling have been reported in many papers over the last 20 years, see Christer and Waller
[3], Baker and Wang [1], Christer et al [4], Christer (1999), Wang
and Christer [11], Wang and Jia [13], Jones et al [6] and Wang
[14, 15]. The delay time, as will be discussed in length in the next
section, provides a window for inspection and repair as such the
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relationship between the number of failures and planned maintenance intervals can be established.

2. The delay time concept and its inspection modelling
We are interested in the relationship between the performance of equipment and maintenance interventions, and to
capture this, the conventional reliability analysis of time to first
failure, or time between failures, requires enrichment. We consider a repairable item of plant. It could be, say, a component,
a machine, or an integrated set of machines forming a production
line, but viewed by management as a plant unit. The interaction
between the maintenance concept and equipment performance
may be captured using the DT concept presented below.
Let the item of plant be maintained on a breakdown basis.
The time history of breakdowns or failure events forms a random
series of points. For any one of these failures, the likelihood is
that had the plant been inspected at some point just prior to failure, it could have been seen that all was not well and a defect was
present which, though the plant was still working, would ultimately lead to a failure. Such signals include excessive vibration,
unusual noise, excessive heat, surface staining, smell, reduced
output, increased quality variability etc. The first instance where
the presence of a defect might reasonably be expected to be recognised by an inspection had it taken place is called the initial
point u of the defect, and the time h to failure from u is called
the delay time of the defect, see Fig. 1. Had an inspection taken
place in (u, u+h), the presence of a defect could have been noted
and corrective actions taken prior to failure. Given that a defect
arises, its delay time represents a window of opportunity for preventing a failure. Clearly, the delay time h is a characteristic of
the plant concerned, the type of defect, the nature of any inspection, and perhaps the person inspecting.

Fig. 1. The delay time for a defect

To see why the DT concept is of use, consider Fig. 2 incorporating the seven defects along with the initial points and delay
times associated with each failure arising under a breakdown
system. Had an inspection taken place at point (A), one defect
could have been identified and the seven failures could have been
reduced to six. Likewise, had inspection taken place at point (A),
(B) and point (C), four defects could have been identified and
the seven failures could have been reduced to three. Fig. 2 demonstrated that provided it is possible to model the way defects
and failures arise, that is the rate of arrival of defects λ(u), and
their associated delay time h, then the DT concept can capture
the relationship between inspection frequency and the number
of plant failures.
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Fig. 2. Defect, delay and failure process incorporating three inspection
at A, B and C, where ‘○’ --- initial points; ‘●’--- failure points

Despite the extensive research in DT modelling over the
past 20 years, there are still some issues remaining to be solved.
In this paper we tackle two of them. Here we first clarify some
confusion regarding inspection and PM. Generally speaking all
actions done at a planned maintenance epoch should be called
preventive maintenance contrasted with breakdown only maintenance. It is noted that at a planned maintenance epoch, not only
an inspection and the removal of identified defects were carried
out, some other types of maintenance activities were also carried
out, such as changing or topping up lubricant oil, greasing the
bearing, cleaning and calibrating etc. These types of activities are
not designed for defect identification and removal, rather, if done
appropriately, they can reduce the number of future defects arising, and therefore the resulting failures. However, to distinguish
the three activities carried out at a planned maintenance epoch,
we narrowly defined the maintenance activities done at a planned
maintenance epoch excluding inspection and defect removals as
Preventive Maintenance (PM). How to address the impact of PM
has not yet been modelled in previous DT modelling research.
Another contribution made in this paper is the relaxation of
the assumption of a constant defect identification probability.
Many papers in DT studies have used this assumption to describe
the quality of inspections, but always assumed it is constant no
matter the defect is in its earlier stage or at the advanced stage just
before the failure. In this paper however we allow the probability
of defect identification be a function of the delay time so that the
technician will have a different degree of easiness for identifying
the defect if it is there. Obviously, the probability of defect identification should increase towards the end of the delay time.
To put the above situation into a framework of modelling, the
following are the characteristics of modelling a piece of production plant using the DT concept.
• Many failures can be characterized by a two-stage failure process, that is, from new to the initial point of a defect, and from
this point to failure if the defect was not attended to.
• The initial points of defects are random and as such can be modeled by a stochastic process along the time axis.
• The rate of the arrival of defects is an increasing function of
the time since the last PM/inspection but should tail off toward
a constant if the PM interval is long. This implies that the impact of PM activities gradually decrease and approaches a constant as time goes.
• The time interval (delay time) between the initial point of the
defect and failure is uncertain and can be modeled by a probability distribution function.
• By inspections at discrete points, one can detect if the defect
has initiated with a certain probability, and then maintenance
decisions can be taken to avoid failure.
• The defect identification probability is an increasing function
of the delay time with an upper bound. This means that one has
a less probability to detect the defect when the defect is in its
earlier stage than that in the later stage.
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• Failures can be observed immediately and need to be rectified
through corrective maintenance (CM) actions at the time of the
failure.
• All actions (inspection, defect removals at inspection, PM and
CM actions) may cost money and result in downtime.
• The problem under study is to decide on the optimal maintenance intervals that can be periodic or non-periodic.
One needs to build models to determine the optimal maintenance intervals based on some objective function (or performance measure) – either downtime or cost or reliability.

3. Assumptions and notation

1) A multi-component complex engineering system with many
components.
2) All failures follow a two-stage failure process as defined by
the well known delay time concept, Christer and Waller [3]
that is, from new to the initial point of identification of a hidden defect, then from this initial point to an eventual failure
caused by the defect if not attended to.
3) If an inspection service is performed during the second stage
before the failure, the defect may be rectified by either a repair or replacement of the same or upgraded part.
4) An inspection is not guaranteed to identify the defect. It has
a probability r for successfully identification. However, r is
also a function of the delay time in that r increases towards
the end of the delay time, which is commonly expected as the
defect propagates it become more obviously to be identified.
5) The arrival of defects follows an NHPP with the rate of the
arrival of defects being a function of the time since the last
PM. This assumption allows us to model the impact of PM
type of activities such as greasing, cleaning and adjusting at
a planned maintenance epoch.
6) The NHPP process over each PM interval is the same if the
interval is constant.
7) Once a defect arrived, it follows a delay time h before failure
with a pdf., The pdfs of the delay times of all defects are not
influenced by aging.
8) The interval between inspections is constant.
Notation

Δt = ti – ti–1
D(Δt)
C(Δt)
λ(u; ti–1)

and r(h)

4. Model formulation

Assumptions

u
ti

The formulations of

=a–be–ch need some explanation. Both formulas ensure an increasing function and approach constants A and a when u and h are
very large. This is what we needed since we assume that the rate
of the arrival of defects is smaller just after the PM and then gradually increases towards a constant long after the PM. This models the impact of PM on the rate of the arrival of defects. The
same argument also applies to r(h) =a–be–ch where r(h) should
increase towards the end of the delay time to reflect the degree of
easiness for identifying the defect, but constrained under a.

the initial point of a random defect,
the time of the ith planned maintenance since new,
the planned maintenance interval, assumed to be constant for now,
expected downtime per unit time,
expected cost per unit time,
rate of the arrival of defects,

where A>B>0, C>0, and u>ti–1,
the probability of defect identification, r(h) =a–be–ch
r(h)
where a>b>0, c>0, and a-b<1,
the delay time pdf. of defects,
f(h)
the delay time cdf,
F(h)
the mean downtime per failure,
Df
the mean downtime per maintenance/inspection,
Ds
the mean downtime per defect removal,
Dd
the mean cost per failure,
Cf
the mean cost per maintenance/inspection,
Cs
the mean cost per defect removal,
Cd
vi(t)
the rate of the arrival of failures, t [ti–1, ti),
E[Nf(ti–1, ti)] the expected number of failures over [ti–1, ti),
E[Nd(ti)]
the expected number of the defects identified at ti,

From assumptions 6 and 8, it can be shown that when i is
large, E[Nf(ti–1, ti)] ≈ E[Nf(ti–2, ti-1)] and E[Nd(ti)] ≈ E[Nd(ti-1)], so
the long term expected measures of D(Δt) and C(Δt) are
D(Δt ) =

D f E[ N f (Δt )] + Ds + Dd E[ N d (Δt )]

(1)

T + Ds + Dd E[ N d (Δt )]

and
C (Δt ) =

C f E[ N f (Δt )] + Cs + Cd E[ N d (Δt )]

(2)

T + Ds + Dd E[ N d (Δt )]

where E[Nf(Δt)] ≈ E[Nf(ti–1, ti)] and E[Nd(Δt)] ≈ E[Nd(ti)] for all
i when i is very large.
From equations (1) and (2) we can see that ≈ E[Nf(ti–1, ti)] and
E[Nd(ti)] are the two important formulas to be derived.
We first show that without any inspection interventions, then
a defect originates in time interval [u, u+du) will become a failure at time interval [t, t+dt) after a delay time h, see Fig. 3.
h

u u+du

t t+dt

Fig.3. Defect origination and delay time h

The approximated expected number of defects within [u,
u+du) is λ(u)du when du is small and the approximate expected
number of failures due to these defects in [t, t+dt), defined as
v(u,t)dt, when dt is small, is given by
v(u,t)dt = λ(u)duf(t–u)dt

(3)

Integrating equation (3) with respect to u from 0 to t and divided it with dt gives
(4)
where v(t) is the rate of the arrival of failures at time t.
Applying the same principle and now assuming that there are
inspection interventions following the assumptions made earlier,
see Fig. 4.

…

t n 1 u u+du

tn

…

t i 1

t t+dt

ti

Fig. 4. Defect origination with inspections
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For those defects arose in [ti, t), the expected number of failures
given u∈[ti–1, t) is = λ(u– ti–1)f(t–u)du. Integrating u over their
respective intervals, [tn–1, tn), n=1,…, i-1 and [ti–1, t), we have the
rate of arrival of defects is given by
(5)
for t∈[ti–1, t).
Similarly it can be proved that vi–1(t) ≈ vi(t) when i is large. Given (5) is available, it is straightforward that the expected
number of failures over [ti–1, ti) is given by

The delay distribution was chosen as the exponential distribution with scale parameter α, but surely other distributions can
be used since our calculation was done numerically anyway.
Using the parameter values in Tab. 1 and equations (1), (6) and
(7), the expected downtime per unit time in terms of the maintenance interval is shown in Fig. 5.

Ex. downtrime per unit time

For those defects arose in [u, u+du), u∈[tn–1, tn) and eventually became failures in [t, t+dt), t∈[ti–1, t), there will be i-1-n negative inspections without identifying the defects with varying probability of 1–r(tk–u), k=1,…,i–1, depending
p
g on the distance since
.
u. This is modelled by

0.018

0.013

0.008
7

The expected number of defects found at an inspection point,
say, ti is also a Poisson variable with the mean given by,
E[ N d (ti )]
= ∑ n =1 ∫ l (u − tn −1 )∏ k = n (1 − r (tk − u ))r (ti − u )(1 − F (ti − u ))du +
i −1

tn

i −1

tn −1

t

+ ∫ l (u − ti −1 )r (ti − u )(1 − F (ti − u ))du

(7)

ti −1

Because of vi–1(t) ≈ vi(t), it follows that ≈ E[Nf(ti–1, ti)] ≈
E[Nf(ti–2, ti-1)] when i is large. We can also show that E[Nd(ti)] ≈
E[Nd(ti-1)] when i is large. This provides a steady state condition
so that equations 1 and 2 can represent the expected downtime
and cost per unit time over an infinite horizon. It can be shown
that when λ(u); tii-11 = λ and r(h) = r, equations
q
6 and 7 reduce to
and
as given in Wang [14]. In equations (6) and (7) we assumed that
the downtimes caused by failures during [ti–1, ti) are small compared with the duration of the interval, and therefore are ignored.
This allows the integration over the whole interval. However, the
downtime of failures must be there in equation (1) since it is the
objective to be minimised. This assumption is really for a computation purpose and can be relaxed at the expense of more mathematics.
Because of the involvement of non-constant probabilities for
defect identification, equations (6) and (7) cannot be evaluated
analytically and as a result, they must be calculated numerically.
We present in the next section a numerical example to demonstrate the modelling idea.

21

28

35

42

49

The parameters used in this example are chosen according to
our experience in past delay time modelling, see Tab. 1

It can be seen that Δt=28 is the optimal maintenance interval.
To see the impact of model parameters on the chosen optimal maintenance interval, we selected two extreme cases for a test. First
we tried to set B=0 and c=0 which is the case of constant defect
arrival, λ=A=0.02 and constant defect identification probability,
r=a–b=0.7. This corresponds to the case of a higher defect arrival and lower defect identification compared with the case in
Fig. 5. The second is by setting C=0 and b=0 which is the case
of λ=A–B=0.01 and r=a=0.9 corresponding to a lower defect
arrival and high defect identification. Fig. 6 shows the result of
the expected downtime per unit time in terms of the maintenance
interval. It can be seen that in the first case the expected down
time is higher as expected and the optimal maintenance interval
is shortened to Δt=21. For the second case the optimal maintenance interval is lengthened to Δt=35 with a relatively lower
expected downtime.
0.023
B=0 and c=0
C=0 and b=0

0.018

0.013

0.008
7
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Fig.6. Expected downtimes in case 1 and case 2

Tab.1. Parameter values
A

B

C

0.02

0.01

0.001

Note that
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Fig.5. Expected downtime per unit time

PM interval

5. Numerical example

56

PM interval

Ex. downtime per unit time

(6)

14

a

b

c

α

Df

Ds

Dd

0.9

0.2

0.001

0.01

2

0.1

0.2

, r(h) =a–be–ch and f(h) =αe–ch
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6. Conclusions
This paper developed and discussed two new contributions
using the delay time concept in the modelling and optimisation of
planned maintenance. It showed that by allowing a non-constant
rate of the arrival of defects after a PM and a variable probability of defect identification, the decision model responded to
the changes and produced what we expected. The contributions
made resulted from our observations in maintenance practice but
also followed our common sense. The model developed can also
be used for evaluating the effectiveness of PM activities and the
efficiency of defect identification through the examination of
the parameters within λ(u); ti-1) and r(h). The numerical example
confirmed the impact of these changes made upon the maintenance decision.
There is a considerable scope for maintenance modelling
to impact productivity upon current maintenance practice. This
paper reported the use of only one modelling concept for modelling maintenance and inspection practice, but the potential is
still to be fully explored. The delay time concept is a natural one
within the maintenance engineering context. More importantly,

Ex. No. of failures

0.09

0.085

0.08
1

2

3

4

5

4
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PM sequence

Fig. 7. Expected number of failures when i=1,…,5
0.27

Ex. No of defects identified

From Fig.s 5 and 6 we can conclude that different set-ups of
the rate of the arrival of defects and the probability of defect identification do impact upon the expected downtime and the determination of the optimal maintenance interval. This illustrates the
necessity of carefully examining the set-ups of both the rate of
the arrival of defects and the probability of defect identification.
Most importantly, it confirms our initial modelling assumption
that the effectiveness of PM and variable defect identification
ability do influence the final optimal decision and the expected
downtime. Of course this is only a case example and one may
argue that if different combinations of the model parameters were
chosen the result may not be this obvious. We agree with this
point and it is not our intention to show that the PM effect and
variable defect identification probability must be considered. The
final choice of model must be done through a rigorous statistical testing using some criterion function such as AIC, Baker and
Wang [1].
To demonstrate graphically that the expected numbers of failures and defects identified at planned maintenance epochs are
constant when i is large, we used the same model parameters in
table 1 and calculated the above two statistics using equations 6
and 7 shown in Fig.s 7 and 8. It can be seen that only after i=4
both statistics become almost constant.

0.265

0.26

0.255

0.25
1

2

3
PM sequence

Fig. 8. Expected number of defect identified when i=1,…,5

it can be used to build quantitative models of the maintenance
practice of plant items, which has proved in practice to be valid. The theory is still developing, but so far there has been no
technical barrier to develop DT modelling principle to any plant
items studied.
However, there are many obstacles to be overcome before putting the model developed in this paper into practice. A notable one is the estimation of model parameters, particularly the
parameters within the rate of the arrival of defects and the probability of defect identification. There are several methods available to estimate the delay time model parameters, Wang (2008a),
but with more parameters to be estimated than the conventional
delay time models, it requires sufficient failure and maintenance
data to get any significant and valid estimates.
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EKONOMICZNY MODEL BADAŃ NIEZAWODNOŚCIOWYCH GOI
ECONOMIC DESIGN FOR GOI RELIABILITY TESTS
Niniejsza praca analizuje metody i wytyczne dotyczące wyznaczania minimalnego rozmiaru próbki podane we wspólnej
publikacji JEDEC/ FSA, wskazując na ich wady, niekonsekwencje i błędne wskazówki. W artykule podajemy dokładne i
łatwe w użyciu rozwiązanie, które rozciąga wzór JEDEC na wszelką dozwoloną liczbę uszkodzeń, dopuszczalną gęstość
defektów i poziom ufności. Przedstawiamy również ważne wytyczne dla specjalistów w zakresie niezawodności pozwalające zredukować możliwe błędy wynikające z niedoskonałych procedur próbkowania oraz uniknąć pomyłek w ocenie
gęstości defektów względem dopuszczalnej gęstości defektów (D0). Proponowana przez nas metoda może być stosowana
we wszelkich testach niezawodnościowych z rozkładem dwumianowym do wyznaczania minimalnego rozmiaru próbki
przy oszczędnym użyciu płytek i środków badawczych.
Słowa kluczowe: Minimalny rozmiar próbki, badanie V-Ramp, GOI (Nienaruszony Stan Tlenku
Bramkowego), gęstość defektów, próbkowanie losowe, rozkład dwumianowy, granice przedziału ufności.
This paper studies the methods and guidelines in minimum sample size determination provided by JEDEC/ FSA joint
publication and points out their drawbacks, inconsistency, and misguidance. We provide an exact method and easy-to-use
numerical solution by extending JEDEC’s formula to any allowed failure number, target defect density, and confidence
level. Important guidelines are also provided for reliability practitioners to reduce possible errors resulting from imperfect
sampling procedures and to avoid mistakes in defect density evaluation against a target defect density (D0). Our proposed
method can be applied to any reliability tests with the binomial distribution to determine a minimum sample size to save
wafers and testing resources.
Keywords: Minimum sample size, V-Ramp test, GOI (Gate Oxide Integrity), defect density, random
sampling, binomial distribution, confidence bounds.

1. Introduction

N > -ln(1-0.95)/D0ATest

Gate Oxide Integrity (GOI) of MOS devices has been a very
important reliability concern [12]. The defects introduced during
processing can significantly degrade oxide quality and lifetime
[9]. The V-Ramp test is an important test for GOI [1]. Due to
the defects randomly distributed in device sensitive area, an oxide stressed with a fixed electric field will wear out and break
down eventually [8]. At a V-Ramp test, a pre-specified electric
stress is applied on MOS structures and we measure the maximum electric field the structures can withstand before dielectric
breakdown. The dielectric breakdown failure proportion (p) can
be converted to a corresponding defect density (D) by [11]:
1 – p = exp [ - D ATest ]

(1)

where ATest is the gate area per test structure.
The criterion for a product under GOI qualification is to meet
the requirement that the defect density D be lower than a target
defect density (also named acceptable defect density) D0.
A sound process of V-Ramp GOI qualification involves the
selection of appropriate stress conditions, an economic sample
size for the device under test, and statistically sound data analysis approaches. The determination of economic sample size is
a sophisticated topic in statistics. In order to facilitate reliability
practitioners in sample size selection for V-Ramp qualification,
JEDEC (the leading developer of standards for the world solidstate industry) provides guidelines in an international standard
JEDEC/FSA Joint Publication (JP001.01, Feb 2004) [7]. In item
10 for “Gate Oxide Integrity” on page 16, the sample size (N) to
demonstrate a target defect density (D0) is given by [7]:

(2)

However, no guideline in defect density evaluation is given
in this joint publication. This leads to disagreement in defect density evaluation among reliability practitioners in IC industries.
Most users adopt the recommended sample size but use a point
estimate to do defect density calculation and evaluation against
the target defect density D0. When the calculated point estimate
defect density D through Eq. (1) is lower than D0, they conclude
that the product under test meets the requirement that the defect
density be lower than the target defect density, D0. For example,
assume the test area ATest = 3 mm2 = 0.03cm2, and D0 = 1/cm2. By
Eq. (2), the calculated sample size, N> -ln(1-0.95)/(0.03cm2*1/
cm2)≅100. If only one test structure breaks down (i.e., the failure
number, f, is 1), p = f/N = 1/100=0.01. The determined defect
density D = 0.335/cm2 by Eq. (1) is smaller than the required D0
(= 1/cm2). The engineer then concludes this product meets the
criterion. However, as will be illustrated later in this paper, the
confidence level for such conclusion is very low and should be
claimed as failing to meet the requirement under 95% confidence
level.
On the other hand, JEDEC/FSA (item 10.1, page 17) provides a different guideline for the sample size besides Eq. (2). This
guideline suggests the minimum total area to be 10cm2 for both
NMOS and PMOS capacitor test structures [7]. Based on this, the
minimum sample size for either NMOS or PMOS devices will be
10cm2 /0.03cm2 /2= 167 if we use the same test area of 0.03cm2
as in the earlier example. This sample size is much larger than the
100 determined by Eq. (2) and is therefore inconsistent with the
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first guideline by the same JEDEC/FSA Joint Publication. Assume that there are 4 failures (f = 4), then p = f/N = 4/167=0.024
and the calculated defect density will be D = 0.81/cm2, also lower
than target defect density D0 = 1/cm2. Again, as will be illustrated
later in this paper, the confidence level for this conclusion is also
very low and it should be claimed as failing to meet the requirement under 95% confidence level. Besides, this second sample
size determination using the area method does not require the
pre-specified target defect density D0! This does not make sense
since the required sample size should depend on the magnitude
of the pre-specified D0 (which will be illustrated later).
We employ binomial statistics and derive exact and generic
equations for determining the minimum sample size under any
allowed failure number (f), target defect density (D0), and confidence level 100(1-α)%. Besides, we provide important guidelines
for practitioners to avoid mistakes in defect density evaluation
against a target defect density D0 and also caution practitioners
the hidden uncertainty resulting from the realistic non-randomness of the chips selected in the imperfect sampling procedures.

2. Statistical comparison for defect density
The success/failure testing describes a situation where a product (a component or system) is subjected to a test for a specified
duration T (or stress intervals, distance or cycles, etc). The product either survives (i.e., survives the test) or fails prior to T [5,
6]. The probability model for this kind of testing situation is the
binomial probability distribution given by [10]
P( f ; N , p) =

N!
p f (1 − p ) N − f
f !( N − f )!

f
.
N

Using the beta distribution, Grosh derived the exact expression for the confidence limits for the point estimate of failure
proportion p [4]. The one-sided upper 100(1-α)% confidence
limit for the point estimator p̂ is:
pucl =

( f + 1) Fa [2( f + 1), 2( N − f )]
( N − f ) + ( f + 1) Fa [2( f + 1), 2( N − f )]

− ln(1 − pUCL )
Atest

(5)

DUCL should be the one to be compared with the target D0.
When DUCL is less than D0, we conclude that the products under
qualification pass the requirement with 100(1-α)% confidence.
The widely accepted confidence level is 95% (i.e., α= 0.05).
In the first example in Section I, the point estimate of p is
, and the point estimate of D is then
− ln(1 − pˆ ) − ln(1 − 0.01)
Dˆ =
=
= 0.335cm 2 . However, the one-sided
Atest
0.03cm 2
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− ln(1 − pUCL ) − ln(1 − 0.0466)
=
= 1.59 / cm 2 ,
Atest
0.03cm 2

which is larger than the target D0 (= 1/cm2). The conclusion here
is contradictory to the previous one in Section I using the simple
point estimate for comparison.
For the second example in Section I, the point estimate of p
is pˆ =

− ln(1 − pˆ ) − ln(1 − 0.024)
f
4
=
= 0.808cm 2 .
=
= 0.024 and Dˆ =
0.03cm 2
Atest
N 167

However, the one-sided 95% confidence limit for the failure proportion
is
pucl=0.0530,
and
its
corresponding
DUCL =

− ln(1 − pUCL ) − ln(1 − 0.808)
=
= 55.0 / cm 2 , which is much larger
Atest
0.03cm 2

than the target defect density D0 = 1/cm2! The conclusion here is
also contradictory to the previous conclusion in Section I using
the simple point estimate for comparison.

3. Economic design with minimum sample size
We propose to use the exact and conservative one-sided binomial hypothesis test [2]. Assume that the samples tested have
constant failure percentage p, which requires uniform samples
and selecting samples with good randomness.
Let B(f; N, p) be a binomial CDF (Cumulative Distribution
Function). Then a conservative size α test of H0: p ≥p0 against H1:
p < p0 is to reject H0 if B(f; N, p0) ≤ That is,
(6)
The p0 in Eq. (6) is actually the pUCL determined from DUCL
(equivalently the given target defect density D0) and test area ATest
through Eq. (5). Namely,

pUCL = 1 − exp(− D0 * ATest )

(7)

For pre specified f = 0, we can obtain an analytical solution
for the minimum sample size N using Eq. (6) with f=0.

Thus, we have the minimum sample size when the pre specified allowable failure number f = 0:

(4)

where Fα[2(f+1), 2(N-f)] is the upper α percentage point of the F
distribution with DOF (degrees of freedom) of 2(f+1) and 2N(Nf) [3].
From Eq. (1), we can obtain the one-sided 100(1-α)% upper
confidence limit (DUCL) for the calculated defect density D:
DUCL =

and its corresponding DUCL =

(3)

where N is the sample size of products under test; f is the number
of failed products after the reliability test; and p is the probability
of failure (which is usually named as population failure proportion or percentage). This probability of failure (p) is different
from the point estimator of failure proportion pˆ =

95% confidence limit for the failure proportion is pucl= 0.0466,

(8)
When α = 0.05, Eq. (8) becomes Eq. (2). However, JEDEC/
FSA Joint Publication [6] did not mention how to use this obtained sample size, not to mention that it is for f = 0 only. Therefore, most practitioners have been misusing the sample size that
JEDEC/ FSA Joint Publication provides in Eq. (2). People who
use this calculated sample size evaluate their product’s defect
density by estimated defect density, as illustrated with examples
in Section I. The correct usage of Eq. (8) should be as follows.
When the minimum sample size obtained using Eq. (8) is
used for V-ramp testing and zero device is found failed (i.e. f=0)
after all devices finish testing, we conclude that the product under
test shall pass, with 100 (1-α)% confidence level, the requirement
that its defect density be lower than target defect density D0. If
the number of failed devices is larger than zero, the product under
test fails the defect density requirement. This makes the statistical comparison much easier than using Eq. (4) and at the same
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time, the chosen sample size is most economic comparing cases
if a larger sample size is used, such as the second guideline using
total test area from JEDEC/ FSA (item 10.1, page 17) [7].
However, the minimum sample size using pre-specified f=0
using Eq. (8) has a potential drawback when the sampling of devices to test is not perfectly randomized. The randomization of
sampling is the premise for statistical hypothesis testing. However, the impact extent of imperfect sampling could be alleviated
significantly by choosing pre-specified failure numbers f larger
than zero. The larger the f chosen, the less impact on the conclusion from statistical hypothesis test. Therefore there is a need to
use f >0.
For a pre-specified f>0 (and also given D0, α, f and ATest), we
can determine the minimum sample size N using the equation
below.

( f + 1) Fa [2( f + 1), 2( N − f )]
= 1 − exp(− D0 * ATest ) (9)
( N − f ) + ( f + 1) Fa [2( f + 1), 2( N − f )]
This equation is obtained by combining Eq. (4) and Eq. (7).
Since the F function in Eq. (9) is a very complicated integral involving the Gamma functions, the numerical solution of N is
quite difficult. Fortunately, we have easy access to the numerical
tabulation of the F function from the popular Microsoft Excel,
which has
. In Excel, we establish two
columns using the left and right sides of Eq. (9) respectively with
different possible N. The solution of N can be easily obtained by
finding the row which assures the matching left and right sides of
Eq. (9). The above operations only take a couple of minutes. This
greatly facilitates reliability practitioners to determine the minimum sample size for any pre-specified failure number f, target
defect density D0, test area ATest, and confidence level 100(1-α)%;
this is not available yet in any current JEDEC standard and reliability literature.
After the V-ramp testing with the minimum sample size determined hereinabove, if the actual failure number is less than or
equal to the pre-specified allowed f, we conclude that the defect
density D meets the requirement that the product under test be
lower than target D0 with 100(1-α)% confidence.

4. Economic test with earlier decision employing
the minimum sample size method

of estimated defect density. Therefore, if the number of devices
of more than the minimum sample size is used in testing such as
the planned sample size determined by the second guideline in
JEDEC/ FAS joint publication, it will certainly result in big waste
of time and resources.
With the method of the minimum sample size discussed earlier, we could make early conclusion that the product under test
fails the defect density requirement if larger than or equal to one
device is found failed during testing before the number of devices
tested reaches the minimum sample size for pre specified f=0.
This could save time and resources. However this requires us to
assure good randomness of the sampling process. If the realistic
imperfect sampling requires us to use pre specified f>0, such as
f=2, we still could terminate the testing earlier to save time and
resources if more than 2 devices failed already during the testing
before the sample size of devices finishing testing reaches the
minimum sample size corresponding the pre specified f=2.

5. Conclusions
The drawbacks and inconsistency of two guidelines in JEDEC/ FAS joint publication for the minimum sample size to be
used in V-Ramp GOI tests have been pointed out and discussed
in details. An exact method for any allowed failure number, target
defect density, test area and confidence level is proposed based
on the conservative binomial hypothesis test. The minimum sample size has been extended to any pre-specified allowed failure
number. This has realistic and practical applications considering
the difficulty to maintain the pure randomness during sampling
procedures in some circumstances. An easy-to-use method using
a spreadsheet software package like Excel has made it possible
for reliability practitioners to determine the minimum sample
size from the complex equation for f>0. This exact method is not
available yet from any current JEDEC standard and reliability literature. Additional benefit can be obtained to make earlier conclusions for an economic test by employing the minimum sample
size method for some circumstances if the actual defect density
is higher than the specified. Furthermore the minimum sample
size method can also be applied in many other reliability tests
requiring the determination of a minimum sample size to save
wafers and testing resources as long as the binomial distribution
is applicable.

The result or the actual defect density level of the V-ramp test
is usually unknown in advance. The conventional practice is that
all prepared devices finish the V-ramp test before the calculation
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